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IT has been said that a University is a collec-
tion of books. Every member of the student 
body, faculty or staff realizes, however, that 
this is far from realistic appraisal. To the con-
trary, the true structure of a University rests on 
scholarship, able administration and dedicated 
instruction. It is rare indeed when talents in all 
three of these fields are combined in one 
individual. 
Since 1928, Dr. Harold A. lddles has pro-
vided for the University of New Hampshire just 
such an unusual combination. His scientific 
work both in this country and abroad, as well 
as his active participation in many scientific 
societies, testifies to his ability as a scholar. 
The development of the Department of Chem-
istry under his leadership is but one of many 
examples of his administrative skill. The inspi-
ration of his teaching lives in the memories of 
two generations of students. 
The staff of the GRANITE dedicates this 
issue to Dr. lddles in part as a tribute to an 
outstanding teacher and administrator, but 
most of all as an expression of the grateful 
appreciation of three decades of New Hamp-
shire students for his friendly council. 





Fair stands she, all glorious, 
New Hampshire, strong and free 
Hail to thee victorious, 
New Hampshire, dear to me: 
When years bring shadows, 
Dark'ning life's sea, 
Then, radiant, all glorious, 
New Hampshire, Thou shall be 
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President Eldon L Johnson, A.B., Ph D , 
Ph.M., ex-officio 
His Excellency Governor Wesley Powell, 
LLD., ex-officio 
Perley I Fitts, Commissioner of Agriculture, 
B.S., ex-officio 
Austin I Hubbard, B.S., President 
Ernest W. Christensen, B.S., Vice President 
Dean P. Williamson, Secretary 
George L Frazer 
Frank W Randell, B.S., LLD 
Forrest M. Eaton 
Bradford S Boothby 
Mrs Arthur B Brown 
Maurice F. Devine 
Sitting, left to right , Forrest M. Eaton , Austin I. Hubbard , President ; Pres ide nt Eldon Johnson ; Frank W 
Randell. Standing , Bradford S. Boothby Perley I. Fitts , Commission e r of Agriculture; George L. Fraze r 
Dean P W illiamson, Secre tary. 
ELDON L. JOHNSON 
President 
PreJiJenl~ 
me,Hage 
I EXTEND my sincere best wishes to the Class of 1961 
The University which you leave this year is in many ways quite differ-
ent from that which you entered four years ago You have seen the fulfill-
ment of a long-time vision as the College Brook ravine has been trans-
formed from a virtual jungle into a park, ringed by new buildings You 
have experienced the pleasures and benefits which flow from learning in 
new surroundings, in modern, well equipped studios, laboratories, and 
library You have participated in such experiments in teaching as langu-
age laboratories and television classes 
Like the campus itself, you have also changed in the last few years 
Your intellectual horizons have broadened, both through the classroom 
and through your association with some of the world's leading statesmen, 
scientists, artists, and men of letters Your tastes and values have changed 
- we hope for the higher and better 
These have been exciting years, both in your own life and in the Uni-
versity's history We trust that as you leave, you will do so with a sense of 
pride that will remain and grow throughout the years that lie ahead 
ELDON L. JOHNSON 
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DAVID C KNAPP 
Assistant to the President 
JERE A. CHASE 
Assistant to the President 
D.AVID C KNAPP, Assistant to the Presi-
dent, was born in Syracuse, New 
York . After receiving his Ph.D. degree 
from the University of Chicago in 1953, 
he worked briefly for the Department of 
the Interior, primarily in management re-
search Last year he traveled to Finland 
as a Fulbright Research Scholar While 
abroad, he continued his research in the 
development of public policy in the fields 
of natural resources, which is one of his 
main interests. Mr. Knapp who is among 
the fourth generation of teachers in his 
family, is now looking forward to con-
ducting a senior seminar in government 
next semester 
JERE A. CHASE has been closely associ-
ated with the University in many ca-
pacities since his student days here Mr 
Chase received his B.S degree from the 
University in 1936 and a Master of Edu-
cation degree in 1946 As an under-
graduate he was very active in athletics, 
serving as Captain of the cross country 
team, Captain of the ski team and a 
member of the baseball team 
Before joining the University staff as 
Director of Placement in 1947, he taught 
mathematics and coached at Berwick 
Academy, South Berwick, Maine, and was 
sub-master and coach at Dow Academy 
in Franconia . 
At the University, Mr . Chase has held 
the posts of Director of Admissions, Di-
rector of the Memorial Union, Associate, 
and later, Director of University Exten -
sion, and Director of Development He 
was appointed to his present position last 
year . 
John F Reed 
Dean of Liberal Aris 
Dean of Gra:luate Sch'Jol 
_A-J1ninidfraf ion 
THE admin1strat1ve officers and staff of the 
un1versrty are the backbone of the univer-
sity These many people are responsib le for 
policies of the universi ty, the extension service, 
the library, counseling, financial aids, the busi-
ness office, the book store, admissions, reg1s-
trat1on and grades, the university hea lth serv-
ice, the union, housing, alumni, the TV station 
to mention only the ma1or areas Needless to 
say the staff consists of many qualified people 
doing various jobs in order to keep the univer-
sity running efficiently 
The deans of the Colleges of Agriculture, 
Robert N Fa iman 
D::!an of College of Te chnology 
Harold C G ri nnell 
Dean of Agriculture 
Liberal Arts, and Technology; the Dean of the 
Graduate School; and the Associate Deans of 
Students make ma1or dec1s1ons regarding the 
policy of the University, maintain the high qual-
ity of education and reputation for service, and 
provide for the future of the Un1vers1ty With 
the ever increasing enrollment of students and 
expansion of the physical plant, the deans must 
s:and ready to accept this responsibility and 
not postpone it until the demands exceed the 
facil ities The admin1strat1on is la rgely respon-
sible for th e academic freedom and an ap-
proachable faculty we en1oy at UNH and as 
busy as they are in their tasks as administra -
tors, they a re eager to talk with students in 
need of their aid 
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Paul E. Schaefer 
Registrar 
Harry R. Carroll 
Director of Admissions 
Melville Nielson 
Assistant to the 
Dean of Liberal Arts 
Elizabeth A. McQuade 
Associate Dean of Students 
Mathias C. Richards 
Associate Dean of Agriculture 
Charles M. Wheeler Jr 
Dean of Students 
Norman W Myers 
Treasurer 
Robb G. Gardiner 
Director of University 
Development 
Robert G. Congdon 
AGRICULTURAL AND 
BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY 
Arthur E. Terri , Chairman 
Stanley R. Shimer Prof 
Thomas G . Phillips, Prof Erner 
Margaret E. Loughlin, Assist. Prof 
Douglas G. Routley Assist. Prof 
Doris Labbe, Instructor 
William Therien, Instructor 
Henry A. Davis, Assoc. Chemist 
Gordoa P Percival, Assoc. Chemist 
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
William F. Henry Chairman 
James R. Bowring, Prof 
William H. Drew Assoc. Prof 
Silas B. Weeks, Assoc. Prof 
Richard A. Andrews, Assist. Prof 
Lawrence A. Dougherty Assist , Prof 
Owen B. Durgin, Statistician 
Russell E. Underwood, Economist 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
John J. Kolega, Chairman 
Gordon L. Byers, Assoc. Prof 
H. N. Colby Assoc. Prof 
AGRONOMY 
Allan B. Prince, Chairman 
Paul T Blood, Assoc. Prof 
Gerald M. Dunn, Assoc. Prof 
Leroy J. Higgins, Assoc. Prof 
Nobel K. Peterson, Assoc. Prof 
Robert F. Lucey Agronomist 
Bessie G. Sanborn, Alayst 
Olin C. Braids, Assistant 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 
Loring V Tirrell, Chairman 
Gerald L. Smith, Assoc. Prof 
Harold E. Kimball, Jr. , Instructor 
THE ARTS 
George R. Thomas, Chairman 
John W Hatch, Assoc. Prof 
John W Laurent, Assist. Prof 
James Fasanelli, Assist. Prof 
Anne Henderson, Assist. Prof 
Winifred M. Clark, Assist. Prof, 
Chirstopher C. Cook, Instructor 
Alfred Potter Instructor 
Virginia R. Bell, Instructor 
Daniel L. Valenza, Instructor 
BACTERIOLOGY 
Lawrence W Slanetz, Chairman 
Clora H. Bartley Assoc, Prof 
William Chesbro, Assist. Prof 
BOTANY 
Albion R. Hodgdon , Chairman 
John F. Reed, Prof 
Avery E. Rich , Prof 
M. C. Richards, Prof 
Stuart Dunn , Assoc. Prof 
Charlotte G . Nost, Assoc. Prof 
Richard Schreiber Assist. Prof 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
Oswald T Zimmerman, Chairman 
Irvin M. Lavine, Prof 
Dr Horry Bastion, Assist. Prof 
Edgar J . Bosse, Technician 
CHEMISTRY 
Harold A. lddles , Chairman 
Albert F. Doggett, Prof 
James A. Funkhouser Prof 
Helmut M. Hoendler Prof 
Henry J. Kuivilo , Prof 
Robert E. Lyle , Jr., Prof 
Charles M. Wheeler Jr., Assoc. Prof 
Alexander R. Amell, Assoc. Prof 
Kenneth K. Andersen, Assist. Prof 
Paul R. Jones, Assist. Prof 
Fronk L. Pilar Assist. Prof 
Albert K. Sawyer Asist. Prof 
Gloria G. Lyle, Instructor 
R. W Ricci, Instructor 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
J. Harold Zoller Chairman 
Edmond W Bowler Prof 
Charles 0. Dowson, Prof 
Russell R. Skelton , Prof 
Eric T Huddleston , Prof Erner 
Edwin S. Alling, Assoc . Prof 
Arthur R. Nicholson, Instructor 
DAIRY HUSBANDRY 
Kenneth S. Morrow Chairman 
Horry A. Keener Prof 
Nicholas F. Colovos , Assoc. Prof 
Herbert C. Moore, Assoc. Prof 
Gunnar B. Olsson, Assist. Prof. 
C. Hilton Boynton, Prof 
ECONOMICS AND 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Arthur W Johnson, Chairman 
Carroll M. Degler Prof 
John A. Hogon , Prof 
Ruth J . Woodruff, Prof 
Sam Rosen, Assoc. Prof 
Doris E. Tyrrell, Assoc. Prof 
John A. Bergeron, Assist. Prof 
Myra L. Davis, Assist. Prof 
Ronald D. Mich man, Assist. Prof 
John H. Bassett, Instructor 
Russell W Johnson, Instructor 
Joseph E. Michael, Jr., Instructor 
EDUCATION 
Everett B. Sackett, Chairman 
Thomas 0 . Marshall, Prof. 
Wayne S. Koch , Prof 
Carleton P Menge, Assoc. Prof 
Poul R. Lohnes, Assist. Prof. 
Eugene C. Jorgensen, Assist. Prof 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
Alden L. Winn , Chairman 
William B. Nulsen, Prof 
Leon W Hitchcock, Prof Erner 
Albert D. Frost, Assoc: Prof 
Donald W Melvin, Assoc. Prof 
Fletcher A. Blanchard, Assoc. Prof 
Ronald R. Clark , Assist. Prof 
Romon Bryhczynski, Assist. Prof 
Richard P Connelly Instructor 
Robert W Goodrich, Instructor 
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Arthur E. Teeri 
Agricultural and 
Biological Chemistry 
William F. Henry 
Agricultural Economics 
John J . Kolego 
Agricultural Engineering 
Allon B. Prince 
Agronomy 
Loring V Tirre ll 
Animal Hus bandry 
George R. Th om a s 
The Arts 
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Lawrence W Slane tz 
Bacteriology 
ENGLISH 
Sy lves ter H. Bingham, Chairman 
Edmund A. Cort e z, Prof 
W illiam G. He nnessy Prof 
Howard J. Schult~, Prof 
Car rol! S. Towle, Prof 
Robert G. Webs ter Prof 
Jo s~ ph D. Batche ll e r Assoc. Prof 
G. Ha rr is Daggett, Ass oc. Prof 
Max S. Mayna rd, As soc. Prof 
Jo h n C. Richarcls o a, As oc. Prof 
Lu cinda P Smith, A!.scc. Prof Erner 
Dale S. Und e rwood, Assoc. Prof 
Lewis C. Goffe, Assist. Prof 
Edmund G. Mi ller Assist. Prof 
Phili p L. Nicoloff Assis t. Prof 
l ee S. Bai e r In structor 
Anthony S. Caldwell, In structor 
Erlend E. J acobsen, In structor 
Ha rry G. Martens, In structor 
Jo se ph G. McElroy In s tructor 
Nicholas P Nichols , Instructor 
Jo h n A. Taylor In structor 
Jami! I Toubbe h, Ins tructor 
Thomas A. William s, J r., Ins tructor 
Phyllis D. Williamson, In structor 
He rbert H. Czermak, Grad. Asst. 
Pe ter C. Mollema, Grad . Asst. 
Ed ward Power Grad. Asst 
F:NTOMOLOGY 
Jam es G. Conklin, Chairman 
Robe rt L. Bli ckle, Prof 
Walter C. O'Kane, Prof Erner 
William R. lee, Jr ., As sist. Prof 
Wa lla ce J. Morse, Analys t 
O swald T Zimm e rman 
Chemical Engine eri ng 
Albion R. Hodgdon 
Botany 
Harald A. lddles 
Chemistr y 
FORESTRY 
Paul E. Bruns , Chairman 
Clark L. Steven s, Prof 
Le wi s C. Swain , Prof 
Bertran Hu sc h, Ass oc . Prof 
Oliver P Wallace, Ass o c. Prof 
Pe ter H. All e n, Assist Prof 
Harold W Hocke r J r., Ass ist. Prof 
GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY 
William H. Wallace, Chairm an 
Donald H. Chapman , Prof 
Ralph T Me ye rs, Prof 
Ce ci l J . Sch nee r Asoa c. Prof 
Gl e na W Stewart, Asso c. Prof 
G e org e Th e okritoff Ass ist Prof 
GOVERNMENT 
John T Hold e n, Ch air ma n 
Rob e rt B. Di shman , Prof 
Allan A. Kuu sis to , Prof 
Da vid C. Kn a pp , Ass o c. Prof 
Robe rt N . La rs on , Ass ist. Prof 
Jose ph P Ford, In structor 
Arthur S. Bank s, In structor 
Ma ry A. Bow le y Ass istant 
HISTORY 
Philip M. Mars ton , Ch a irma n 
Da vid F Long , Prof 
Han s He ilb ronn er Asso c. Prof 
Gibso a R. John son , Asso c. Prof 
Allan B. Pa rtr idg e, Asso c. Prof 
Robe rt C. Gi lmore, Ass ist, Prof 
William Gree nl e af Ass ist. Prof 
Morion E. Jam es, Ass ist. Prof 
Charles A. J e lli son , Ass ist. Prof 
J. Harold Zol le r 
Civil Engin e erin g 
Ke nn e th S. Marrow 
Da iry Hu sb a ndry 
Ar thur W John son 
Eco no mics a nd 
Bu si ness Administra tio n 
Evere tt B. Sackett 
Education 
HOME ECONOMICS 
Anna L. Smith , Chairman 
Frances E. Platts, Assoc. Prof 
M. Elizebeth Rand, Assac. Prof 
Sarah C. Thames, Assoc. Prof 
Ruth E. Pearce, Assist. Prof 
Dorothy S. Will s, Assist. Praf 
Joyce C. Kohn , Asi stont 
HORTICULTURE 
William W Smith, Chairman 
Albert Yeag er Prof Erner 
Russell Eggert, Assoc . Prof 
John T Kitchen, Assoc. Prof 
J . Raymond Hepler Assoc. Prof Ern er 
L. Phelps Latimer Assac. Prof Erner 
Owen M. Rogers, Assist. Prof 
HOTEL ADMINISTRATION 
Donald E. Lundberg ,Chairman 
H. Jom es Purchase , Assis tant 
LANGUAGES 
R. Alberto Casas, Chairman 
Arno K. Lepke, Prof 
John Walsh , Prof 
Clifford Parker Prof Erner 
Lloyd W Buhrman , Assoc. Prof 
Jomes C. Faulkner Assoc. Prof 
Ralph H. Cryesky Assist. Prof 
Alexander Danoff, Assis t. Prof 
Al exander Konrad , Assist. Prof 
David A. Callin s, Instructor 
Charles H. Leig hton , In structor 
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MATHEMATICS 
M . Evans Munroe, Chairman 
Marvin R. Solt , Prof 
William L. Kichline, Prof 
Ruth M. Peters, Assoc . Praf 
Sh e pl e y L. Ross, Assoc. Prof 
Robert H. Owens , Assac . Prof 
Edward A. Bathe, Assoc . Prof 
Donald M. Perkins, Assist. Prof 
Robert 0 . Kimball , Assist. Praf 
Frederich J. Robin son , Assist. Prof 
John C. Mairhuber Assist. Prof 
Dav id M. Burton , Assis t. Prof 
Barbara Hous ton, In structor 
Bary Wingersky Instructor 
MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERING 
Edward T Donavan , Chairman 
E. Howard Stolworthy Prof 
Te n ho S. Kauppin e n, Assoc. Prof 
Ru sse ll L. Va!entin e, Assoc. P;-of 
William E. Clark , Assi st. Prof 
Fred e rick G . Hochgrof Assist. Prof 
William W Mosberg , Assist. Prof 
Karl S. Webster Assisi. Prof 
Harvard B. Emery In str uctor 
Elia s M. O 'Connell , In st. u : tor 
John A. Wilson, Instructor 
Edwin B. Mclean, Tech ni cicri 
MUSIC 
Karl H. Bratten , Chairman 
Robert W Manton, Prof 
Donald E. Steele, Prof 
John B. Whitlock, Assoc. Prof 
Irving D. Bartley Assist. Prof 
Howard Boyajian, Assist. Prof 
Luca DiCecco, Ass is t. Prof 
Allon Owen, Assist. Prof 
John D. Wicks , Assist. Prof 
John J. Zei, In structor 
Alden L. Winn 
Electrical Engineering 
Sylvester H. Bingham 
English 
Jom es G . Conklin 
Entomology 
Paul E. Bruns 
Forestry 
William H. Wallace 
Acting Chairman 
Geology and Geography 
John T. Hold e n 
Government 
Phil ip M. Marsto n 
History 
Anna L. Smith 
Home Eco nomics 
Wi lliam W . Smith 
Horticulture 
Don a ld E. Lund be rg 
Ho tel Administration 
PHILOSOPHY 
Rob e rt W . Jordan , Cha irman 
Asher Moo re, Prof. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
FOR MEN 
Ca rl Lundholm , Cha irman 
Paul C. Sweet, Prof. 
Cla re nce E. Boston , Asso c. Prof. 
William E. Ol son , Assoc , Prof . 
He nry C. Swasey, Assoc. Prof. 
Edward J . Blood , Ass isi. Prof . 
Horace S. Martin, Jr ., Ass ist. Prof. 
Andrew Mooradian , Ass ist. Prof. 
A. Borr Snive ly, Jr., Ass ist. Prof. 
WOMEN'S PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION 
Marion C. Be ckwith , Chairman 
Eve lyn Browne , Assoc. Prof. 
Ba rbara K. Newman , Assoc . Prof. 
Caroline S. Wooste r, As soc . Prof. 
Joan T. Stone , Ass ist. Prof. 
Jacq ue line Clifford , In structor 
Be tty Joyce Mi lls, ln str~ctor 
Ja nee n L. Sand , In structo r 
Patr ici a Farre ll, In structor 
Pa trici a A. Ro ss, In structor 
PHYSICS 
Harry H. Hall , Chairman 
Joh n A. Lockwood , Prof. 
Horace L. Howes , Prof. Erner. 
David G. Clark, Asso c. Prof. 
William H. Hartwe ll , Aso c. Pro f. 
Robert E. Houston , Jr. , Assoc. Prof. 
Lyman Mowe r, Assoc . Prof . 
John E. Mulh e rn , Jr., Asso c. Prof. 
S idn e y R. Butler, Assist. Prof . 
Laure nce J. Cahill , Jr., Ass ist. Prof. 
Jam es H. Tra inor, In structor 
Ka rl E. Flande rs, In structor 
POULTRY HUSBANDRY 
Winthrop C. Skoglund,'Cha irman 
Richard C. Ring ro se, Prof. 
Wolte r M. Coll ins, Assoc. Pro f. 
Alan C. Corbe tt , Assoc. Prof. 
W illiam R. Dunlop, Assoc. Prof. 
Richard Strout, In stru ctor 
PSYCHOLOGY 
He rbe rt A. Ca rroll , Chairman 
Ge orge M. Has le rud, Prof. 
Brian R. Kay, Asoc. Prof. 
Stanley I. Be rg er, Assist. Prof . 
Nathan Brody, Ass ist. Pro f. 
Walter R. Du ryea, Assis t. Prof . 
Alberto Casas 
Languages 
Carl Lundho lm 
Physiol Education for ,\,\en 
Marion C. Beckwith 
Physical Education for Women 
RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING 
CORPS 
Department of Military Science 
and Tactics 
Lt. Col. Joseph P Stabler Chairman 
Major Warren W Witt, Assist Prof 
Capt. Robert E. Belford, Assi s t. Prof 
Capt John B. Hammond, As;ist. Prof 
Capt. Marion E. Jon es, Assi st Prof 
Sgt.-Major Dale J . Dann , In structor 
M/ Sgt. Charles B. Moratti, Administrator 
M/ Sgt. Edi son E. Temple, In structor 
SFC John P Mcinnes, Administrator 
SFC Clinton F Ram ey Administrator 
SFC Charles R. Willey Jr., Administrator 
Edward T Dono van 
Mechanical Engin eering 
Karl H. Bratton 
Music 
Marshall E. Munroe 
Mathematics 
Robert W Jordan 
Philosophy 
Department of Air Science and 
Tactics 
Co!. Randolph L. Wood, Chairman 
Major Eug ene J. Cogan, Assist. Prof 
Major Dona!d A. Lundholm, Assist. Prof 
Capt. Th eodo re J . Finnegan, Assist. Prof 
Capt. Robert L. Spiller J r., Assist Prof 
Capt. Rog~r S. Teachout Assist. Prof 
T / Sgt. Joseph R. Gaudreau 
S/ Sgt Ralph B. Ordway 
S/ Sgt. John ston B. Richardson 
AlC James H. Alie, 
A 1 C John B. MacDonald 
Her bert A. Carroll 
Psychology 
Harry H. Hall 
Physics 
ZOOLOGY 
Jose ph P Stabler 
Military Science 
George M. Moore, Chairman 
C. Floyd Jackson , Prof Erner 
Lorus J . Milne, Prof 
Edyth T Richard son , Prof 
Wilber J . Bullock, Assoc . Prof 
Marian A. Petti bone, Asso c. Pro f 
Philip J . Sawyer Assoc. Prof 
Paul E. Schae fer Assoc. Prof 
Em ery F. Swan , Assoc. Prof 
Paul A. Wright, Assoc. Prof 
Merritt A. Gibson , Assist. Prof 
Marcel E. Lavoie , Assist. Prof 
Rob ert A. Ma in, Instructor 
SOCIOLOGY 
Richard S. Dewey Chairman 
Melville N ielson , Assoc. Prof 
Me lv in T Bab ick , Assist. Prof 
Owe n B. Durgin , Assist. Prof 
Stuart H. Palm er Assist. Prof 
Maurice N. Ric hte r J r., Assist. Prof 
Pa ulin e Saukaris , In stru cto r 
Randolph L. Wood 
Air Science 
Wi nthrop C. Skoglund 
Pou l/ry Hu sbandry 
Richard S. Dewey 
Sociology 
George M. Moore 
Zoology 
FEATURES 

was held at the Memorial 
n was seleded the winner 
FRESHMAN CAMP began on September 9, 
1960, at Camp Fatima . Here the class of 
'64 was introduced to college life by means of 
skits put on by the counselors and discussion 
groups which followed "Understanding your 
responsibility, your goals, the transitions you 
must make in college, understanding others 
and yourself" were the main themes of dis-
cussion. The Frosh learned the University's 
songs and cheers as they were required to 
sing before each meal, with counselors judg-
ing their efforts Bird walks were an annual 
early morning recreation with organized sports 
and games during the day At night there was 
dancing and story-telling with Pot Farrell 
Though each hour was filled with fun, the 
campers arrived on campus with a good un-
derstanding of what college entailed in both 
academic and social areas A united class of 
friends caught up in school spirit, eagerly an-
ticipating their future role as a college student 
was the result of the four days at Freshman 
Camp 
HOMECOMING-the kick-
off weekend of the year! 
This year the alumni re-
turned to witness many vic-
torious events The theme of 
the annual Homecoming con-
test between housing units 
was " The Speculative Six 
ty's " Sawyer, Englehart, Al-
pha Xi Delta, and Phi Mu 
Delta received first prize for 
their original decorations, 
which added to the spirit of 
the festivities. 
The Wildcats won the 
game against Delaware, 31-
14 This was our first victory 
against Delaware 1n six 
years Ellen Czaja was elec-
ted queen of the Homecom-
ing Ball She and her attend-
ants, Murial Dussault, Cathy 
Parry reigned at all the 
events throughout the week-
end 
This was also the weekend 
of the dedication of the Paul 
Creative Arts Center. Tours 
were offered for all who 
could find time in their 
crowded schedules to see our 
newest addition to the cam-
pus. 
I___Jj.omecomin<J 
FRESHLY polished swords, a military arch, and a sophisticated 
Queen were the focal points of UNH's Mil Arts Ball, the 
largest military event of the year. The music provided by Bob 
Adam's orchestra set the mood for the two events of the even-
ing. The lovely Queen, Pam Holmes, accompanied by her two 
attendants, Nancy DuRie and Carol Schmouth, was ushered 
through an arch of gleaming swords to receive her crown. After 
being crowned, Queen Pam knighted the candidates, as they 
were initiated, into their respective ROTC societies. 

,.,... 
THE wildest political event of the election year was 
held this fall in Durhamland Three equally farc1al 
and hilarious candidates were presented to the citi-
zens of UNH The Duke of Durham promised to be the 
most efficient Mayor provided he could be aided by 
the elusive Muriel Supporting him were Acacia, Sigma 
Beta and Alpha Chi Omega Sailbad the Sinner pro-
posed to save the campus from an eminent flood with 
their slogan, Drink or Sink Aiding him were Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon, Alpha Tau Omega, and Alpha Xi 
Delta Wholeheartedly supporting Eliot Mess was Phi 
Mu Delta, Pi Kappa Alpha, and Chi Omega, as the 
law and the Unflushables Their slogan, "Vote Mess, " 
could not clean up enough votes 
WILLIAM SNODGRASS 
EACH year our Distinguished 
Lecturers series brings to our 
campus some of the world's most 
famous Statesmen, scholars, and 
scientists 
Our first speaker of the year 
was John Galbraith, Professor at 
Harvard University and author of 
many books Mr Galbraith spoke 
on "THE AFFLUENT SOCIETY and 
its critics, " a defense of his mosl 
famous book and the policies he 
presents in it 
In February, Art Historian, Wil-
liam D Heckscher, who is currently 
affiliated with the Institute for Ad-
vanced Study at Princeton , spoke 
on "Genius and the Emblematic 
Tradition " using slides to illustrate 
WILLIAM D HECKSHER 
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ERIC FRIEDMAN 
NICOLE HENRIOT-SCHWEITZER 
EILEEN FARRELL 
Carnival 
THIS year UNH celebrated 
its fortieth annual Winter 
Carnival, World Wide Win-
ter The weekend began with 
the judging of the snow 
sculptures, McLaughlin, Phi 
Mu, Sigma Beta, and Alex-
ander were the deserving 
winners The Skating Show 
featured the UNH skating 
club Thursday night During 
intermission the tourch relay 
ended at Batchelder rink and 
the Queen was presented the 
tourch. 
Friday night early evening 
parties were followed by the 
Winter Carnival Ball. On Sat-
urday Afternoon Dizzy Gil-
lespie picked up the Carnival 
spirit and sent it soaring even 
higher with Big Jazz Sunday 
the weekend 's events were 
concluded with the outing 
events between housing units 
Outside COLD - Inside COOL 
THE walls of New Hampshire Hal l were decorated 
with colored flags of the United Nations, Eddie 
Madden's orchestra filled the air and couples floated 
around the revolving world under a galaxy of stars. 
This was Winter Carnival Ball 1961 President Johnson 
officiated at the inauguration of our Queen, Carol 
Worden and her attendents Diane Chamberlin and 
Virginia Johnson 
THIS year Senior Key again sponsored Close 
Harmony They presented five collegiate 
singing groups plus the talents of our own 
Master of Ceremony, John Ineson M.I T 's 
Logarhythms, The Dean's Men of Bates, The 
Simmons Bluettes, Springfield's Scotchmen, 
and our own Alpha -Cords, presented an even-
ing of College Songs, Novelty songs and old 
favorites The Logarhythms' Swiss Fighting 
Song opened the program with great enthusi-
asm, which was carried through the evening 
with the Alpha Cords' Limberger Sandwich, 
and Springfield's "Casey's ff The more mellow 
part of the evening featured The Dean's men 
with "Autumn Leaves ff and many others 
ACTIVITIES 

Joe Phelan 
President 
IN its eight year history at the University of 
New Hampshire, the Student Senate has 
greatly expanded its activities to include every 
phase of college life . Working with the benefit 
of the Student Body in mind, the Senate has 
regular Senate meetings the first and third 
Mondays of the month; at this time its execu-
tive council, and the various committees both 
standing and temporary are present 
Each housing unit, College Road, and the 
commuters elect representatives in annual elec-
tions Senate meetings are open to all and 
often representatives from other campus or-
ganizations, faculty members, and delegates 
from the administration speak on various 
topics . 
President Joseph Phelan 's administration 
has had as its primary aim the promotion of 
Student Government for the betterment of the 
entire student body. Two projects have helped 
to attain this goal: first, a revision of the five-
year-old Student Government Constitution and 
second, a thorough study of the aims and serv-
ices of the National Student's Association In 
these and other Senate activities, he had the 
help of four elected aides: Lois Stickney: vice-
president, Ellen Pirro: secretary, and Karl Van 
Ledtje: treasurer 
Executive Council members, John McEach-
ern, Connie Weatherby, Ben Cote, and Roger 
Magenau, have contributed time and effort in 
coordinating committees, and working with the 
Alumni Association and the administration 
National Student's Association 1s one com-
mittee which has done a great deal of work 
this past year under its capable co-ordinator, 
John McEachern In three phases 1t has devel-
oped Travel, National Interests, and Interna-
tional Issues into campus-wide interests The 
concentration this year has been on Travel, 
and interesting students in visiting foreign 
countries and our own country 
The Constitutions Committee under Carl 
Wheeler has put a great deal of effort into 
both the revision of the Student Government 
Constitution and maintaining its file of over one 
hundred and fifty const1tut1ons from the vari-
ous student organizations on campus 
This year's Campus Chest Committee co llec-
ted a record sum of money, $1,300 for the 
University of Chile, devastated by earth-
quakes. Under the leadership of Joel Bela1re, 
every housing unit was drawn into pro1ects for 
this one week concentrated fund raising cam-
paign A permanent symbol for Campus Chest 
in the form of a rocket was permanently 
adopted this year. 
One of the newest projects of the Student 
Senate is the Student Guide Service under the 
direction of Connie Weatherby and Li ssa Foy 
Senators show interested groups and high 
school students around campus 
The Social Committee this year has ex-
tended late permissions for the "big week-
ends" and conducted several coffee hours for 
the Senate Any change in social regulations 
and the social calendar are planned by the 
Social committee. 
Due to the increased number of students 
First row, C. McGettigan , P Taft, L. Snow M. Shaw E. Reardon , 
C. W ea th erby R. Mage nau , L. Stickney J. Ph e la n, B. Cote, E. 
Pirro , K. Vanledtje, B. Doran , C. Morse, C. Sargent, R. Hurley 
L. Patterson. Second row, C. Merrill , L. Lyford , M. Pulsifer L. 
Corel , A. Carbone, C. Medico, S. Feimer D. Saw-Han , S. 
Maria sc hin , S. Gordon , U. Karoliszyn, P Potter J. Emery 
S. Chapman. Third row, J . Rou , B. Driscoll, D. MacGregor T 
Patterson , D. Marquis , B. Fowler J. McGrath , J . Morrison , 
D. Scammon , J. Be la ire , S. Tobey G . Gould , B. Ashton , J. 
Griffith. Fourth row, B. Butler E. Tucker E. Breslin , D. Craig , 
D. Ebstyne, J. McEachern, R. Campbell, P Burleigh, C. Whee le r 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
First row, J. Phelan, B. Cote, L. St ickney J. McEachern . Second 
row, E. Pirro, K. Vanledtje, C. Weath er by R. Magenau . 
and the decreasing parking facilities in Dur-
ham and on campus, the Motor Appeals Board 
under David Craig has had increasingly more 
work. 
The Public Relations Committee under the 
able direction of Sue Gordon has kept the stu-
dents aware of Senate activities Notable 
among their projects were the Campus Chest 
displays 
Elections were planned and supervised by 
the Elections Committee Among its projects 
were the conduction of class elections, the 
election for the Hood Achievement and Senior 
Woman's Award given at the annual Senate 
banquet, and the election of Homecoming 
Queen 
MOTOR VEHICLES APPEALS BOARD 
First row, P Potter D. Craig , P Taft, L. 
Bresnahan . Second row, P MacKenzie, 
K. Van Ledtje , B. Jasper D. Shaugn essy. 
CONSTITUTIONS COMMITTEE 
M. Pu lsi fer C. Wheeler K. Van Ledtje, 
E. Pirro, T Patterson. 
ELECTIONS COMMITTEE 
E. Reardon, M. Shaw B. Cote, C. Mc-
Gettigan , J. ,Rau . 
CAMPUS CHEST COMMITTEE 
First row, P Tobey S. Clapp, S. Gordon, 
K. Isaacson. Second row , B. Smith, J. 
ln esoa , J. Belaire, D. Ebstyne , R. Fowler 
N . Major 
NATIONAL STUDENTS ASSOCIATION 
C. Chapman , B. Doun , C. Medico , J. 
McEochern, S. Feimer R. Magenau L. 
Patterson. 
PUBLIC RELATIONS 
Fir st row, S. Gordon, C. McGettigan , 
U. Karoliszyn. Second row , P Burle igh , 
R. Lamy D. Scammon , B. Ashton , R. 
Fowler 
CORRESPONDING SECRETARIES 
S. Robin son , S. Unte rman 
Student Senate participated in a record 
number of inter-varsity conferences this year 
including those sponsored by the National Stu-
dent's Association, the Student Body Presi-
dent's Conference, and a Conference on Afri-
can Affairs held in Montreal 
One of the most important conferences is 
held here on campus This is the conference of 
Campus Affairs, organized this year by Randy 
Bell In the planning stages now, the confer-
ence will be held in March 
One of the important campus events was 
the Open Senate Meeting with an address by 
Dr. Herbert Hill, History Professor at Dart-
mouth, on the "Student's Role in Government " 
Special mention goes to the Women's Rules 
Committee made up of the senior senator from 
each housing unit and this year including two 
representatives of Women 's lnterdormitory 
Council Women 's Rules makes all rules gov-
erning women on campus . 
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Among the other Senate committees are the 
Freshman Orientation Week, Homecoming, 
High School-University Day, Parents' Day, 
Founder's Day, Dining Hall, and Athletic Coun-
cil Student Senate appoints also the members 
of the Men's and Women's Judiciary Boards 
One of the Senate's special projects 1s the 
Cat's Paw Committee which every year pub-
lishes the cat's paw as a student guide to cam-
pus life and rules 
The two corresponding secretaries have had 
a very difficult job this year with the increased 
volume of mail, activ1t1es, and reports Sue 
Robinson and Sandy Unterman put in many 
long and hard hours in the office 
WOMEN 'S RUL ES 
First row , E. Piro , P De lvin , Dean McQuade, C. McQettigaa , 
L. Stickney L. Cavel. Second row, K. Karr K. Isaacson , M. Shaw, 
S. Gordon , S. Ma riu sc hin , L. Lyford , C. Weatherby L. Patterson, 
S. Fe im er A. Carbone. 
MEETINGS, deadlines, pictures, art spots, 
designs, articles, interviews, senior sit-
tings, typing, proof-reading, mailing, and wait-
ing are the words that describe this year's 
Granite The Granite provides the student 
body with an editorial and pictorial account of 
the scholastic and social life of the academic 
year. Charlie Bartlett as editor of this year's 
Granite was in charge of organizing the book 
and was responsible for the appearance, 
policy, supervision, and quality of the book 
Charlie had to draw together all the loose ends 
and deal with all the numerous difficulties that 
arose 
Acting as associate editor was Linda Albert, 
who helped Charlie with the numerous details 
that needed attention - conferences with staff 
officers, checking on deadlines, and proof-
reading. 
In charge of finances and acting as business 
manager was Peter French who kept a con-
stant check to make sure that the disburse-
ments didn 't exceed the receipts Peter Elliot 
worked closely w,tn Peter as advertising mana-
ger - soliciting many local firms to advertise 
in the Granite to help counter-balance the 
costs 
Lissa Foy was in charge of the senior section 
including arranging senior sittings, collecting 
information sheets, and organizing the proofs 
with names and addresses that appear on the 
senior pages 
Ann Munroe organized the largest section 
of the book-organizations She had to obtain 
write-ups from the various groups, informal 
shots, and schedule the formal pictures for 
each organization When the pictures were 
taken names had to be listed for identification 
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1961 (}ranile 
Charles Bartlett 
Editor-in-Chief 
Peter Elliot, Advertising Manager; Peter French , Busi-
ness Manager 
Ann Leanardson and Tina Oraby were art 
editors this year, and provided the design for 
the cover of the yearbook, the end papers, 
section dividers, and the numerous art spots 
that appear throughout the Gran te Tina and 
Alex also helped with the year book lay-out 
which was more difficult this year due to the 
new size 
Carol Ercolino, Secretary 
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In charge of the Greek World was Corrine 
Carpentiere, fraternities and sororities editor 
It was Corrine's task to collect composites, 
write-ups, and informals of all the houses on 
campus - a job which required patience and 
waiting 
A job similar to Corrine's was that of Ruth 
Brenda Ferguson, Literary Editor; Tom Purdy, Photog-
rapher Emeritus; Lisa Foy, Class Editor 
Ring, dormitories editor Besides collecting arti-
cles and photographs from all the male and 
female housing units, Ruth also was in charge 
of the MIDC and WIDC articles This section is 
growing every year to keep up with the open-
ing of the new dorms 
Carol Ercolino not only acted as secretary 
to the editor and the staff, but was also in 
charge of the heelers, assigning them to staff 
members or giving them general typing or 
proof reading 
In charge of various special write-ups, was 
Brenda Ferguson, literary editor, who also 
helped other staff members with their last min-
ute typing and proof-reading 
Ann Munroe, Organizations Editor; Sue Dustin, Features 
Editor; Stu Craig, Sports Editor 
Sue Dustin, features editor, wrote articles on 
all the annual events of the university, from 
Freshman Camp to Blue and White Series, 
which included all the big weekends, dances, 
Mayoralty, and Song Fest to mention a few 
These writeups and the accompanying photo-
graphs are the "memory section" of the year's 
activities 
Covering the numerous sport's events of the 
year was James Jeanette and Stu Craig From 
the first football game to the last baseball 
game, they kept an accurate written account 
of scores and special features of the events 
They were also responsible for the articles on 
women's sports and the cheer leaders 
Marty Woolfson and Dave Batchelder acted 
as staff photographers It is hoped that the 
numerous pictures included in this year's book 
will aid in bringing back many memories of the 
year's activities From the many pictures taken, 
they chose the best ones and how they were to 
be arranged 
Mr Nicholas Nichols, acting as faculty ad-
visor to this year's Granite provided a behind-
the-scenes stabilizing force to the staff 
All these jobs add up to a lot of words and 
pictures which would be meaningless if there 
was no one to read, look at, or en1oy them 
The members of the Granite staff of 1961 
hope that the Granite will be a reminder of 
good times, serious moments, and most of all 
the typical days of 1960- 1961 
Linda Albert, Associate Editor; Marty Woolfson, 
Photographer 
Dick Shea, Editor-in-Chief 
Andrea Viano, Senior News Editor 
Paul Bates , Associate Editor 
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THE people you see on these pages are the 
editors of The New Hampshire: the con-
troversial, trusty, brave, clean irreverent voice 
of the University student body Throughout the 
school year they have met every Sunday and 
Monday night in the Memorial Union Building 
offices, struggling to achieve a weekly nirvana, 
hardly ever succeeding completely (as very 
few ever do in anything) but succeeding in 
gaining self-respect - the kind of self-respect 
which comes of workmg intelligently, orderly, 
and with a distinct purpose in mind 
This year has been perhaps the most excit-
ing in the organization's fifty year history In 
February 1960 these editors took office, and 
they immediately found themselves in the pub-
lic eye throughout the stqte They courteously 
tolerated a state investigation into their al -
ready publicly available "policies and prac-
tices, " wh ich turned out to be a rather typical, 
rather amusing, yet rather pathetic bit of wind-
mill tilting by New Hampshire 's arch-conserva-
tive fraction . 
Some real good was finally achieved, how-
ever, through the University's Board of Trus-
tees, who employed a committee of newspaper 
editors to advise them in reorganizing The 
New Hampshire From meetings with these 
men and other visiting newspaper men, the 
student editors gained a great deal of prac-
tical knowledge-which is after all, the com-
modity of their craft From these discussions 
a new constitution was written , setting up a 
Board of Governors as official publishers of 
the paper 
Through this step forward, and others to 
come, The New Hampshire is becoming much 
more than a stagnant, barren rag, executed by 
people who know nothing whatsoever of the 
newspaper business It is becoming a learning 
ground; and educational experience for all 
concerned; and an efficient disseminator of 
news and opinion for the entire University 
community 
Sand ra Barden, Larry Jasper, Harold Damerow, News 
Editors. 
John Dailey, Advertising Manager 
Bill Dedham, Business Manager 
Martha Higgon, Managing Editor 
First ro w : P Whitcomb , G . Broo kes, l. Buckman , J. Reeves, A. 
Be nson . Second row: J. Dibb ins, B. Fe rgu son D. Morin , D. Giffard. 
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MORTAR BOARD, the senior women 's honor-
ary society is composed of college wo-
men elected in their junior year on the basis of 
their scholarship, leadership, and service The 
purposes of Mortar Board are "to provide for 
the cooperation between societies, to provide 
service and fellowship among university wo-
men, to maintain a high standard of scholar-
ship, to recognize and encourage leadership, 
and to stimulate and develop a finer type of 
college women " 
In the area of scholarship, Morta r Board 
sponsors a Book Scholarship which is given to 
a 1un1or girl on the basis of her scholarship, 
leadership, and financial need Students who 
achieve high honors on the Dean's List are rec-
ognized at an Honors Reception, and the 
Freshman girl with the highest average has her 
name engraved on a plaque which is displayed 
in Murkland Hall 
Members of Mortar Board have provided 
leadership and service through participation 
in panel discussions on problems that confront 
Freshmen, by serving on committees concerned 
with University problems, and by acting as 
ushers and hostesses at University activities 
SENIOR KEY is the senior men's honorary 
society on the U.N.H campus A maximum 
of fifteen members are selected each spring 
by the outgoing members on the basis of their 
superior scholastic standing, participation in 
extracurricular activities, high character and 
qualities of leadership 
Each year Senior Key sponsors the popular 
Close Harmony, helps in Orientation Week, 
and ushers at Commencement, Baccalaureate 
and the President's Receptions The society al-
so assists the admissions officer as a deputa-
tion to various high schools throughout the 
state This year Senior key sponsored a special 
series of lectures by various delegates from 
foreign countries 
Senior _j(e'J 
First row , A. Putman J. Phe lan , B. George, N. Turge on . Second 
row, E. Pelczar, D. Monohan, J . Stanton , M. Yokovokis . Th ird row: 
A. Maxwe ll , J. Cross, B. Campbel l. Not picturerd: R. Pomerle au. 
Sophomore Sphinx 
THE moment we had been planning for sir.ce 
last spring when we were first elected to 
Sphinx came at last At this time the buses 
from Freshman Camp arrived in Durham We 
were all a little tense, but this feeling didn't last 
long when we heard "Cheer Boys," " '64 Rah 
Rah," and other New Hampshire songs 
Throughout Freshman Week the class of '64 
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showed themselves to be spirited. As in past 
years Commons was the main area for such 
activities as the hula hoop, testing to see 1f the 
Frosh knew all the Sphinx's names, allah 
Sphinx, learning and singing New Hampshire 
songs and, of course, many "Cheene Hi's " 
Other events during Freshman Week were the 
Beanie Hop, the President's tea, and the Stu-
dent Convocation Saturday was the climax of 
the week with the Freshman Outing and the 
Freshman Ball 
The Outing was highlighted by various 
games, cheering, eating, and greased pole 
climb. The Sphinx, clad in a variety of odd 
costumes, were caught when the pole broke. 
As is customary we were all " rewarded" with 
pie in the face. 
The annual Freshman Ball was a great suc-
cess. The Beanie Queen this year, receiving 
flowers and a trophy, was Barbara Wood, 
while Michele Cazzara, Pamela Holmes, Cathy 
ing, we new Sphinx with the help of the '62 
Sphinx sponsored the "Tennis Court Stumble" 
raising money for the Sophomore Sphinx Scho-
larship to be awarded to a member of the in-
coming Sophomore class on the basis of need, 
scholarship, character, and campus interest. 
The sale of Freshman Beanies was also to add 
to this fund. Our primary function is to help 
the new class get off to a good start, and to 
help them adjust properly to a new way of life. 
First row, S. Edgerly, S. Kinn ey, R. Janosz, S. Marcus, G. Sardonis, M. Dussault. Second row, D. Ebstyne, 
R. Shaw, D. lamontaigne, E. Czaja , S. Gordon , D. Heisted , M. Clover, L. Kellogg , D. Ogg , R. Messer. 
Third row-R. Shaw, T. Canovan , C. Carnival , J. Dye, P. Bell, S. Weeks, C. Werner. 
Parry, and Midge Von Roemer served as Bar-
bara's aides. 
Along with the Pep Kittens, we led cheers 
for the football team at the pep rallies and at 
all the home games. Those beanies weren't 
worn for long this year. We won the first home 
game - and off went the beanies! 
Months before that rainy September morn-
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This requires a great deal of time and effort. 
We would like to express our thanks to all 
who helped make our year as members of the 
Sophomore Sphinx so rewarding. Special 
thanks goes to Fred Bennet, our advisor, and 
to Don Richards, who took Mr. Bennet's place 
this fall. We want to wish the Sphinx of 1964 
the best of luck and we hope they will have 
a successful a year as we had. 
ALAN WEINSTEIN 
President 
THE Student Union serves to fill the gap be-
tween the educational and social aspects of 
college life. The office, located in the Memorial 
Union Building, is an active part of college life, 
and provides the students with many worth-
while activities. Active members of the com-
mittees meet here to plan activities for the rest 
of the student body. Student Union serves as a 
training ground in which members learn the 
value of the group process, democratic princi-
ples, and the importance of the individual in 
our society. 
The Student Union governing board is made 
up of the officers, and the chairmen of the five 
functioning committees. The 1960-61 officers 
included Douglas Tremblay, President; Elaine 
Guerin, Vice-President; Victor Battaglioli, 
Treasurer; and Bonnie Bouchard, Secretary. 
The five committees are : Special Events and 
Activities, Games, Films, Education and Pub-
licity. 
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The Student Union Special Events and Activ-
ities Committee sees that the wants of the stu-
dent body are carried out. It has been busy with 
well attended record hops, special dances, off 
campus guest speakers, such as Nirmal Chad-
huri, a United Nations member, and the big -
gest success of last year, the Miss UNH Pag-
eant. Sandra Milburn of Alpha Chi Omega, 
class of '62, was our first Miss UNH and her 
successor will be chosen in March, 1961 . 
UNH's queen then goes on to enter the Miss 
America Pageant in Atlantic City. This event, a 
relatively new one at UNH, seems to have 
caught the campus' approval whole heartedly. 
Other special events conducted by this com-
mittee are the annual Talent Show, and the 
lighting of the campus Christmas Tree which 
stands in front of the Union. 
The Educational Committee gives students 
an opportunity to develop their educational 
and cultural interests in an informal atmos-
phere. To do this it sponsors coffee hours at 
which guest lecturers and campus professors 
speak. Also, the members of this committee in-
struct students in the use of the stereo-tape re-
corder. Its special project this year was the 
"College Bowl," an inter-house competitive 
program in which student panels could score 
points with their knowledge . 
The Films Committee is mainly in charge of 
movies during the year. The committee mem-
bers learn the use of a movie projector, and 
sound systems. The movies shown in 1960-61 
were: Away All Boats, The Perfect Furlough, 
Johnny Dark, The Private War of Major Ben-
son, Check Point, My Man Godfrey, and The 
Benny Goodman Story. 
The Publicity Committee sees that activities 
sponsored by the Student Union are given ade-
quate publicity so that students will be in-
formed of the events of the MUB. Most of the 
publicity is handled through articles printed in 
the New Hampshire, or by posters made by 
the embossograph. 
The Student Union members feel that these 
five committees are adequate and inclusive 
enough to satisfy, and perform the functions 
specified to them, although, like all other or-
ganizations, we are constantly seeking im-
provement . 
Student Union 1s a member of the College 
Unions Association, and this year sent dele-
gates to the Union Conference held at South-
ern Connecticut College. The conference con-
sisted of meetings on College Union problems, 
internal and external. The UNH delegates Bon-
nie Bouchard, Kathie Ball, Bob Holmes, and 
Sally Broman, brought cock to the campus, 
many new ideas, some of which have already 
been incorporated into our program. We feel 
it was a very beneficial conference and pledge 
our support again next year. 
First row, M. Grigas, V. Battaglioli , B. Bouchard , A. Weinstein, 
K. Ball , D. Corli ss, E. Guerin. Second row , S. Emanue l, L. De Witt , 
T. Norton , P. long , J . Mercier, R. Jenning s, G . McCullough, C. 
MacIntosh, L. Footman , A. Forston. 
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First row: J . Wilcox, M. Noonon, P. Cullinan , N . Fernald , L. Rou sse ll , J. Rumazza , S. Witt er. Second row : 
G. McCulloug h, B. Kinn ey, J. Bond , M. Moes , J. Anctil , D. Gu idette, S. Baud e tte, H. Garside . Third raw: 
L. lee , S. Dutoit , D. Pe rkins, C. Fi ec hter, G . Ya tsev itch , J. Dollive r, K. Hillia r, D. Marcu s. Fourth ro w: 
WENDY RIDEOUT 
Co-e ditor 
LINDA ALBERT 
Co -editor 
T. Curren, N. Mark e y, B. Barry , B. Cate. 
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FOUR years ago, a student handbook which 
embraced the whole of student life on 
campus appeared for the first time . It was the 
hope of the originators that this handbook, 
THE CA T'S PAW, would become a permanent 
part of campus life and tradition. 
The aim of this handbook is to provide a 
source of information for all students during 
the college year, especially for the Freshmen 
who are new to the University . In it are rules 
affecting students, information on extra-curric-
ular activities, and schedules of campus events. 
The CA T'S PAW also includes a social calender 
and campus phone numbers. 
As the fifth edition on the CA T'S PAW goes 
to press, we hope that it has been helpful in 
the past and that it will continue to serve the 
students of UNH well in the future . 
WHEN your eyes long for the sight of any-
thing but a book, and your feet itch to 
tread anywhere but in the rut from the dorm 
to class, then come along on an Outing Club 
trip. Over 400 student members did just that 
and helped the U.N.H. Outing Club, in exis-
tence since 1923, enjoy one of the most active 
years in its history . 
Hiking , rock climbing and work trips were 
the order of the Fall activities . Mt. Washing-
ton and Mr. Chocorua heard the " Ca-oo-wah " 
of both neophyte and old timer . New climbing 
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routes were put in on White Horse Ledge, and 
the new climbers got a taste of the exposure 
and thrill found in Hunington's Ravine . With 
snow in the offing, wood was gathered for 
both the Jackson and Franconia cabins. The 
annual Woodsman's Weekend gave the frus -
trated loggers a chance to show what they 
could or couldn 't do with an axe and buck 
saw. 
Snow! The mad world of skiing was here 
almost as usual, except for the South getting 
more snow than we had . The tracks of 0 .C. 
skiers were seen on all of the state 's ski areas . 
Those in the group that schuss the high trails 
stopped long enough to show newcomers how 
to keep those skis from crossing . At the peak 
of the season, the annual winter carnival makes 
its entrance. The theme this year was "World 
Wide Winter," and the weekend was again the 
social highlight of the year. Festivities began 
with the arrival of the torch relay from Cannon 
Mt. and continued with the ice show, Dizzy 
Gillespie 's Jazz Concert, Winter Carnival Ball, 
and the USEASA ski race at lntervale. The win-
ter also saw new interest in cold weather hik-
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ing . The mysteries of the ice axe, snow shoes 
and crampons were quickly learned by the be-
ginners, and glacading proved to be the great-
est invention since sleds! 
Spring brought new madness to the skiing. 
Tuckerman 's Ravine. No lifts , but no lines to 
fight either. Sun, shirt sleeves and shorts add 
to the spring snow which make Tuckerman's 
the best ski area in the east. Those who didn 't 
ski were rock climbing, canoeing, hiking, and 
going on supper trips to Mendam's Pond and 
Hampton Beach. 
Outing Club members with a free weekend 
are never left without something to do . There 
are always trips and gatherings for those who 
are interested in the outdoors and good times 
with groups of fellow students. To those who 
participate in these activities, O.C. becomes 
meeting and knowing others in the wonderful 
world of outdoors. In all meetings and on all 
trips, there is a feeling of the spirit of fellow-
ship that is enriching in a special way to the 
student and to his friends. 
1961-62 represented the beginning of a new 
era for Mask and Dagger and the Univer-
sity Theater. 
A festival of Arts was carried on throughout 
the year with many events in the new Paul 
Theater-Recital Hall. These included faculty 
music recitals, dance club programs, the Blue 
and White Concert Series, and special events 
such as the dance program of Jose Limon, and 
special lectures in the Fine Arts. The University 
Theater and Mask and Dagger handled the 
staging for all these events in additon to their 
own program . 
Firs l row, S. Be rry, R. Brow n, C. Brown . Second row, V, Cox , S. 
Maurer, T. Prescott, D. Li vi ng ston , E. Schultze .• 
The fall play was " The Crucible " by Arthur 
Miller . Despite the hectic problems of finishing 
the installation of equipment, unpacking and 
re-storing materials from New Hampshire Hall 
and squeezing in rehearsal and construction 
time with many other events using the stage, 
the production of ''The Crucible' ' was very 
successful. 
The second production was "Teahouse of 
An August Moon " by John Patrick. The cast 
was from the Dramatics Workshop Class and 
the stage crew from Stagecraft Class and ex-
tra -curricular volunteers. This colorful produc-
tion had to be run an extra night to accommo-
date the crowds who wished to see it . 
The third production was a cooperative one 
with the Freshman English and Humanities 
courses . "The Trojan Women" by Euripides 
was the first classic Greek Play to be produced 
at the University and was studied and seen by 
most of the Freshman class . 
The late spring production was a light farce 
for contrast " Blithe Spirit" by Noel Coward. 
Several short experimental productions were 
put on in the smaller arena style Rehearsal 
Theater during May. 
The increased facilities of staging and light-
ing enable the University Theater to make the 
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technical aspects of these productions much 
more attractive than has been heretofore pos-
sible although these wonderful facilities also 
increase the training necessary for proper 
handling of light control, etc. Mr. Toubbeh and 
the students working under his supervision de-
serve much credit for the beautiful setting and 
technical affects achieved during the past year. 
RO:JC 
COMPANY H, 12th Regiment is part of Persh-
ing Rifles, a national honorary military soci-
ety. Company H was organized in 1958, and 
now supports a Rifle Team and Drill Team. 
This year the company's activities included : 
participation in the Military Arts Ball, the regi-
mental bivouac held each year at Fort Devens, 
the Regimental Assemble and Ball held each 
spring at the Statler Hotel in Boston, and the 
Drill Meet at the State Armory. 
Firs t row, C. Tappl y, T. Lou is , C. Hiltu ne n, R. Cha rl ra in, G . 
All a rd , B. Ruggles, Ma jor Lu ndholm , J . Murra y, R. Bu reau . 
Sec:>n d row, W . Tucker, D. Curti s, A. Johnson , R. Barte r, W . 
Mann ion , J . Myslivy, A. O sgood , D. Murphy, R. Baillarg e on , 
S. Robi nso n, T. Pe a rson . Third row, D. Ta ylor, L. (ayes, R. 
Zer ba, R. la mp rey, J . Hase lt ine , R. Lill ey, W. Sm ith , D. Sisemoore , 
D. Hei nem an . 
Firs l ro w, Major Witt, K. Pi tman , P. Fisc he r, B. Ro sta ha r, R. 
Espos ito , A. Dodg e, D. Fulgon i, R. Nobl e , R. Be lford . Second row , 
L. Clough , R. Fulton , R. lilly, P. Rayton , R. Da nie ls, W . Jenisch , 
R. W inn, W . Sull ivan . 
-4-eronaula 
THE Aeronauts, an honorary military society 
composed of selected Freshmen and Sopho-
more Air Force Cadets, is based on outstand-
ing initiative, leadership, and interest. Aero-
nauts participate in the Mil-Arts Ball, field trips 
to various Air Bases, and other campus activi-
ties . The aims of the society are to create 
greater interest and insight into the workings 
of the USAF and the AFROTC at UNH, under 
its Advanced AFROTC cadet officers. 
SCABBARD and Bla de is a national military 
honor society, composed of advanced jun-
ior and senio r ROTC cadets. The aims of the 
society are to promote better understanding o f 
the military by the civil ian population, better 
co-ordination betwe en the branches of the 
service, and to further the members ' under-
stand ing a nd appreciation of the military. 
Scabbard and Blade participates annually 
in sponsoring th e Mil Arts Ball , Mother's Day, 
and Hi- U Day. 
First row , R. Smith, R. Whalen, S. Found , G. Gree ne, R. Jacques, 
G . l ee, T. Richards, R. Moore, R. lilly. Second row, K. Cowperth-
waite, S. Gl e a son, G. Ayres, W . Carlson, R. Pelis, J . Steve ns, 
R. Winn. 
Firs,\ row: M. Wri ght, R. Livi ngs to n, A. Lawton, B. Beers, C. 
Bartlett , R. Shea, W . Le nfest, D. Glaser, J . Man z i. Second row , 
L. Roberg e, C. Co nl a n, R. Es posito , M. Asha pa , T. Callahan, 
R. Carl son , R. Wil le tt , A. Dodge, S. Rober ts, G . Pomerle au . 
THE Army Drill Team is composed of cadets 
from the regular corp. They drill as a unit in 
various events among which is the Parents Day 
Review. The team intends to enter into compe-
tion with other teams in the New England area. 
While the regular corp is idle in the Winter 
the Drill Team is hard at work preparing for 
the Spring drill meets . They practice many long 
hours above and beyond the regular drills on 
Thursdays . 
BLUE CORD is a service organization and a 
w omen's auxiliary unit of Pershing Rifles. 
The fifteen members are the official hostesses 
of Pershing Rifles and the Army ROTC Depart-
ment. 
In addition to serving coffee after drills and 
at receptions for military guests, Blue Cord re-
views drill on Thursday afternoons. 
Through cadre officers and attendance at 
Pershing Rifle meetings, Blue Cord is kept in-
formed of the ROTC programs and promotes a 
campus interest in the Armed Services. 
First row: C. McIntosh, J. Mercier , A. Benson, L. Albert, J. Work, 
D. Langevin, C. Zaejec. Second row, S. Clapp, R. Jennings, G . 
Braakes , L. Willette. 
First row, G . Sardonis, B. Ru ssell, C. Carpentiere , L. Buck man , 
N. Maclntire, M. Patrick , M. Bayle . Second row, S. Cromer , M. 
Smith, M. Claver , L. Davis, D. Guidette , H. Garside, E. Laverdiere. 
ANGEL FLIGHT is a national organization. 
Designed to strengthen and promote in-
terest in the Air Force, to give college women 
knowledge and information concerning the 
military services, and to aid the progress of the 
Arnold Air Society. It is due to the sponsorship 
of the A.A.S., that we are able to function as 
an organization. 
The activities of Angel Flight are mostly car-
ried on at local levels. Nationally, our main 
activity is a National Conclave which is held in 
conjunction with A.A.S .'s conclave every year. 
Studenf 
Or<JanizalionJ 
THE Associated Student Organizations is 
governed by the A.S.O. Board, composed 
of a representative of the Dean of Students 
Office, the Treasurer of Student Senate, the 
Treasurer of A.S.O ., the Secretary-Treasurer 
of A.S.O. and five other students . The Treas-
urer and Secretary-Treasurer is appointed by 
the Business Office. The student representa-
tives must be treasurers of member organiza-
tions . 
Membership in the organization is open to 
all student organizations that handle funds. 
Student Organizations that receive funds from 
the Student Activity Tax must be members . 
The purpose of this organization is to give 
officers of student organizations experience in 
fiscal matters, while at the same time protect-
ing the solvency of the organizations, and 
their funds . 
Kenneth McNeil , President . 
Joanne Copenhaver, Secretary . 
ALPHA ZETA is the national society for male 
students in agriculture who have shown 
superior scholarship. The local chapter designs 
its program of activities to fulfill the purpose of 
its existence: the promotion of agriculture, and 
the upbuilding and enriching of rural life. At 
monthly meetings, the members enjoy movies 
and talks in the field of agriculture. 
The group gives an award each year to the 
sophomore agricultural student with the high -
est scholastic average. Alpha Zeta also spon-
sors "All-Aggie Day" which includes a chicken 
barbecue. 
First row, E. Pearson, N. La casse, H. Boynton. Second row, D. 
Mo na han, R. Campbell, P. N ug e nt . 
ALPHA EPSILON DELTA is a national honor 
society for premedical students. The ob-
jects of the society is to encourage and recog-
nize excellent premedical scholarship, provide 
contacts between premedica I students and 
members of the medical profession, and em-
phasize the importance of premedical educa-
tion. 
This year's program has included films, talks 
by specialists in chemistry and medicine, and 
trips to medical schools and surrounding hospi-
tals. Meetings are held twice a month. Our 
premedical advisor is Dr. Merritt A. Gibson, 
Assistant Professor of Zoology. 
Firs / row, J. Wlodkoski, C. Kahn. Second row , G. Panteledes , 
R. Lugl iani. 
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Concert Choir 
First row, B. Burrow, Accompani st; A. Griffin , N. Watson , S. Tat e , 
M. Smith , S. Cromer, C. Goodwin, M. White, R. Doucette, 
S. Weston, R. Jewe ll , M. Paig e , D. Sherman. Second row, J . 
Angl in, M. Moes , A. fo ster, N. Conklin , D. Morin , W . Winter, 
B. He nson, J . Wirkala , T. Canill es , L. W il d er, V. Wright, G. 
McKee, R. Hoe h, K. Bratton , Conductor. Third row, B. Rostohar, 
C. Worden , B. Fisher, D. W right, J . Foster, C. Billing s, N. Pettes, 
P. McIntosh, E. Perrigo, D. Bradford , S. Robin son , D. Swee t, 
A. Rich , C. Riley, W . Full e r, C. Lowell. Fourth row, N. Batche lder, 
R. Ell is , B. Murre ll , R. Cauldfield, J . Ranta , S. Fitts, G . Dav is, 
S. Fitts, N. Coffin , D. Monahan, S. Wilson , S. Tobe y, B. Garside, 
T. Bergie r, A. Mill e r, J . Jukn iev ich . 
First row, S. Lucian , D. Osborne, P. Ra iney , S. Fairchild, S. O sgood , 
C. Snowman , M . Brodi e, D. Emmons, D. Wilson , A. Owen, Director; 
R. Weaver, S. Abell , B. Sm ith . Second row, M. Turbyne , L. Ayer, 
S. Berry, B. Emlet , M. Stuart, D. Pa rker, C. Colby, R. Grondin , 
B. Baum , J. Guy, J. Wil son, J. Robin son , K. Kee nan , M. Be rry, 
M. Evans, P. Snyde r. Third row, L. Lake, M. Haggart , C. W e ath er by, 
R. Dahlgre n, T. Dietz , D. King , R. Clark, T. Marshall, G. Peabody, 
G . Mark , P. Goodhue, K. Kyle , G . McEwe n, R. Weden , H. Hikel , 
B. Libby , J . Johnson , P. Radcliffe. Fourth row , G . King, A. Munroe , 
R. Todd, L. Keni son , W . Berry, G. Plummer, C. Byers , J . Ersk ine, 
S. Sante , C. Grang e r, D. Brooks, E. Hikel , D. Weeks, D. Downes, 
R. Wheeler, F. Cruz , P. Ericson , C. Goodwin , P. Parady, R. De lud e, 
J. Morri son , W . Sawye r, W . Be rry, R. Willi s, D. Paige, T. Papa-
g e org e. Not pictured, C. Chapman , 0 . Swan, H. Schow, A. Crab-
tree, A. Small , J . Well s, J. Wilkin s, D. Craig , G. Le win, F. Wolfe , 
G . McMahon . 
Pl THETA EPSILON is the Occupational Ther-
apy honor society. The purposes of the 
organization are: to recognize and encourage 
scholarsh ip; to contribute to advancement in 
the field of Occupational Therapy through spe-
cial projects of its members; to provide a basis 
for relationships among the accredited schools 
of Occupational Therapy; and to work in co-
operation with the aims and ideals of the Oc-
cupational Therapy Club . 
This year the members are planning to do 
a study project of methods of teaching and 
rehabilitating the blind. 
First row: B. Ferguso n, M. Brower. Scc::, nd row, B. Coron , L. 
Wrigh tn o ur. 
R (l«mm« mu 
PI GAMMA MU was founded in 1924 at 
Southwestern College and the College of 
William and Mary. The first Chapter estab-
lished was at the Univ . of Pennsylvania in 
1927. Alpha of New Hampshire Chapter was 
installed at the University in 1941. There are 
now some 115 chapters . The purpose of the 
society is to improve scholarship in the social 
sciences by recognizing students with high 
scholastic standing. The chapter awards an an-
nual scholarship key to the graduating senior 
with the highest scholastic record in the social 
sciences . 
Firsl row: A. Joh nso n, J . Peric h, R. Yocopucci, C. Brown, C. 
Deg!er. Secon d row: W . Dedham, G. Fill more, J . Stanto n, E. St . 
Pe ter, G. Do ug ha n, N. Mur ph y, J . Howla nd . 
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PI MU EPSILON is the national honorary 
mathematics society which was founded at 
Syracuse University in 1914 . The New Hamp-
shire Alpha Chapter was organized in 1948. 
It was founded to promote mathematical 
scholarship a mong the stud ents in academic 
institutions of universi ty grade. In accordance 
with this puq:osc, membership is limited to 
those who have excelled in advanced mathe-
matics courses and who have outstanding 
grades in the ir ge neral college work. To recog -
nize high scholarship in mathematics, the soci -
ety presents an award to the freshman who 
ranks highest in mathematics. 
Fiest row , H. Wi ng, N. Tu rgeon, C. Cas te ll ano, G. Courtney, J. 
Ma irh uber. Second row, J . Trec mer, R. Story, I. Wi lleke, R. Norman, 
M. LaCava. 
SIGMA ALPHA BETA is a Bacteriology Society 
at the Universi ty of New Hampshire . The 
object of this bacteriology club is to bring to-
gether, at frequent intervals, students who are 
interested in bacteriology in order to promote 
a better understanding of the science, to en -
courage high schola rship, and to furt her the 
spirit of fellowship and cooperation among its 
members . In the act of accomplishing its objec-
tive the club serves to acquaint its members 
with some of the latest developments in the 
field of microbiology and to disseminate infor-
mation concerning such developments . 
Fi rst row , A. Schor, J. Nea lo n, K. Sta nl ey, C. Chase, J. Hunter. 
Second row, E. Gagne, A. Car leto n, N. Fernal d, K. W i!der, R. 
New burgh. 
:lau Beta A 
THE New Hampshire Alpha Chapter of Tau 
Beta Pi, the national Engineering Honor As-
sociation, was installed at the University of 
New Hampshire in 1950. Membership in Tau 
Beta Pi is restricted to those male engineer- . 
ing students with a high degree of scholastic 
achievement in the junior and the senior 
classes . This is the highest scholastic honor con-
ferred upon an engineering student. 
Activities include slide rule classes, and 
helping with the annual open house of the Col -
lege of Tech no logy. 
First row: N. Turgeon , H. Wing, G . Courtney. Second row, 
R. Kieffer, C. Castellano, R. Frechette, R. Dillon . 
TAU KAPPA ALPHA, the honorary national 
debate organization, has as its objectives 
the cultivation of effective speaking, the attain-
ment of high scholarship, and the duty of re-
sponsible speech . 
The activities of the UNH chapter of TKA 
included community debates on the guberna-
torial campaign; debates before high school 
assemblies; an annual debate with the Massa-
chusetts Correction 
collegiate debate 
schools in the East; 
Institute at Norfolk; inter-
tournaments at various 
and an annual inter-house 
tournament held on campus. 
First row : M. Higgon, C. Hickey , L. Huntoon . Second row: l. Blow, 
M. leBlonc , B. Cullinane , S. Preston , B. Lyons. Third row: J. Wil -
liams, W . Savitch , P. McEachern, B. Dexter, R. Reeves . 
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PHI UPSILON OMICRON is a professi onar 
Home Economics National Fraternity. Its 
purposes are to establish and stre ngthen 
friendship, to promote moral and inte llectua f 
development, and to advance and promote th e 
field of Home Economics . Membership is based 
on scholarship, leadership, personal qualities, 
activities, and interest in home economics a s a 
career. 
A biennial conclave, this year held a t Iowa 
State University, offers all the active and alum-
nae chapters an opportunity to attend discus-
sion groups, work on committees, and meet 
with the national council in a business meeting . 
First ro w: l. Loferriere, C. Green , E. Ro nd . Secon d row: K. Sosted, 
S. Cron d , H. Nelson. 
PSI EPSILON, the honorary Economics-Busi-
ness Society of the University of New 
Hampshire, was founded in 1937 to promote 
progressive interest in, and sound knowledge 
of, the fundamental principles and practices of 
modern business and economics . 
The members of Psi Epsilon are juniors, sen-
iors and graduate students in the Department 
of Economics and Business Administration who 
have demonstrated outstanding ability and 
merit in their field . Prominent New Hampshire 
businessmen are also selected as honorary 
members . 
First row: J. Stanton , N. Murphy, R. Yacopucci. Second rowo 
C. Degler, A. Johnson. 
PSI CHI, the national honorary soc iety in Psy-
chology, has as its primary goals the a d-
vancement of scientific psychology and the en-
couragement of scholarship among its mem-
bers. Psi stands for "Psyche " which means 
"the mind," and Chi stands for the "Cheires" 
meaning "hands," signifying fellowship and 
research . The Psi Chi chapter at UNH was es-
tablished in 1948. Guest speakers before the 
society familiarize its members with current 
applications of psychology in allied fields . 
First row, R. Ho rt, J. Nade a u. Second row, 8. Cote, D. Roe, 
A. Ande rson . 
Animal 
THE Animal Industry Club, was created in 
1949 to further interest and knowledge of 
the livestock industry both here, at home and 
throughout the world. This aim is realized 
through field trips, lectures, films and demon-
strations, and active participation in the live -
stock programs of the University. The annual 
little Royal Fitting and Showing Contest, which 
is the major attraction of All-Aggie Day, is one 
of the most important of these programs. The 
club also sponsors a scholarship which is given 
each year to a student in Animal Science, 
Dairy Science, or Pre-Vet. 
First ro w, S. Waddell, W. Mortin, M. Perreault , J. Pulver, P. Kelley. 
Secon d row, L. Tirre ll, J. Thom as , H. Kill am , l. Symon s, E. 
Pe d rs o n, G. Smith . 
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THE University of New Hampshire student 
chapter of the American Institute of Chemi-
cal Engineers was organized in 1952. Its pur-
pose is to help acquaint students of Chemical 
Engineering with their profession and with 
each other. This is accomplished by scheduling 
speakers, taking plant trips and participating 
in regional A.1.Ch .E. meetings. 
faculty advisors are Dr. Zimmerman and Dr. 
Lavine. 
First row, R. Clark , R. Rainville , R. Johnson , R. Reeve s, H. Wing , 
G. Courtney, J . Bon ner, N. Major, A. Delisle , J . Bieniek , R. 
Goodrich. Second row, A. White, M. Jackson , R. Munroe, R. Roy , 
N. Theberge , R. Sansoucie, L. LoMarre, F. Weibel , C. Dunham , 
D. Barker, H. Cornell, W. Nash, I. Pioseczny, D. Daniels, J . Belli -
veau, D. Wheeler, G . Gottzoulis . Third row, M. Shirley, H. Howes , 
J . Theall , C. Clark , R. Harrington , R. Regan, R. Gladu , J . Re il ly , 
E. Dutko , P. Amazeen , E. McNally, R. Perkins, D. Praugh, C. 
Curtis, E. Ellsworth. 
First row , R. Barry, W. Bickford , T. Shute, R. Dil lon, J. McGrath, 
M. Szycher, R. Andrews. Second row, J . Carty, R. Colman , C. 
Brown , P. Hagen , D. Murphy. 
THE student branch of the American Institute 
of Electrical Engineers at UNH was founded 
in 1909 to acquaint students with professional 
ideas. Since 1953, the Institutes of Radio En -
gineers, IRE, and AIEE have operated jointly. 
The principal functions of the organization 
are field trips to electronic and electrical firms 
in this area for a first hand account of industry 
in action. It also schedules technical addresses 
by prominent men in the field of engineering. 
_A_ s. C. G. 
FOUNDED in 1928, the student chapter of 
the American Society of Civil Engineers 
established to help Civil Eng ineering students 
to enrich their college courses by beginning 
those professional contacts and associations 
which are so valuable to the practicing engi-
neer . These objectives are attained through 
weekly meetings at which professional engi-
neers lecture on the various aspects of Civil 
Engineering , movies of vital interest to engi-
neers , and through field tr ips to engineering 
projects in the vicinity. 
Firs l row , G . Kamil , R. Bellive au , C. Castel lano , F. Poftak, H. Jibry, 
N . Turgeo n, R. Kieffer. Second row , F. Fin ne more, P. Ke lly , L. 
LeBla nc, G. Brooks , G . Monast , R. Fre ch e tte, P. Joo s. 
Fi rst row: C. Dawson, J. Manzi , D. Chauvin , M . Plamondon , W . 
Grant , J . Yo ung , R. Thom pso n , R. Borscnti , L. Evan s. Secon d row , 
V. Bisho p , R. San born , R. Lavo ie , J . Bissiscombe , R. Bacon , R. 
Cote, L. Silberberger, R. Sto ry, R. Liv ingsto n, F. Fordshi sheh . 
Third row , D. Smith , R. Marshall, R. Nylander , J . Bowyer, J . Landry , 
J . Savage, R. Eckloff, D. Perkins , R. Emith . 
A. s. m c. 
THE student branch of the American Society 
of Mechanical Engineers was organized on 
the campus in 1926. The purpose of the group 
is to advance knowledge of the mechanical en -
gineering profession, presently a proper per-
spective of engineering work. 
The group activities this year have consisted 
of a series of lectures by U.N .H. grads, field 
trips , weekly seminars by the members, and a 
student faculty banquet. 
C/iriaf ian -4-aaociaf ion 
THE Christian Association is on organization 
including members from all the major Pro-
testant denominations represented on campus . 
CA is a fellowship of students dedicated to 
Christian living while seeking to learn more 
about God and Christ through study, discus-
sion , and service. 
Our meetings are held on Sunday night un -
der the guidance of the University's Minister to 
Students, Rev. Robert M . Savidge . At these 
meetings, Christianity is constan t ly challenged 
to show how its theology, ethics, or religious 
observances are relevant to contemporary 
modern life. 
C. Smith , S. Berry, P. Burle ig h, M. Shaw. 
First row: C. Byers, S. Mitchell , A. Steve ns, W. Be rry, S. Plummer . 
Second row: Rev. Sovidge, M. Crofoot , S. O 'Connel l, K. Ha selrud , 
J . Sawyer. 
ALTHOUGH the CAT TALES, humor and liter-
ary magazine has been in existence only 
two years already its circulation is campus-
wide. The magazine's aim to provide an op-
portunity for publication of student talent, fic-
tion, and non-fict ion, poetry, artwork, and 
humor. Publication is four times a year. With 
the assistance of faculty advisor Thomas Wil -
liams of the English Department the Editorial 
Board manages each issue . Enter supervision 
of the magazine rests in the hands of editor-
in -chief, Sandra Berry. The magazine con -
tinues to expand with larger issues planned for 
next year . 
r 
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THE College Road Association is the repre-
sentative body of the married students living 
on College Road . The primary function of the 
association is to handle the affairs of College 
Road and to hold social events throughout the 
year for the enjoyment of the married stu-
dents. 
Th is year, in addition to regular duties, the 
Association has taken an active interest in the 
new housing units for married students. 
The monthly newspaper, turkey raffle, chil-
dren 's Christmas Party, auction, and seasonal 
socials, are all enjoyed by the College Road 
familie s. 
First row, K. Sta nley, A. Anders o n, E. Paterson . Second row, 
J. Vickers, C. Moore, J . McDo nal d , D. Ayer, G. Grand. 
Canlerbur'I Chapler 
THE Canterbury Chapter at the University of 
New Hampshire is part of the National Can-
terbury Association which is sponsored for col-
lege students by the Protestant Episcopal 
Church of the United States. The purpose of 
the chapter is to relate Christianity to univer-
sity life, thereby deepening understanding of 
the faith, and of our relationship with God and 
our fellow man. 
In the past year the Canterbury Chapter has 
sponsored speakers on subjects of campus 
concern, and sent delegates to conferences . 
The chapter has profited by exploring subjects 
of rel igious, philosophical and moral interest. 
First raw: A. Nielsen, A. O rton , A. Owens, F. Plott, D. Parker. 
Second row: Rev. Snow, G. Ayres, B. Lockwood , J . Reeves , P. 
Robertson . Third row, S. Wea thers, S. Locicero , J. Easler, D. Brown , 
R. Dun n, G. Eich horn. 
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Concert Choir 
First row, B. Burrow, Accompani st; A. Griffin , N. Watson , S. Tat e , 
M. Smith , S. Cromer, C. Goodwin, M. White, R. Doucette, 
S. Weston, R. Jewe ll , M. Paig e , D. Sherman. Second row, J . 
Angl in, M. Moes , A. fo ster, N. Conklin , D. Morin , W . Winter, 
B. He nson, J . Wirkala , T. Canill es , L. W il d er, V. Wright, G. 
McKee, R. Hoe h, K. Bratton , Conductor. Third row, B. Rostohar, 
C. Worden , B. Fisher, D. W right, J . Foster, C. Billing s, N. Pettes, 
P. McIntosh, E. Perrigo, D. Bradford , S. Robin son , D. Swee t, 
A. Rich , C. Riley, W . Full e r, C. Lowell. Fourth row, N. Batche lder, 
R. Ell is , B. Murre ll , R. Cauldfield, J . Ranta , S. Fitts, G . Dav is, 
S. Fitts, N. Coffin , D. Monahan, S. Wilson , S. Tobe y, B. Garside, 
T. Bergie r, A. Mill e r, J . Jukn iev ich . 
First row, S. Lucian , D. Osborne, P. Ra iney , S. Fairchild, S. O sgood , 
C. Snowman , M . Brodi e, D. Emmons, D. Wilson , A. Owen, Director; 
R. Weaver, S. Abell , B. Sm ith . Second row, M. Turbyne , L. Ayer, 
S. Berry, B. Emlet , M. Stuart, D. Pa rker, C. Colby, R. Grondin , 
B. Baum , J. Guy, J. Wil son, J. Robin son , K. Kee nan , M. Be rry, 
M. Evans, P. Snyde r. Third row, L. Lake, M. Haggart , C. W e ath er by, 
R. Dahlgre n, T. Dietz , D. King , R. Clark, T. Marshall, G. Peabody, 
G . Mark , P. Goodhue, K. Kyle , G . McEwe n, R. Weden , H. Hikel , 
B. Libby , J . Johnson , P. Radcliffe. Fourth row , G . King, A. Munroe , 
R. Todd, L. Keni son , W . Berry, G. Plummer, C. Byers , J . Ersk ine, 
S. Sante , C. Grang e r, D. Brooks, E. Hikel , D. Weeks, D. Downes, 
R. Wheeler, F. Cruz , P. Ericson , C. Goodwin , P. Parady, R. De lud e, 
J. Morri son , W . Sawye r, W . Be rry, R. Willi s, D. Paige, T. Papa-
g e org e. Not pictured, C. Chapman , 0 . Swan, H. Schow, A. Crab-
tree, A. Small , J . Well s, J. Wilkin s, D. Craig , G. Le win, F. Wolfe , 
G . McMahon . 
Wo1nen~ 
First row, S. Gordon , Accompan is t; W . Be rry, R. W ed e n, P. Be ll , 
D. Marqui s, R. De lude, Presid e nt ; T. Chose, J. Orr, B. Nichol s, 
S. Found , K. We ndz e l, J . Ze i, Director. Second row, J. Fulton , 
N. Bes t, J . Maxwe ll , T. Dunn ington , D. Hill , A. Millar, C. Schwab, 
J. Hall , P. Boughton, G. Fillmore, Trea sure r; C. Wh ee ler. Third 
row, R. Schimmelbu sch , C. Hu ssey, D. Tombling , W . Lockwood, 
C. Nodd in, T. Powers, l. Smith , A. Gamache , D. Sharp, T, Kemp, 
A. Fine, W . St. Pi e rre, S. Munroe. Fourth row, J. Sawyer, C. 
Goodwin, Vice-President ; A. Pryor, E. Balcom , J. De i, J. Eberle, 
P. Au stin , Secre tary; J . Haskell , J. Curti s, R. Clan cy, J. Jukni ev ich , 
P. Erick son , W . Hei ns, C. Hammond . 
First Sopranos , D. Avitable , Y. Ch es te r, M. Callin s, M. Crofoot , 
J. Dale , J. Davis, G . Dolbe n, J. Greenleaf , A. Huckins, B. Kohr , 
S. Lothrop , J . Maddock s, F. Mann , M. Mort in, E. Moury, J. Moser, 
C. Meussle, B. Raynes , C. Reed , M. Seitzer, C. Sm e t, M. St ilson , 
J. Wilcox , P. W illiams. Second Sopranos, H. Bacon , J. Be land , 
R. Burghardt, l. Burns, B. Cain , J . Carol, l. Ca rswell , M. DuRie, 
J. Le itch , S. Powers, J. Rivard , M. Shuter, J. Wilson . First Altos, 
S. Callan , A. Carleton C. Chapmen , S. Drake , J. Howard , C. 
Lawre nce, B. lawye r, M. Man sell , S. Plummer, M. Pomerleau , S. 
Ross, A. Small , J. Sull ivan , J . West , J. Wisell , B. Wodd , K. Zegarra . 
Second Altos, K. Baxter, P. Bowering, M. Boyden , L. De Witt , J. Gray, 
T. Johnson, U. Karoliszn, M. Kimball , D. King , P. Quimby, E. 
Sinclair, l. Steven s, N. Stone, C. Wright, M. Ze be y. 
Accompanist, E. McFarland . 
Conductor, J . Ze i. 
:JreJhrnan Camp 
FRESHMAN CAMP is a traditional part of the 
orientation procedure at the University. 
Particular stress is placed on the values and 
attitudes toward education on the campus. 
Along with a stimulating discussion program, 
there is also time for recreation, giving the 
Freshmen the opportunity to meet Future class-
mates . Freshmen also have a chance to meet 
informally with faculty members and University 
administrators. 
Firs ,' row : R. Carson , V . Ke lly , R. Robertson , R. Wo ssers trom , 
f . Da vis . Second row , E. Vase, B. Smith , J. Mangini , C. lard , 
A. Ayotte, R. Bell. 
First row, C. Bartle tt , N. Pa rry , D. Babcock , B. Fergusen, J. Mc-
Ke nzie, J. Cabana. Second row, P. Robin so n, M. Casazza, L. Ayer, 
M. Claver, E. Czaja , N. Watson, A. Alexander, V. Battaglioli , 
C. Zaejac. Th ird row, C. Carnival, D. Krause , L. W e d ekind , P. 
Narkiewicz, S. Fei mer, H. Utmon, F. Fisher, B. Cote, S. Unterma n, 
P. Be ll , T. Merrill. Fourth row, J. Aieta, L. Albe rt, S. Le Brun , 
B. Beath , P. Ed sall , L. Buckman , C. MacIntosh, P. Katsea s, B. 
Russ e ll , L. Gre gory, E. little . Fifth row, A. learnard , B. Sims, 
P. Nicholas, M. LaCava , J . Dye , P. Gree r, P. Tobey, S. Tougas, 
T. Tripp . Sixth row , D. Dunten , A. Croaker, B. Beers, B. Wa lli nger, 
B. Tharp , C. Clarke, B. Lackwoad , S. Tremblay, B. Fowl-er , B. 
Kimball. Not pictured , D. Murphy, H. Garsid e. 
:J. :J. _A. 
THE academic year of 1960-61 finds much 
activity in the collegiate chapter of the Fu-
ture Farmers of America. The membership was 
doubled early in the year, due to the addition 
of a large number of energetic freshmen. Two 
major money making projects were a meat cut-
ting service and a used machinery repairing 
and selling operation . The officers have per-
formed initiatory degrees for some of the high 
school chapters in the state. 
(}ui/J StuJenf 
_j)_JJocialion 
THE Guild Student Association is a group 
composed of all the organ students on cam-
pus. An associate membership is allowed for 
any other student interested. 
The purpose of the group is to foster the in -
terest in organ playing and in organ music. 
This is accomplished by providing for group as 
well as individual activities . 
Activities for this year included attending 
various recitals by famed performers, organ 
and piano recitals by the group members, and 
guest lecturers . 
First row, K. Ke nned y, C. Byers, I. Ba rt ley, C. Lela nd , M. Boyden . 
Second ro w, D. Melle tt , D. Bennett , T. Hunter , R. C!a ncy, J . Em ery. 
HILLEL functions under B'nai B'rith and aids in 
giving its members an extensive program 
in the understanding of the Jewish heritage 
and its customs . 
The activities include a freshman tea and a 
series of socials with both Israeli and American 
folk dancing. Hillel also sponsored Sunday 
bagel and lox breakfasts, a series of discus-
sions and debates, and an athletic program 
with other colleges and universities. 
First row , N. Ra mler, S. Rube nstein, S. Colten. Second row: E. 
Mark owitz, L. Weinstein, A. Weinstein , L. Cozes . 
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THE Home Economics Club is a student or-
ganization whose objective is to provide for 
the professional development of college Home 
Economics students. The club works toward this , 
by acqua inting students of the University with 
the fields of Home Economics-state, country, 
and worldwide . It stimulates further interest in 
Home Economics while promoting good fellow-
ship among students and faculty of the Uni-
versity. It creates an understanding of peoples 
of all nations and encourages graduating sen-
iors to join the American Home Economics 
Association . 
First row, D. Me llett , G. Ayco ck, Sec. , M. Da vid son , Tre a s., K. 
Sosted , S. Ma ci vo r. Second row, S. Fairc hild , S. Frazer, M. Kimball , 
H. Nels o n. Absen t, L. Lofeirrere, Pres ., N. Pettes , V. Pres., D. 
Wills, Ad viso r, S. Thom es, Adv is o r. 
!J-nlernalionaf Student 
_,J}JJocialion 
THE International Student Association is dedi-
cated to international understanding, inter-
cultural exchange, and to aid foreign students 
in adjusting to a new way of life . We repre-
sent nearly thirty nations of the world includ -
ing the United States. 
First row, E. Gallagher , T. Anokosont, H. J ibry, A. Bregman , F. 
Fortuna. Second row, C. Zimmerman , E. Wilde , M. Shukri , I. 
Shoroboti, L. Bigelow. Third row, G . G ulya, M. Mekooui , M. Far-
ro khroo r, G . Willeke , F. Willeke, I. Willeke, A. Butterfield , Y. 
Elmehrik , F. Fordshisheh. 
3.V C. :J. 
INTER-VARSITY Christian Fellowship at the 
University is one branch of many found on 
college campuses throughout the country . Its 
purposes are to strengthen the spiritual lives of 
its members by Bible study, prayer, and Chris-
tian fellowship, leading them to a greater per-
sonal faith in Christ. It helps support the work 
of missions, home and foreign , and encour-
ages personal participation in the work of the 
church of Christ. Weekly meetings for Bible 
study are held in the C. A . Lounge in New 
Hampshire Hall. 
Firs t row: P. Ed se l! , F. Gunin, J . Swa sey, L. Pearson , M. Ke iter. 
Second row: F. Wolle , T. Crosby, C. Chap man , P. Mug en t, R. 
Eggert. 
First row , T. Hunter, L. Barker , L. Sanbo rn , S. Ross , R. Bu ttny. 
S econ d ro w, Y. Alexander , D. Lovett, D. Azikiwe , P. Mo gera , 
B. Payne , M. Ze bley. 
THE U.N .H. Horticultural Club is an educa-
tional and social club . Our meetings, held 
on the third Thursday of each month, are stu-
dent operated . Educational programs in the 
va rious fields of horticulture are presented . A 
social hour with refreshments provides an op-
portunity for staff and students to relax and 
become better acquainted. 
Annual trips have included those to the 
Spring Flower Show in Boston and to the Ar-
nole Arboretum . At the beginning of each 
school year club members sell cider to provide 
funds for the activities . 
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LENS and Shutter, the campus photography 
club, is open to the amateur and the novice 
as well as the more serious photographer . 
Members of the club include students, faculty, 
and staff. Different phases of photography a re 
experimented with and, if desired, individual 
instruction is offered. 
Model Night is one of the traditions of the 
club, using the candidates for Winter Carnival 
queen as models. 
During meetings the members of the club 
can use a fully equipped studio. Also, we now 
have a new darkroom. 
First row, L. Swo nburg , T. Hoopo lo , R. Me rritt , Ad viso r, N. Nugent , 
H. Du mvill e. Seco nd ro w, W . W ilson , Soc. Chm ., L. Eva ns, R. 
Chadbourne, J r., L. Ferris s. 
THE purpose of this student chapter is to 
afford students an opportunity for coopera-
tive and reciprocal professional development 
while still in school. More specifically, it helps 
students to develop a practical, realistic con-
cept of the music education profession . This is 
gained from actual participation in programs, 
performing groups, and in the state, divisional 
and national meetings of the professional or-
ganization . 
Firs t row , S. Abe ll , C. Colby, M. Boyd e n. Second row , C. Byers, 
J. Rob inson . 
THE Occupational Therapy Club is open to all 
students interested in or majoring in the 
O.T. curriculum. Throughout the year this club 
meets to become more informed on topics con-
cerning Occupational Therapy in action. To 
broaden our knowledge of Occupational Ther-
pay and the medical sciences, the program 
centers around the members and their interests 
and includes service projects, speakers, films 
and recreation. 
Projects to be undertaken this year include 
recreational activities for the Portsmouth Navy 
Hospital and a winter party for the folks at 
The Stratford County Home . 
Firs t row: D. Sanfor d, P. Pa pe, C. Ol esniewicz , J. McGonagle , 
Father O 'Connor, J. McEac he rn , M. Finn e gan , L. Rou sse lle, J . 
Olesniewicz. Second row: F. Go uin, N. Th e ve rg e , R. Ca ulfi e ld, L. 
Le Bla nc , J. Ross, T. Powers, R. Bel liveau , M. Dunn . 
Firs,1 ro w: L. Footman , D. McConn , B. Coron, M. Calk ins, C. Zim -
me rman . Seco nd row : S. Dus tin, A. He nderson , M. Greene , N . 
Ch is holm . 
rJewrnan Cfub 
NEWMAN CLUB, the Catholic organization 
of college students, is one of the over six 
hundred Newman Clubs on college campuses 
throughout the U. S. It is actively engaged in 
weekly lectures by noted authorities and in-
vites all colleges students to participate . These 
lectures include the political, social, cultural, 
and religious ideas which are constantly 
emerging from our society and provide the col-
lege student with valuable information to for-
mulate his opinions. 
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WMDR, owned and operated by Mike and 
Dial Radio, is set up along the lines of 
commercial radio stations; programs consisting 
of music, interviews, news, and sports, supple-
mented by special events, concerts, and lec-
tures. The Radio station, which is located in the 
Memorial Union Building, provides an outlet 
for students interested in any field of radio, 
such as announcing, engineering, writing, pub-
licity, or directing. 
First row: l. Purdy, T. Buckley, D. Henderson , W . Tucker, B. 
B-ouchard. Second row : J. Garneau, G . Greene, D. Pierce, A. 
Garand , W. Hawkins . Third row: D. Chamberlain, B. Dri scoll, 
T. Presco tt , D. Barker, P. Ericson, W . Stearns , A. Komaridi s, T. 
Dietz , M. Hillier. 
THE New Hampshire Society of Hotelmen is 
a professional, social and fraternal organi-
zation for persons majoring in Hotel Adminis-
tration. It plans and conducts field trips, exhi-
bits, and social functions, and each year pre-
sents a series of gourmet dinners. 
A close relationship is maintained with the 
New Hampshire Hotel Alumni Association, and 
the Society acts as a public relations arm of 
the Department. The Society supplies commit-
tees for studying various departmental prob-
lems, and in general, carries out the objectives 
of the department. 
First row: M. Houck , T. Marshall . Second row , Dr. Lundberg , 
J. Graves . 
THE Poultry Science Club was organized by 
students and faculty in 1939 with the pur-
pose of p romoting and stimulating interest in 
poultry husbandry among members of the stu-
dent body. 
In the monthly meetings, guest speakers 
kept the club abreast with the latest develop-
ments within the industry. 
The highlights of the year included, our 
spring barbecue, and the Seventh Annual 
Awards Banquet when Thomas Gadd and 
Jacob Silberberg were presented with awards 
for their continued support, participation, and 
stimulation among the future leaders of the 
poultry industry. 
First row, D. Cree , R. G arl and , S. Wi ley. Second row, W . Collin s, 
P. Hopki ns, J . Swanson , R. Costantino , W. S kog lu nd . 
THE UNH Amateur Radio Club is open to all 
licensed amateur radio operators and any 
person interested in radio experimenting or 
operating . It has its own "Radio Shack " which 
is licensed in Wl ASZ . Classes in International 
Morse Code, and elementary, and advanced 
radio theory are held, and F.C.C. radio tests 
are given. Messages to all parts of the world 
are sent and received on civilian and military 
" traffic nets " regularly. 
Business meetings are held on the first and 
third Wednesday of each month in the MUB. 
Fi rst row, W. Sawyer, KlA BM; M. Greece, A. W hite, W l CSW ; 
A. Cra btree , Kl CJT ; F. Cart ie r, Kl DFM. Second row , H. Schow , 
W l ZIZ ; R. Ray, W l FRY; R. Ho uston, R. Gu erra, Kl HEI; B. Han sen, 
Kl LF Q ; A. Durett e, Kl EJE ; R. Chr istopher, KlGDZ . 
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THE Socratic Society is the Philosophical So-
ciety of the University of New Hampshire. 
It is a rather unique organization; dedicated 
to free philosophical inquiry and helping to 
promote an intellectual and permissive atmo-
sphere. True to the Socratic tradition, the 
scope of the society's inquiry is as broad as 
Being itself. 
Off campus speakers were invited to speak 
at meetings this year in order to provide all as-
pects and points of view on the questions pro-
posed by the group. 
First ro w , J . Reeves , R. Jo rdan , J . Ke za r. Second ro w, M. Arli nsky, 
E. Powe r, R. Hart, R. Sh e a . 
StuJenf GJucalionaf 
Cowuniffee 
THE Student Committee on Educational Policy 
in the College of Agriculture was estab-
lished in 1953. The purpose of the Committee 
is to have a group of responsible students 
study and bring to the attention of the faculty 
in an organized way, student thinking about 
curricula, college social functions, clubs, teach -
ing methods, and any other matters of impor-
tance. 
The present Committee is composed of sen-
ior students in each of the major fields of study 
in the College. 
M. Ric hards, R. Garland , D. Bak er. 
Ir 
T THE UNHSCC brings together those stu-
dents interested in sports cars and/ or fast, 
skillful, safe driving under non-highway condi-
tions. Many rallies, gymkhanas and speed 
events were put on during the past year, includ-
ing the Annual Fall Invitational Rally, the Dur-
ham Road Trials, the Ice Trials and the Belknap 
Hill Climb. A member of ISCA, the club incor-
porated itself this year, and increased its mem-
bership and activities. 
THE purposes of the Organization are: 1. To 
give the college community an opportunity to 
learn more of the truth contained in Christian 
Science as taught in the Bible and in Science 
and Health with Key to the Scriptures by Mary 
Baker Eddy. 2. To welcome Christian Scientists 
entering the college and unite them in closer 
bonds of Christian fellowship. 3. To co-oper-
ate whenever possible with other student reli-
gious groups and with college authorities in 
projects that promote interreligious interest. 4. 
To sponsor, at least once a year, a lecture by 
a member of the Board of Lectureship of the 
Mother Church: The First Church of Christ, 
Scientist, in Boston, Massachusetts. 
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First row: l. Haley, J. Maxwell, R. Maxwell, G. May, S. Webster, 
M. Jackson . Second row: R. Heath , R. Grover, J. Sawyer, M. Kelly , 
G. Goodridge, K. Clough , D. Livingston . 
THE Forestry and Wildlife Club unites in a 
strong bond those students with a deep in-
terest in forestry and wildlife. Its aim is to pro-
mote the professional status of the members, 
to keep in touch for forestry and wildlife prob-
lems and interests all over the country, to 
maintain a close relationship between the stu-
dents and faculty, and to make the club a vital 
factor in University activities. 
DORMITORIES 

Firs t row : D. Bl ive n, P. Amazee n, N . Major, C. Brown, J. Oles ni ewicz. Seco nd row : D. Smi th, M . Renaud, · 
C. Sarg ent , T. Sne ll, R. Szopa . 
THE Men's lnterdormitory Council consists of 
the presidents and vice presidents of the 
seven men's dormitories with Associate Dea n 
of Students Robb Gardiner and Housing Direc-
tor Frances Gordon acting as advisors . 
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The purpose of MIDC is "to promote the 
participation of the residents of member dormi-
tories in intramural and interdormitory ath -
letics, social affairs, and self government. " 
MIDC meets bi-weekly to discuss dormitory 
PAUL AMAZEEN 
V ice-President 
DA YID BLIVEN 
Treasurer 
CHARLES BROWN 
Secretary 
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NORMAN MAJOR 
President 
act1v1t1es and problems . The Council acts as a 
coordinator of the activities of the seven hous-
ing units . 
In recognition and encouragement of aca -
demic achievement, MIDC awards the " Scho-
lastic Trophy " to the dormitory attaining the 
highest grade point average. MIDC also 
awards the "MIDC Achievement Trophy" to an 
outstanding Senior dormitory resident. MIDC 
backs the two annual blood bank drives held 
on campus in autumn and spring and presents 
an award to the men's dormitory donating the 
most blood . On Homecoming Weekend in Oc-
tober, MIDC, with IFC, co-sponsors the Home-
coming Dance. During Winter Carnival , an 
award is presented the men 's dormi to ry having 
the best snow sculpture. 
MIDC lost two member dorms but regained 
a former member this year when Hitchcoc k and 
Randall Halls went to the women and Fairchild 
Hall was reconverted to a men 's hall. · 
Officers of MIDC for the year 1960-61 were: 
President, Norman Major; Vice President, Pau l 
Amazeen; Secreta ry, Charles Brown; and 
Treasurer, David Bliven. 
This is MIDC's thi rteenth year . We are look-
ing forward to many future years of service to, 
the men 's dormitories a t the Univers ity of New 
Hampshire . 
AFTER an enjoyable and eventful Freshman 
Camp Week climaxed by a dance, our new 
residents settled down in their University home. 
Many of our freshman participated in intra-
mural sports with the upperclassmen. 
As always, Homecoming was a time for ac-
tivity and get-togethers, and the men of Alex-
ander didn't fall short of the general spirit. 
Our candidate for Queen was a member of 
the royal court and added her special charm 
and beauty to the events. 
Alexander was the scene of a colorful Hal-
loween Dance. The visit of four Soviets made 
it all the more interesting. It was an evening 
well spent and to the advantage of all who 
came. 
For the past two years, Alexander in Mrs. 
Griswold, has had the best house director on 
campus . 
BULLETIN: the termites just surrende red! 
Calmly munching a Commons doorknob, 
Joe Shua, explained how his forces lost the 
battle for possession of East-West Halls. 
" Crouching behind out-of-order candy ma-
chines, East-Westers waged guerrilla warfare . 
Before we termites had scraped together the 
remnants of our battle group, president Arthur 
Pryor and his men charged and fired a barrage 
of decorations salvaged from the dorms ' chil-
dren 's party. Meanwhile, in neutral territory, 
someone, witli an inquiring mind, ascended 
with the Red Cross blood donation trophy, lit 
a match, and tested the dorms' 23,000 gallon 
sprinkler system, it worked! We termites floated 
out the door, waving white flags. 
For her many kindnesses we humbly express 
gratitude to Mrs. Hill. 
HOLDING true to tradition, the men of Engel-
hardt made themselves very evident in 
campus activities. Not only did they maintain 
their high scholastic standing, but they also 
demonstrated superiority in other fields. Engel-
hardt won the inter-dormitory football compe-
tition, and the inter-mural track meet. 
Homecoming, was even bigger for Engel-
hardt as they won first place in the dormitory 
decorations competition. Our candidate for 
Homecoming Queen was Pam Prime. 
One of the high points of the year was the 
annual Christmas party we gave to the under-
privileged children in the area. 
Mrs. Graves, our spirited House Mother, 
headed a fine staff including the counselors: 
Marsh Harris, Bob Fryer, and Danny Parr. The 
House officers were President, Dave Bradley; 
Vice President, Carl Sargent; Treasurer, Dick 
Aieta; and Secretary, Brooks Nichols. Roger 
Warren was our social chairman and John At-
wood represented the house in athletic matters. 
0 NCE again the men of Fairchild have 
moved, but this time happily, back to 
home, sweet home. To start the semester off, 
Fairchild's new freshmen were hosts to the 
frosh girls from Lord Hall. Fairchild's men ral-
lied together in a new burst of dormitory spirit 
and the social calender included an interesting 
smoker given by Dr. Berger of the Psychology 
department. Professor Rosen gave a smoker on 
the prospects of economics in the new admin-
istration. The next smoker was given by Dr. 
Husch and his topic was foreign policy. 
Officers this year were: Paul Amazeen , 
Pres.; Don Smith, V. Pres .; Paul leBlanc, Sec .; 
Dick McCann, Treas.; Phil Clay, Social Chair-
man; and Dave Buttrick, Sports Chairman . 
BRICK-RED Gibbs Hall, had a successful year 
under the forward-looking regime of House 
President Roger Renfors, Secretary Howa rd 
Yezerski, and Treasurer, Daniel Mullen . Fu ll 
scope was given to the artistic, athletic, inte l-
lectual and social talents of Gibbs Hall resi -
dents. Artistic abilities were effectively demon-
strated in Homecoming and Winter Carnival 
exhibits. The autumn and spring sports periods 
were supported by organization of football 
and softball teams. Gibbs was able to main-
tain its perennially high scholastic average due 
to a dynamic proctor squad and the welcome 
refreshments served by Mrs. Gile. Gibbs had 
a sparkling social season with a reception held 
for our Homecoming Queen candidate and 
climaxed by the annual Spring Picnic . 
HETZEL HALL remains as always the main 
door to Dumfey's and the Durham ship-
ping area . Through the years it has maintained 
it 's popularity as an upperclas dormitory and 
this year was no exception. 
Hetzel's Christmas party for the underprivi-
leged children of the area was the greatest 
social success of the year due to the fine work 
of our House Director, the Executive committee, 
and members of the dorm. 
Dorm elections were held in early March this 
year and a new administration took over the 
reins of dorm activity. An active social calendar 
of smokers, a spring dance, and co-recrea -
tional activities will be carried out before the 
year 's end. 
SITUATED deep in the heart of the quad-
rangle, Hunter Hall was a beehive of ac-
tivity again in 1960-61 . At our "home away 
from home, " our social chairman, Steve Taylor, 
kept the boys swinging with informal socials 
planned with Randall, Hitchcock, and Sawyer 
halls . At Christmas time we joined Sawyer Hall 
in giving a party for underprivileged children 
from Portsmouth. 
Dave Jackson, our athletic chairman kept 
the boys physically fit with intermural football, 
basketball, and bowling. 
As was true with most mothers at home, Mrs . 
Whitcomb, our "adopted" mother, made sure 
everyone was studying hard. Our administra-
tive echelon included Ron Szopa, President; 
Sherwin Steinberg, Secretary; and Jerry Le-
tendre, controller of la purse strings. 
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First row , M. Chadw ick , B. Isaacson , K. Saw-Han , B. Bouchard . Second ro w, P. N icholas, M. Sh a ugh nessy , 
C. Mu rph y, E. Schultze, M. Noonan . 
WOMEN'S Inter-Dormitory Council is made 
up of the house presidents and senior 
chairmens of the nine women's dorms on cam-
pus and serves to co-ordinate the functions of 
dormitory living in the residence halls. W.I.D.C. 
recommends legislation to Women's Rules, of 
which the President of W.I.D.C. is a member, 
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and acts as a sounding board for suggestions 
and criticisms. Among its numerous functions, 
the Council sponsors various campus activities 
and handles the dormitory social calendar. Be-
ing one of the five subsidiary organizations in 
Student Government, W .I.D.C. plays a large 
role in the lives of the dormitory women. 
KAROL KARR 
President 
MEMBER DORMITORIES 
Hitchcock 
Gerry Lawler, President 
Judy Anticl, Sr . Social Chr. 
Lord 
Wendy Rideout, President 
Suzie Gilbert, Sr . Social Chr. 
McLaughlin 
Karol Karr, President 
Khin Lynn Sawhan, Sr . Social Chr . 
North Congreve 
Sandra Freeman, President 
Mary Jane Trachier, Sr. Social Chr. 
Sawyer 
Sonia Hazen, President 
Kippy Isaacson, Sr . Social Chr. 
Scott 
Clara Olesniewitz, President 
J. G. Wheeler, Sr . Social Chr . 
Smith 
Debbie Trull, President 
Cathy Lowell, Sr . Social Chr . 
South Congreve 
Cornelia Murphy, President 
Peggy Nicholas, Sr . Social Chr . 
Randall 
Mary Shaughnessy, President 
Elizabeth Schultze, Sr. Social Chr . 
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OFFICERS 
President: 
Karol Karr, McLaughlin Hall 
Vice President 
Kippy Isaacson, Sawyer Hall 
Secretary: 
Judy Knox, Scott Hall 
Treasurer: 
Pat Tobey, Lord Hall 
Publicity Chairmen : 
Khin Lynn Sawhan, Mclaughlin Hall 
Cathy Lowell, Smith Hal 
Advisors: 
Dean McQuade 
Mrs. Cummings 
Mrs. Anderson 
KIPPY ISACCSON 
Vice-President 
PATRICIA TOBEY 
Secretary 
AGAIN, this year the fair sex invaded a for -
mer men's dorm, Hitchcock . Although this 
made us the largest dorm on campus we were 
soon acquainted with most of our neighbors 
through the efforts of all. Our freshman started 
off the year claiming three Pep Kitten titles . 
Hitchcock was on the move! With Homecoming 
around the corner our committee for decora-
t ions proved they were hard working by pro-
ducing a second prize, a humorous Charlie 
Brown. Ellen Czaja was elected Homecoming 
Queen . Now that we are settled we wonder 
where our next residence will be. No matter 
where , we will have memories which will al-
w ays shine through. We do hope, however, 
that whereve r we live, we will have officers 
and a house mother equal to those of this year . 
_}j-;,fchcock 
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AT the end of June, 1961, Lord Hall won the 
WRA inter-dormitory plaque. The girls 
worked hard for this trophy and were very 
proud of their accomplishment. Since Septem-
ber of this year the dormitory has had a num-
ber of activities . 
Homecoming weekend we gave an open-
house for the alumni, coeds, and the coeds ' 
parents; cider and donuts were served. In Oc-
tober we held a fireside chat which was bot~ 
interesting and entertaining . During the Christ-
mas season, the dormitory gave a party for a 
group of orphans. Each girl brought gifts for a 
child which were given out by Santa Claus . 
Both the girls and the children had a wonder-
ful time . 
"McLAUGHLIN MEMORIES. " from the shy-
. nes of the frosh to the sureness of the 
Seniors, we worked, studied, and participated 
in many campus and inter-house activities . 
Crisp fall days brought victory to the UNH 
gridiron and well attended coffee hours in the 
dorm was a flurry of activities during Winter 
Carnival with snow sculpture preparations. One 
of the outstanding social functions was a holi -
day coffee hour with Dean McQuade. 
One of our greatest memories was an auc-
tion held for a former Mclaughlinite . The dis-
covery of prize possessions going up for bid 
added to the merriment and benefit of a 
worthy cause . 
" Mclaughlin Memories " were all achieved 
under the gu idance of our house director, Mrs. 
Priest , the counselors, and dormitory officers . 
Congreve 
Never ending buzzers which are somehow al-
ways for somebody else 
Our housemother, Mrs. Fifield, who is always 
ready to help 
Refreshments during finals - a break from 
studying 
Turkeys sent to needy families at Christmas 
Homecoming - yelling at the football game, 
dressing up for the ball, and decorating for 
the "speculative Sixties" 
Christmas - decorating the tree, exchanging 
gifts, and caroling 
Our Counselors - the best ever 
Nearly freezing while building the winter Car-
nival Snow sculpture 
Grinders - our favorite supper treat 
Roasting in the sun to get the best tan on the 
floor 
Englehardt, whom we joined for Christmas 
caroling and dorm parties 
Vacations - needed breaks from a strenuous 
schedule 
Exams - oh wel, all the memories can 't be 
good 
IN September, 1960, tradition began as 132 
eager girls invaded the previously mascu-
line Randall Hall . Janet Davis and Allana Hen-
nessey were chosen as Pep Kittens. We elected 
our first dormitory officers: Mary Shaunessey, 
President; Linda Mace and Barbara Lawyer, 
Vice President; Sue Hopkins and Alana Hen-
nessey, Treaiurers. In October we boasted 
three candidates for Homecoming Queen. In 
November one of the Randall girls was elected 
to freshman class office . 
On many nights, Mrs. Talbot our house-
mother, would anxiously await us as the bongs 
were heard from T-Hall. Ah, Yes, who can for-
get the conveniences we didn't have - full 
length mirrors, a T.V., a second telephone, 
those coke machines. Life at Randall meant 
stereos blaring, spotlights on the pathways, 
open houses, after the football games, the holi-
day parties, and close friendships. These mem-
ories helped Randall establish lasting traditions 
and a fine reputation as a new women's dor-
mitory. 
I 
I 
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SAWYER can once again look back upon a 
year filled with eventful memories. 1960-
61 opened with our frosh enjoying an Orienta-
tion Week dance at Alexander Hall, followed 
by get-acquainted parties in the dorm. Football 
season brought with it our never failing "open 
houses" after every game, and our special 
highlight: entertaining the visiting Russians. 
Homecoming also was a time for busy activ-
ity, when we captured the trophy. In competi-
tion with our ping-pong table was a new T.V. 
for which we all contributed, gladly. Who 
didn't watch the 1960 elections? 
Sawyer girls participated in many exciting 
events this year such as the Powder Puff foot-
ball game, inter-dorm sports, firesides, and our 
annual Christmas party with Hunter Hall for 
the orphans. 
Our activities have been successfully carried 
out this year by our efficient officers; President, 
Sonia Hazen; Vice President, Emily Moslem; Sec-
retary, Jean LaMothe; Treasurer, Ruth Hurley; 
Social Chairmen, Kippy lssacson, Joyce Lerna-
towitz, and Linda Flint. 
SCOTT 1-~all opened its doors again in Septem-
ber, 1960, to admit the incoming freshmen 
and returning upperclassmen. Freshmen Little 
Sisters and their Big Sisters got acquainted at 
a weenie roast in Scott's living room . 
Homecoming weekend brought with it an 
enthusiastic response from all the girls of Scott 
in an effort to retain last year's trophy. This 
year's theme was "Speculative Sixties" and 
Scott's entry represented four achievements 
hoped for during the sixties; a cure for cancer, 
world peace, abolition of hunger in the world, 
and man's conquest of the moon. 
This year's Halloween party was an over-
whelming success . The girls really used their 
imaginations to transform the everyday items 
of a dormitory room into ingenious costumes. 
J. G . Wheeler, Judy Knox, and Carol Snow-
man, our social chairmen, organized games 
and served cider and donuts. 
To our understanding housemother and our 
hard working officers, we give our sincere 
thanks for making our home on the UNH cam-
pus an unforgettable experience. 
,. 
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THE girls of Smith Hall started this year with 
Mrs . Anderson, new to Smith last yea r . Her 
guidance, understanding, and cheer lent a 
bright atmosphere to the oldest dorm on cam-
pus. Our officers this year were; Deborah Trull, 
Ruth Parker, Ann Brice, and Allison Meader . 
We worked together to make Homecoming 
and Parent 's Day fruitful events . Cathy Lowell 
and Pam Prime - Our social chairmen - or-
ganized the Halloween Party, and as usual, our 
menagerie of stuffed animals at Christmas 
brightened up the living room and added to 
the gaiety of the holiday. 
We were honored to have Dr . Donald Chap-
man of the Geology Department speak to us at 
our fireside in the spring. 
We also had some flavor from south of the • 
border. Nitza Jimenez, from Panama, lived 
with us. 
All in all 1960- 1961 has been good to all 
Smithites . It was a year well spent and exemp-
lified the spirit of the girls who live, work, and 
study together here in Smith Hall . 
"WELCOME Home Comgrads" aply de-
scribes our South Congreve hospitality . 
A special welcome was intended for all the 
grads who watched UNH defeat Delaware. In 
the post game excitement of Open House they 
sipped punch and chatted with our house 
mother, Mrs. Sargent and the officers Cornelia 
Murphy, Donna Escala, Susan Fitts and Mary 
Brouwer. 
The night of Mil Arts . .. Christmas ca roling 
. .. fruitcake and blazing logs was the setting 
for a successful trim-a-tree party. 
The cold winter passed quickly in South . . . 
bridge games, coffee breaks in the livingroom 
during finals and fire drills were all part of 
" extra" hours in South . 
Before we realized the time, seniors were 
pre-occupied with senior week and graduation . 
June came too soon, the studious . . . the 
beachcombers .. . and the senior ... had all 
evaporated before the first breezes of summer 
... it was a great year, grads. 

GREEKS 
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THE Inter-fraternity Council, composed of a 
senior and a junior delegate from each 
house, is a governing body of the fourteen fra-
ternities on campus. The Council sets fraternity 
scholarship standards, formulates rushing rules, 
and regulates rushing and pledging. The IFC 
also works as an organization that is of service 
to the student body and townspeople as well. 
IFC sponsors many of the social events on 
campus, such as the annual Homecoming 
Dance in conjunction with IDC, Mayoralty, and 
Song Fest. The Council cooperates each semes-
ter with the Red Cross in its campus blood 
Donor Drive. Each year the fraternities offer a 
room and board scholarship to a foreign stu-
dent, and a plaque at the end of each semes-
ter to the house having the greatest scholastic 
improvement. 
As a service to the houses, the Council or-
ganizes a Fraternity Workshop each Spring. 
House officers talk over common problems, 
benefit from discussion with leaders in the 
Greek world, and obtain ideas for improve-
ment in their respective houses. 
1 -· 
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Acacia 
0 NCE again the Brothers of Acacia made 
1 the annual migration to the Mecca of to-
getherness, the Taj Mahal at 10-12 Mill Road, 
filled with a spirit and drive to make this a 
memorable year in the History of Acacia -
which we promptly did by taking runner-up in 
Homecoming. This however, was only a pre-
lude to the big event - Mayoralty. Acacia 
rose to the fore and took a big first in this 
event with the always spirited entertainer, the 
effervescent Duke of Durham, Tony Marshall, 
complete with entourage of Brian 'The Actor' 
Corliss as Sir Walter Raleigh. We joined with 
Alpha Chi to be the first honorary producers 
of a Mask and Dagger production, "The Cru-
cible. " And then, Mil Arts with our candidate 
Nancy Du Rie, an aid to the queen. 
The graduating seniors will miss the Fresh -
men Teas, Christmas parties, house participa-
tion in campus and I.F.C. events, the work, the 
life that is Acacia. 
Acacia will, in turn, miss - but always re-
member this year's graduation seniors and the 
work they have done for Acacia. Paul Lind-
quist - 'Mr. Football ' Good Luck with the 
Pro's, Paul! Hal Wing, Wes Bickford, and Jack 
Bowyer - the great white hunters. Rod Brock, 
Cliff Clark, Tim Morrill, and Cal Fowler - join 
Uncle Sam's fighting green Fraternity. Fred 
Bossert and Dave Monroe - Acacia's loss is 
the Air Force's gain. John Kjellman - goes in 
a cloud of dust riding his vacuum cleaner. 
Briggs Bunker and family leave for parts un-
known . Good Luck Men! 
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AS another year draws to a close, we, the 
men of Alpha Gamma Rho will always re-
member the past two semesters as one of the 
richest and most enjoyable times in our lives. 
We will always remember our high scholas-
tic average, Saturday night house parties, 
Homecoming, and Winter Carnival. Also, one 
very memorable night putting down the new 
kitchen floor. 
In February, two of our much respected bro-
thers received their hard earned "sheep-
skins;" William "Crumbie" Royce and our No-
bel Ruler, Edward Heath. Following them in 
June, thirteen other "Alpha Garns" will join 
the alumni ranks. Emery "Ace" Bassett and 
Dick "Hunky" Simonian returned in February 
for their final semester. Also, from the wilder-
ness of Alaska, Philip "Hoot" Wightman re-
turned for his final semester. The "regulars" 
A 
r 
p 
leaving in June are Alan "Putt" Putnam, Bruce 
"Crazylegs" Rogers, Richard "Dick" Marshall, 
Gerry Ouellette, Bill Martin, Fred W. "Bill" 
Courser, Ron "Pancho" Clay, Tom "The Kid" 
Young, and last but not least, Bob "Bubba" 
Lawther. 
To all of these men go our deepest grati-
tude for the part they played in helping to 
build the deep, lasting tradition and friendship 
found at Omega chapter of Alpha Gamma 
Rho. 
May they all find success and happiness 
wherever their paths may take them. 
ATQ 
JUNE, 1961, sees another se nior cla ss leave 
the Tau house . 
Jason " Chick" Bridge, Robert " Where 's the 
Key" Jones, Pete "Colby Junior" Floyd, a nd 
Robert "Pee Wee " Shea are slated fo r mi litary 
service as commissioned officers. Eliot " He-
bron " Bemis will carry the smell of James Hall 
to the fou r corners of the world. Our Student 
Senate representative, Bob "be kind to ani-
mals " Campbell will enter veterinary school. 
Mike " the Banker" Kirk, the house treasurer, 
and Bill " Sap" Saplin will attempt to improve 
the nation 's economy. Depression, here we 
come! Jack " the Greeter" Segalini plans to 
buy a chain of hotels . His business partner will 
be Al " give 'em some wood " Maxwell, the 
president of ATO. " Max" has been a capable 
leader for the Taus, especially on road trips to 
Boston. Walter " Psych " Ayre is developing the 
theory of the Ayreian complex which should 
revolutionize psychology. Marty " Cramp" Hall 
and Bill " Emmett" Orcutt will continue to ter-
rorize the ski slopes of New England. 
Good luck to all of you from the Sopho-
mores and Juniors . 
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THE floors of Beta Kappa Chapter will cease 
trembling when the footsteps of our 20 sen-
ior brothers fade in June. 
Heading our contingent of stalwart envoys 
into world affairs are: Steve and Stan 'the 
gruesome twosome' Fitts, Dick 'Howie' Johnson , 
Vinnie 'The voice' Martling, Soc 'Penguin' Cou-
tis, Tom 'Fiorello' McDonnell, Bill 'The toe ' 
Barry, Wayne 'fudd' Thompson, John, 'Bull-
moose ' Rau, Bruce 'Goose' Goodhue, George, 
'Conrad Hilton' Davis, Bob 'Hooker' Whitcomb, 
Ed 'The conveyor belt' Nadzeika, Bob ' Killer' 
fryer, Don 'Skizer' Kuchinski, John 'Nose' For-
et, Bob 'Sleepy' Mochrie, Al 'Eichmann' Aug -
ust, Tom 'Bixby' Curren, Marshall 'Mr. Coordi-
nation' Harris. 
K 
We will long regret the passing of the 'Olde 
School'; but we are sure that with our pledges 
the big shoes will be filled and overflowing 
when the class of '61 returns for Homecoming 
in future years. 
AXA 
THIS has been a successful year in our new 
house and we are proud of it . We, the sen-
iors, include : 
Butchie Pomerleau known for his box 
lunches and trips to Wisconsin. Donald Alfred 
Clarke, son of Mr . and Mrs. Clarke will be 
home for the holidays . (in the Manchester 
Union Leader) Maggot 's McKiltrick, the skunk 
hunter from way down town . Nevada will get 
Southworth if "little moonyace " doesn 't. Tur-
geon will invent a machine to translate Som-
ersworthese. Clarke Conlon will definitely pro-
duce many little cuddles . Powers is currently 
introducing the GOUVERNOR to anyone who 
is interested. Joe Banks is now teaching the art 
of self defense at Parris Island . Hobby Scott 
tried to burn the bridge but the bridge fought 
back . Sonny - Womp! Whitey going on as 
the lover of the house, at least, that's what he 
says. Mushroom Haselton definitely slated for 
great things in the Air Force if he can grow l 0 
inches or lose l 00 pounds. Chiller Cairns can 
still be seen lurking at Dunfey's . Hunk Herrick 
will be called on as fashion advisor to the Pres-
ident. Cuppy - better known as 'swamp fox ' 
will go on hankling fines. Marty will constantly 
say nay to all B. J. 's (ie . bad jokes), Cris will 
become a philanthropist. Puffie in the new 
combination of Puffie and Puffie . John Griffith , 
- zzzzzzip . Hi Cousin. 
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ANOTHER colorful year at 37 Madbury Road . 
Our extra -curricular activities this year 
have included Woodsman's Weekend, a home-
coming decoration, a snow sculpture, and in -
tramural sports. Our social calendar has also 
been full and has included football parties, 
rock and roll parties, "party" parties, faculty 
and exchange suppers, rushing smokers and 
parties, pledge dances, and coffee hours. 
We are truly fortunate to have graduating 
this year the following seniors: the green thumb 
of the treasury department, Richard Bertrand 
- Bob "squack " Lavoie - Fred "bet three " 
<P 
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Robbins - Ron "raise-you-five" Benson - Ed 
"KP-KD" Benson - Don "only a half hour fel -
las, I've got an exam tomorrow" Ball - Al 
"Donut" Damour-Henry "mailman" Leblanc. 
We'll miss you, brothers . 
i 
NINE Seniors will be leaving Phi Kappa Theta 
this June. The brothers will always be 
grateful to Ron Pomerleau who has worked very 
hard organizing the sale of our house and 
who has done an exceptional job as President. 
We also thank Bernie la Boute, UNH 's best 
Hotel Greeter for his fine handling of our gold . 
Eddie ' the Head' Donavan, our scribe will also 
be leaving us in June. 
The University will be losing an excellent 
football captain when Lou D'Allesandro gradu-
ates. Ending their college careers will be shy 
Paul Griffin, " The Barber " Dick Dumont, and 
the campus Romeo, John Cross, also a Senior 
Key member . We wish to thank Hank St. Pierre 
for some of the more serene and inspiring mo-
ments and Arthur Monty for some of our funni-
est ones. 
This year has been an excellent year for Phi 
Kappa Theta in social aspects as well as ath-
letics. Socially the house has excelled in par-
ties and at Homecoming even with the handi-
cap of having just sold our house, we held a 
reception for our alumni . We also began tra-
dition at UNH with its Powder Puff Bowl for the 
benefit of Campus Chest. 
Next year there will be a picture of your 
new house in the Granite . There is no doubt in 
our minds that the graduating brothers will 
continue to be, as they always have been, a 
credit to Phi Kappa Theta and the University. 
■■■ ■ ■ 
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AS another year draws to a close, Phi Mu 
Delta looks back proudly on a full year of 
campus activities and successes. All were 
happy to accept the trophy for our Homecom-
ing decorations. The house football team kept 
the intra-mural trophy here at UNH by down-
ing the UMASS champs. Woodsman's Week-
end found the Delts chopping their way to 
victory. 
Four years of good times and friendships 
will long be remembered by those brothers 
who are leaving the Delt House this year. We 
bid a fond farewell to: Bob Andrews, our lunch 
and dinner brother .. . Mike Ashapa, God 's 
gift to the infantry . . . Bill Allison and his fa-
mous sneakers . . . Gary Baker, our intellectual 
husband to be ... Charlie Bartlett, winner of 
the house spelling bee . .. Larry Bresnahan 
with his refrigerator, vault, and broken ski . . . 
Rucker Burks, the human UNIVAC and house 
efficiency director . .. Gerry Desmarais with 
his smoking jacket and white pipe . . . Pete 
M 
Li 
Elliott, Phebe, what else? .. . Bob Esposito, 
Durham's most decisive man ... Chip Fowler, 
Oh, those trips to Schenectedy ... Gale French, 
Playboy Emeritus .. . Harvey Galloway and 
his eight o'clock Kingsbury walk . .. Doug 
Haddad, our answer to prohibition ... Bob 
Hicks, our neatest brother . . . Russ Mason, 
Grinders? Sandwiches? Tums? ... Dan Mona -
han, the Paul Bunyan of Durham . . . Phil Ouel-
lel', Sigmund Poopsie, world renowned psy-
chologist and football player .. . Mike Per-
reault and his TV 1 final ... John Richards, 
house fire escape expert . . . Dennis Shinn, our 
secretly married cheerleader .. . and Marty 
Woolfson and his Kosher camera . 
llniue..-sif.,9 
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EACH year at this time, we here at Pi KA look 
back with remembrance over the past 
year. For some it was the big weekends, for 
others it was the "Big Red One," and some 
even try to remember how our lawn looked 
when it was green. 
To those who are not going to be with us 
next year, we would like to present to them 
the "Chuck Sturdley" awards. 
This year, awards go to - "Slim" Ashman, 
Pike's answer to Herb Shriner; "Maverick" 
Bradbury, who won his Corvette in a box of 
cracker jacks; Lou Johnson, who finally found 
Mr. Gordon's secret; Bill Tighe, the tiger of the 
house; Pete "C.J.C." Cole; Dick Duggin, our 
TI 
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only 4.0 man; "Hoddy'' Fletcher and his pur-
ple mug; Dan Emery, who wrote last years 
article; Harry Gladwin, who we think invented 
laughing gas; and finally, that famous German 
ace, Frank Rathgeber, winner of the Disney-
land trophy. 
To these men, we warmly say, "Get the 
lead out. " 
ALL in all, 1960- 1961 has been a very happy 
and successful year for S.A.E. Our candi-
date, Ellen Czaja, was crowned Homecoming 
Queen. We received the All-Points Trophy for 
the second year in a row. We had first place 
in softball, volleyball, and golf. We partici-
pated successfully in Mayorality, Songfest, Mil 
Arts, Winter Carnival, and Spring Week-end. 
Fourteen Brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
are graduating this June. They are: Bob "Bruis-
er" Brown, John "Stately" Stanton, Dave 
"Laughing" Lafayette, Bill "ROTC" Lenfest, 
Jack "The Ripper" Clifton, Bill "The Stomach" 
Lockhead, Mike "Sully" Sullivan, Don "Boals" 
Bouvier, Dick "Pops" Gage, John "MJB" Ine-
son, George "Echo" Ekhard, Chet "The Jet" 
Rybinski, Joe "The Moose" McGonagle, and 
Craig "Gas Gauge" Marks. 
We wish them all the best of luck and rea-
lize that they leave behind them many fond 
memories of the 'ole Sig Alph Lodge . 
19 61 
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SIGMA BET A wishes its graduating seniors 
good fortune in the years ahead. 
Doug Brown, God 's gift from the Marines, 
will no longer be the pledges D.I . 
Eddy " Spook" Pelczar, our only bigtime 
athlete, will be a " Sweet " loss to the campus. 
Billy " Tiger " Adams, S. B. strongman, will 
be looking for new worlds to conquer . 
Howie Mead, our Ivy League Clarence Dar-
row, leaves after wearing out all the mirrors in 
the house . 
Lloyd Swanburg, shutter bug, will photo-
graph other people at peculiarly inopportune 
momen ts. 
Jim Hoey, an arabesque Michelangelo, will 
have to paint his gorgeous girls on other walls . 
Marv "Mose " Colburn, Moth from nowhere, 
takes his pearly toothed grin (with artificial 
pearls), with him . 
B 
Bob " Gramps " Trombley, aged and weary, 
finally finishes , his absence will be especially 
noted on the basketball court. 
Ben George, who alone can fall out of a 
chair playing his guitar, while eating sunflower 
seeds, leaves mouthing ballads. 
They will not forget their outstanding fra -
ternity, nor their memorable times here: our 
1960 Mayoralty Trophy through the efforts of 
Murial; exchange suppers, smokers, and the 
colorful parties on the " Big " weekends. 
TKE 
TKE, this year has maintained its high scho-
lastic average as in the past, coming in sec-
ond on campus among the fraternities. Men 
such as Joe Phelan, President of Student Sen-
ate, and Ben Cote, executive council of Senate, 
have added to our prestige. 
With twenty-one members living in and our 
own quota filled, it looks like our house will be 
able to complete the expansion program which 
has been underway for several years. Spirit 
and pride are at an all-time high. 
Our singing group which was begun last 
year is even stronger now, and, besides sing-
ing at a Friday night hop at the Union and for 
the sororities and dormitories, they have sung 
in several off-campus engagements. 
Nine seniors will be leaving in June. Among 
these are Ben Cote, Dick Dahlgren, Wayne 
Hibby, Ron Noftle, Russ Nylander, Joe Phe-
lan, Frank Schultz, Wayne Settle, and Toby 
Sprague. Graduated in February were Pete 
Doak, Charlie French, and Fred Holbrook. 
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EACH year Theta Chi advances towards its 
goal of the fraternal ideal. This year 's 
graduating seniors have contributed greatly to 
this end. The University and Theta Chi will miss 
these active and enthusiastic personalities. 
They are: Dan Hazen, Durham's Ralph 
Cramden; Our All-Americans, Dick Eustis and 
Rod Blackburn; Bill "The Hawk", Banks; Joe 
Graves, our ambassador to Brentwood; Joe 
Massidda and John Robes, Chi Omega's food 
testers; Ken, "The Sheep" Yetman; Mike, "Mr. 
Clean," Small; Joe "The Elle," Horgen; Bill 
" Fang" Van Note; Fred "the Net" Walker; 
and the Wildcat ace Jim "Weasel " Stewart. 
8 
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Theta Chi congratulates these men on the 
accomplishments and achievements of their 
coilege careers. 
Firs t row: C. Hi ckey, P. Quint, F. Pomorski, M. Hatch , C. Green . Second row: S. Clapp, P. Dunnington , 
L. Lockwood , L. Will ette , M. Higgon. 
IN 1890 at the national convention of Kappa 
Kappa Gamma, six fraternities met; realiz -
ing the need and importance of a Panhellenic 
organization to solve problems of Greek letter 
fraternities, they began the National Panhel-
lenic Council. 
Our council at the University of New Hamp-
146 
shire has been functioning as a member of the 
National Panhellenic Conference since 1916. 
The Council consists of thirteen members, a jun-
ior and senior delegates from each s~rority 
plus a president. The presidency is held by 
each house in alphabetical rotation, as are the 
positions of secretary and treasurer. This past 
FRAN POMORSKI 
President 
year the officers were: President: Fran Pomor-
ski; Vice-President: Mary Hatch; Secretary: 
Phyllis Quint; Treasurer: Carol Green, The 
Council is advised by Dean McQuade. 
The purpose of Panhellenic Council is to 
maintain a high plane of fraternity life and 
inter-fraternity relations; to further fine intellec-
tual accomplishments; to co-operate with the 
college administration on the maintenance of 
high social standards; and to compile rules 
governing rushing, pledging, and initiation. 
This year Panhellenic sponsored a convoca-
tion in December for all Freshmen and other 
girls of scholastic, financial, and social obliga-
tions . 
Room and board is being provided this year 
for a foreign student by Panhellenic. The Coun-
cil also awards a cup to the house maintaining 
the highest scholastic average for the previous 
year . To raise money for these projects Pan-
hellenic sponsored a Sadie Hawkins Dance last 
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MARY HATCH 
Vice -President 
CAROL GREEN 
Treasurer 
PHYLLIS QUINT 
Secretary 
AXD 
THOUGH we must bid farewell to our fifteen 
earnest, enthusiastic Seniors, we will remem-
ber them all when we recall the many mo-
ments, riotous and sad, we have shared to-
gether : "varsity night," Mil Arts, the Christmas 
party, our littlest brother Brig , pledge raids, 
song fests , and bridge games on the floor . 
'SFE_~~T,IVE 
11K AJ-
V1CTOR1£5 
Lisa , founder of Durham 's Society for Pre-
vention of Cruelty to Dishwashers; Nancy, our 
own "sleeping beauty; " Jeanne, " Kids, the 
committees are posted; " Lois, popularly known 
as the "dog hog;" Weids, "Ah, come on, kids, 
leave me alone; " Bev. S, Yogi Bear's avid fan 
and the "letter sweater kid;" Brenda, UNH's 
ambassador to the " big D, " Les, our efficient 
miss and continental traveler; Pooh, second 
traveler and distinguished foreign photogra-
pher; Ruthie, our talented, ever-patient song-
bird; Barbie, watch those quiet ones; Alex, 
bubbly, artistic, faithful admirer of Hera; Fay-
sie, our answer to Madame Deforge; Bev. 
M., "Mt. Kearsage, here I come;" Gail, Liber-
ace's most promising competition; Penny, 
"Humm-mm, a lot of cars in front of the house 
tonight;" Lyn B., our capable prexy and friend 
to a II . 
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J 4NE 1961 - another year gone by and 
with it went seventeen seniors, who, from 
Homecomings, to Christmas dances, to playing 
football, gave us a wonderful Alpha Xi spirit 
and loyalty. 
They include: Brooker and her famous com-
ment, "But think how bright and cheerie this 
room will be on rainy days. " ... Perry, Pay 
your bills, love." ... Sooky, "Tea time, Vera." 
... Val, Greta Garbo's replacement ... 
Ruthie, "UNH has it all over LaSalle!" ... Fran, 
Good luck with your singing career! ... Hobbs, 
"Alls we can do is, else we ... " ... Andy, 
English plus Bacteriology equals confusion ... 
Cindy, our own Liberace, ... Judy, and the 
boy next door, ... Ellie, "Garnet and gold 
mittens, anyone?" Bobbi, better known as Ag-
A 
nes Gooch, ... Nonny, UNH's first coed to 
obtain a BS in knitting, ... Eggs, "Kids, who is 
going to volunteer for cleanup?" ... Lorna 
Mae, have another bottle of - Revlon! ... 
Carol, thanks for the hay! ... Kathy, "Europe 
was the Greatest!" 
Be seeing you, kids, and best of luck. 
XO 
HOMECOMING already? As I pass under the 
old X and Horseshoe over the door, I see 
Jan, elbow-deep in dishwater. "How many 
more goobye days till graduation?" .. . Did 
Neil ever need that Hood House excuse for 
finals? . .. I hear a horse galloping up Straf-
ford Avenue. Why! The rider is Kay, Chi O's equestrienne! Joan Eustis is still adamant : 
"What, me get married?" . .. There's Pat Wil -
lard - "Send me my alumni news, but I need 
a recommendation!" . .. Janie B. has gone off 
into the wild blue yonder - on skiis . . . 
Ellen's college education had been a well-
rounded one - "Oh, kids!" . .. Jean's over 
at the Portsmouth telephone office - or apart-
ment hunting . .. "A fawth for bridge?" -
that's Mary C ... Where's Kaysie Pooh? The 
First Lady a pygmy? ... Joanne is trying to 
remember where Jerry is . Anchors are no 
longer aweigh! ... There's Joan H. announcing 
at dinner that spaghetti and diamonds are a 
girl's best friend ... Tam's threatening to go 
back to Greece where at least it is warm . .. 
Everyone is reading the New Hampshire Sun -
day News - Why! There's Hatchet's name on 
the sports page! ... I guess Sandy D, is over 
at the library - doing a little grad work?! 
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THIS year holds many unforgettable memor-
ies for Alpha Sigma. We will never forget 
the wonderful times we have had with our 
graduating seniors . The football games, .. . 
coffee dates, ... the Christmas Dance, . . . 
working until 1 a.m. on the Snow Sculpture, 
... the many laughs, ... the gab sessions, ... 
our green and pink milk, ... Moseley K. Delta, 
... our serenading, ... Merp Week, ... pin-
nings and engagements, ... our rousing bas-
ketball team, ... The Vapor, ... and most of 
all, the fun we 've had as sisters in the Kappa 
Delta House . Our house at 5 Strafford Avenue 
will seem empty without these sisters. 
First of all, these is our President, Bren, "I 
did it, and I'm glad." Good Luck, Bren. Nancy 
H. agrees that "diamonds are a girl's best 
friend" since she caught her "oilman." Private 
Jan Carr, our handy plumber, is getting ready 
to do her hitch with the Army. Then there's Tig-
ger, our Shakespear of the 20th Century. Gail 
is " perk "-ing up the Bact. Department. Then 
K 
there's Phyllis, our Kennedy fan, saying come 
on girls, get up; Frannie-Pooh with her "But, 
Sondra, come on Poopsie!" She listens to the 
radio at quarter of seven!!! Jan Lannik, good, 
old invincible Jan, and Barbie B., our musician. 
And now in closing, something for our sen-
iors, 
"We thought that you would like 
to know 
That someone's thoughts go where 
you go, 
That the many wonderful times 
we shared 
Can never be equalled or compared." 
Good Luck All!! 
THIS year at Phi Mu has been a busy and 
memorable one for the sisters and pledges. 
There was Campus Chest with the Nixon-Ken-
nedy scales, our Woodsman's Weekend vic-
tory, lnterhouse sports, Christmas parties, Song 
Fest, and informal coffee hours . But above all, 
we have many pleasant memories of living in 
~-··~ 
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the house, in which our seniors have played an 
important part: 
Sally, our prexy, "Ladies, would y'II be qua ht 
please?" .. . Paddy, Phi Mu's answer to Eliza -
beth Barrett Browning ... Linda R., "Momma 
don't want no saxophone players around 
here!" . .. Linda S. our Rembrandt, walking to 
Paul Arts Center with sketch pad and pencils 
.. . Margie, otherwise known as Dr . Gould 
with her coo/ cats. Billie, "I've Made a Deci-
sion!" . . . Lynne, our international social 
worker . . . Jo, back from her trip to Europe 
with an itsy-bitsy, teeny-weeny, black and 
white checked-! And as the saying goes, not 
least but last, Andie, our Handy Andie, "I 
guess I' ll just have to call the repair man ." 
We wish our seniors great success and give 
them our encouragement for the future . 
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WE cherish many happy thoughts that bring 
unending pleasures - romantic souvenirs 
that our hearts will always treasure. In the 
years to come, our thoughts will wander back 
to our chats by the picture window, the kitchen 
conferences (with popcorn), the Saturday 
afternoon raid, Marjorie, midnight prowlers, 
bridge games on the living room floor, and, of 
course, little Lo Hon. 
But above all, we will remember the seniors 
who will be leaving us this year: Marty "Hot-
rod" Briggs ... HER, Walter and Elizabeth's 
favorite daughter ... Betty, our own Loretta 
Young ... J. B., who braved four years of 
being the only girl in her business classes ... 
Di, the Tau's "Hawaiian Eye" ... Joanie, 
"OOh, he's just wonderful" ... "C", who is 
starting her own T.V. show, "I Had Two Lovers• • 
8 
y 
... Phoebe "I want to get married" Collins 
... Joycie, who has started her second book 
... Brenda "Crossword Puzzle" York ... Cori, 
"I know the phone is for me!" ... Jill, our in-
tentional ambassador of good will ... Norma, 
our "Connoisseurde la cuisine" ... and Becky, 
our touch of South American wit. 
ATHLETICS 

CHIEF Bostons 1960 football squad, led by 
their co-captains, Lou D 'Allesandro and 
Paul Bellavance, opened the season with the 
59-year-old gridiron rival, Dartmouth. The big 
Green eleven moved into the lead in the first 
half with a score of 7-0, but the Wildcats 
roared back in the third period with Dick Eustis 
catching a Bo Dickson aerial for the lone UNH 
touchdown. The attempt for the extra point 
was stopped at the one yard line . In the fourth 
quarter the Wildcats held their own and kept 
Dartmouth to a 7-6 victory. The highlights of 
the game was the fine demonstration in the art 
of punting by Joe Vallancourt. Spirited by the 
near victory at Dartmouth the Wildcats turned 
back Rhode Island, 13-6, in their home opener 
at Cowell Stadium. Rhode Island took advan-
tage of a UNH fumble in the first period of 
play, and got loose for a touchdown romp. 
The Wildcat's forward walls stopped the at-
tempt for extra points. Long runs by halfback 
Dick Mezquita and some quick Bo Dickson to 
Dick Eustis passes brought the Wildcats their 
tying touchdown in the second period . Sopho-
more, Bob Towse kicked the extra point, mak-
ing the score, UNH 5, URI 6 . The Wildcats, 
midway in second half, began to roar again 
when a recovered URI fumble was turned into 
a touchdown run by Mezquita. The two pointer 
was attempted but held by the Rams and the 
UNH squad went on to win 13-6. 
First row , J. Bellavance, E. Mullen, R. Lamothe, P. Be llavance, R. Eustis , A. Augu st, P. Lindquist, L. 
D'Allesandro , J. Robes , M. Hall, E. Crome r, W . Sanderson , M. Glennon . Second row , B. Carter, R. Abbott , 
J. Campbell, S. Niblett , R. Lucksinge r, R. Dic kson, G. Whipple , E. Gacey , F. John son , D. Lawlor, C. Dorr , 
W . Fender , M. Hennessey , P. Gulazian , P. D'All esandro, R. Mezquita , D. Ogg , S. Fiacco , P. Goodwin. 
Th ird row , R. Be nz, J. Twombly, C. Grzebie lski , J. Edgerly , J. Magn er, J . Ward , R. Kirouac , R. Barrett , 
J. Schiappa , M. Eastwood , R. W eeks, P. Tri schitta , C. Sha to s, W . Sullivan . R. Towse, P. Morro , P. Paveglio, 
D. Ryar. . 
The Blue and White was passed down its 
first conference defeat by the Maine Bears. 
Maine scored in the first period for 7points . 
And again in the third period scored 6 points 
to give the Bears a 13-7 vctory . Only in the 
second period of play did the Wildcats look 
as if they owned the field . Several times they 
were able to advance to the Maine 20 yard 
line only to be held by the strong Maine for-
ward wal. Ed Mullen provided the New Hamp-
shire fans with some excitement in the second 
period when he took a Bo Dixon handoff head-
ed through a hole over center, and then racked 
up a 50 yard run and the only touchdown of 
the day for the Wildcats . 
Determined to win after suffering a Main e 
defeat the week previous, the Wildcats won 
their first football game from the Delaware 
Blue Mens by a resounding 31-14 score . It was 
Homecoming Day at Cowell Stadium and a 
capacity crowd was at hand to watch Dela-
ware take the first period over with a 8 -0 
score. 
The Wildcats turned the tables during the 
second period when Ed Cramer outran the 
Delaware squad to the goal line to make the 
score 8 -6 . With less than a minute in the half 
the Dickson-Eustis team went with a 41 yard 
pass . Then going to the right Dickson hit Jim 
Edgerly for the touchdown . Edgerly then put 
the Cats ahead 14-8 with a two pointer . The 
second half got started with a bang then Dick-
son hit Edgerly for another touchdown , and 
Sophomore Bob Towse split the uprights and 
gave UNH a 21-8 lead . In the first play of the 
last quarter Dick Mezquita drove over with an -
other Wildcat score. Towse kicked and UNH 
was out in front, 28-8. The Blue Hens came 
back with their second and final touchdown in 
this quarter . The Wildcats added their last 
three points when Towse kicked the first field 
goal since 1942. 
The Delaware game put the Wildcats on 
the road to victory and they proved it by hand-
ing the University of Connecticut their first 
Yankee Conference defeat since 1955. This 
17-9 victory was led by Mezquita, Eustis, and 
Towse . The first period saw Bob Towse kick a 
three point field goal while the Huskies came 
back with a touchdown and a field goal to put 
them in the lead 9 -3. The next bit of talent to 
be displayed by the Wildcats came in the final 
period of play when Dickson hit Eustis for the 
game tying touchdown . Towse kicked to put 
UNH ahead l 0-9. Dick Mezquita then worked 
his way to the second touchdown of the game 
and Towse kicked again to give UNH its sec-
ond Conference victory 17-9. 
Completing an undefeated home stand, the 
Wildcats finished with a smashing 28-6 victory 
over Springfield College. The Cats got off to 
an early lead in the first period when Ed Mul-
len ran the first touchdown and Towse kicked 
for the extra point. Mullen and Mezquita set 
up the second touchdown and a pass to Edger-
ly from Bo Dickson completed the play. Towse 
kicked another succesful point and the score 
was 14-0 in favor of UNH. The third UNH 
touchdown was a pass to Eustis from Dickson 
and ending with another one pointer from 
Towse . In the third period Dickson shot off 
tackles for the final UNH talley of the game. 
Towse kicked his tenth straight extra point and 
UNH lead 28-0. Springfield advoided a grand 
slam by obtaining a touchdown from Boston's 
third and fourth teams . This game was one of 
preparation to meet the U Mass team the fol-
lowing week in the final game of the season. 
Wildcat determination could not hold the 
spirited University of Massachusetts Redmen 
from clinching their tie for first place in the 
Yankee Conference . The Wildcats were slightly 
outclassed in their bid for the first place and 
were toppled 35- 15. UNH put up strong but 
very brief offensives in the first, second, and 
third periods of play . These were led by Bo 
Dickson 's passing, Dick Eustis' running , and 
Bob Towse 's kicking . Thus the Wildcats ended 
a very successful season on a low note . 
With or without the Yankee Conference Title 
Chief Boston can be very proud of his Wildcat 
team and with the potential of his underclass-
men . 
Varoil'I Cooo-Counlr'I 
AGAIN Coach Paul Sweet's varsity Harriers 
had a winning season in 1960. They won 
three out of five dual meets and one triple 
meet. 
They lost their opener to Northeastern 29-
27, but then came back to win three in a row. 
They murdered Rhode Island 19-42, nosed out 
Maine 27-29, and in their last home meet they 
swept over MIT 15-4 9. 
In a meet with Boston University and Bates, 
the Cats came out on top with 25 points. B.U. 
had 41 and Bates had 63. 
In the Yankee Conference meet, the U run-
ners placed second, and in the NEICAAA at 
Boston they placed seventh. They ended the 
season with a meet against Massachusetts. 
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Captain Doug MacGregor was once again 
the sparkplug of the team, winning his share 
of first places. He ended his sparkling ca-
reer at home, when he easily took first place 
against MIT in his last run on the New Hamp-
shire course. 
Many veterans are returning along with 
some fine Freshman in 1961. It should be an-
other winning season. 
COACH Bill Olson and the UNH Wildcats 
opened the season with two wins . The first 
was against Bowdoin, 73-55, and the second 
a gainst Tufts 83-78. Joe Horgen lead the pack 
in both games scoring 14 points against Bow-
d oin and 22 against the Tufts team. Trouble 
a waited the Wildcats as they went down to de-
feat at the hands of Bates College in the third 
game by a score of 97-91 . Another thriller 
was lost the same weekend to St. Anselm 's by 
a score of 72-71 . Joe Horgen and Nic k Man-
dravelis took scoring honors in both games . 
The Wildcats seemed to stay in their slump 
and dropped two more games, the first being 
to Vermont by a score of 65-59, and the sec-
ond game went to Rhode Island by a score of 
96-67. 
After returning from a Christmas season 
tour of the Midwest, the Wildcats regained 
their strength and romped over Bates 80-65 . 
Again Horgen lead the Wildcat qu intet with 18 
points . 
The Wildcats were plagued again when 
they lost two more games - to UConn. and 
Boston University, 79-77 and 62-60 respec-
tively. Again Horgen, along with Bob Bron and 
Jim Rich, provided the offensive spark for the 
Wildcats. 
The UNH quintet came back on the next try 
by beating Springfield 66-65 . The Wildcats 
then traveled to Maine and Vermont to pro-
cure for themselves two consecutive beatings, 
88-79 and 93-79 respectively. 
In the next game against Connecticut, UNH 
seemed to regain their energy and Horgen led 
the Cats to victory . After the victory over 
UConn. the Wildcats were dropped squarely 
into the Yankee Conference cellar, when the 
Redmen beat the UNH quintet by a score o f 
85-65. High scorer for the Wildcats was Jim 
Rich with 27 points. The Wildcats next went on 
to drop two more games. Northeastern took 
the first game 60-58 and Rhode Island took the 
second game 84-65. Joe Horgen again took 
top scoring positions . 
The Cats came back to win the next game 
over St. Anselm's but dropped the last three 
games of the season to M.I.T ., Maine, and 
Massachusetts. Joe Horgen , Jim Rich, and Nick 
Mandravelis led the offensive spark in these 
final games. 
Prospects for Coach William Olson 's 1961 -
62 squad are really looking much better, with 
the successful year of the freshman team and 
the returning veterans we can look forward to 
a good team. 
First row, K. Baker, J. Horgen, M. Fi sc her, G. Kageleiry, J. Cout re, R. Ahren dt , R. Messer . Second row, 
S. Grant , B. M½rkfwilz, J. Ri ch, B. Hoo ker, R. Bran, N. Ma ndrave li s, R. Sull iva n , D. Ebstyne, R. Ca ntine, 
R. Nor ma n. 
... 
COACH "Pepper" Martin 's Varsity Hockey 
team, hampered by the graduation of some 
of his top-notch pucksters, spent most of the 
season building the team for future years . 
The team opened their schedule by d rop-
ping a game to Merrimack College, 3-2 . The 
Wildcats also dropped the next two games to 
Massachusetts and Northeastern by scores of 
4 -3 and 2-0. 
First row, R. Black b urn, E. Mul le n, K. McKi nn on, S. Ni chol s, E. 
Boyce , E. S il va , T. Saboze nski , J. Be ll ava nce . Second ro w, B. 
Trais ter, T. Canava n, J . Bra dl ey, R. Towse, R. Ja nes, P. Thompso n , 
J . Sa lin, R. Ch ase, R. Lam a nta gn e . 
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UNH seemed to make a come back when 
they beat Norwich 5-4, but their revival was a 
short one, and the Wildcats lost in the return 
match 4-3. The strong Army team turned UNH 
away 5-0, and this game was followed by 
losses to Williams, 6-2; Bowdoin, l 0- l; and 
Colby, 7-3. In a shorp about-face, they routed 
U-Conn. l 0 -4, but lost again to Bowdoin, 6-0; 
Colby, 7 -3, and Providence, l 0-3 . 
UNH finished their season on a happy note 
by defeating Amherst 6-2, and the alumni l 0 -
9. 
The sparks of the team this year were Ke n 
McKinnon, Sam Nichols, and Rod Blackburn . 
Ken McKinnon ended his season with 13 goa ls, 
followed by Sam Nichols with l 0 goals . Rod 
Blackburn had 589 saves, and finished the sea -
son with an average of 41.4 per game . 
Again, graduation will deprive "Pepper" of 
a few skaters for next year, but there is still 
hope with McKinnon, Nichols, and Blackburn 
returning. Coach Martin should also be recruit-
ing some top-notch Freshmen for next year's 
Varsity team. 
THE Varsity ski team, under the able coach-
ing of Ed Blood, ended their season with a 
good record in the intercollegiate and the 
U.S .E.A.S.A. sponsored open meets. The UNH 
team does not do as much skiing as the other 
college teams, but they always make a good 
showing at the meets. 
The Dartmouth Winter Carnival opened the 
season for the Wildcat Ski T earn. The team 
managed to take a third place with the partici-
pation of Marty Hall, Mike Small, and Bill Or-
cutt. 
The Varsity team did one better by taking a 
second place in the Williams Winter Carnival. 
Our jumpers, as in past years, gave UNH the 
kick they needed to take second place in a 
meet of this type. 
J. McAlli ste r, W . Kimball , T. McSh e rry, M. Hall , W . Orcutt , 
D. MacGre gor, M. Small , J . Spe rry, E. Hei sted , Blood . 
The third meet, the EISA, was cancelled be-
cause of the poor skiing conditions. 
The next encounter for the UNH skiers was 
the NICAA in which they took a fifth place. 
Next year should be a good one with some 
excellent freshman skiers joining the team, in 
addition to the returning veterans. 
VARSITY BASEBALL at the University of New 
Hampshire continues to have its problems. 
Again in 1960, Coach Hank Swasey 's club had 
a losing season, winning four while losing 
e leven . 
It wasn 't because of the lack of spirit and 
hustle that caused this team to be on 'the short 
end of the score so often; they played good 
hustling baseball in every game during the 
season. 
The Cats opened the season with a bang . 
They shut out Vermont 5 -0 in a Yankee Con-
ference contest . 
In their next game, another Yankee Confer-
ence clash, they were walloped by Connecticut 
13-1. The hit-and-runners from New Hamp-
shire then dropped two more, to Bowdoin 3 -1, 
in 11 innings, and to Rhode Island 11-0. 
They then travelled to Bates, where they 
won their second game of the year by the 
score of 3 -1 . 
After being nosed out by the Maine Bears, 
at Maine, the Cats came back to win victory 
number three by defeating Boston University 
9-6. 
After this victory, Coach Swasey 's club lost 
three Yankee Conference games in a row. 
They were defeated by Massachusetts 6-4, 
Maine 2-1, and Connecticut 4-0. 
Their final win came at the hands of Tufts . 
This one the W ildcats won by the score o f 
10-6. 
In their final four games, the Cats fou nd 
themselves on the short end of the score. They 
lost to Northeastern 7-6, Massachusetts 4-2, 
Dartmouth 3-2, and ended up with a 9-1 loss 
to Vermont. 
A 4- 11 record is not too impressive. But, if 
one looked at the scores, he would see that 
the Cats played better baseball than the rec-
ord showed . Seven of their eleven defeats 
were by two or fewer runs. They lost three 
games by two runs, and four by one run . They 
were only shutout twice. Thus, the record 
books are misleading. Coach Swasey's club 
was in every game right down to the last out. 
Ed Soule, Jim Stewart, Roy Guptill and 
Barry Norlindger handled all the mound 
duties. Norlindger had the best record with 
two wins and no losses. Soule had the best 
earned-run-average with _ a 2.31 average. 
Soule and Stewart, a southpaw, each had one 
win apiece. 
Paul Bellavance was captain of the 1960 
squad . . The scrappy catcher turned in another 
fine season behind the plate. Coach Swasey 
rated him as one of his best captains . 
It was a year of rebuilding for Coach 
Swasey in 1960. He had only a few lettermen 
returning and he had to field a team made up 
mostly of sophomores and juniors . 
Because of the snow remaining on the 
ground until late into spring, the Cats had to 
have most of their spring training in the Field 
House. Although the weather held up their out-
door preseason drills, they were still ready 
when it came time to cross bats with Vermont. 
Things were dark and gloomy in 1960, but 
the outlook for 1961 is a happy one. Eleven 
lettermen will be ready to go when spring rolls 
around . This will include the entire squad of 
moundsmen from last year. Along with these 
eleven lettermen, there will be some fine pros-
pects from the Freshman team fighting for a 
starting position. Competition for a starting 
berth should be keen. 
All in all, the outlook for the future for a 
winning season in baseball at the University of 
New Hampshire is good. 
Fir st ro w, F. Walker, S. Pau l, L. Mart in, P. Be ll evance, P. Marsha ll , 
D. Burke , P. Davi s, F. Lo cke. Se cond ro w , J. G re en , B. No rdinger, 
S. Soule, J . Stewart , W . Hilton , R. Guptill , D. Parr, R. Whitcomb , 
J . Manzi , A. Pa rry, D. Martin . 
PRACTICE for the 1960 Varsity Lacrosse team 
began after semester break. The team is 
usually unable to get the feeling of the earth 
under their feet because of the snow, and they 
begin the practice season in the field house. 
Every year the team makes its annual pre-
season "Spring Trip. " This spring trip is a series 
of engagements with top teams on Long Island 
and in New Jersey. 
The regular season began when the team 
returned to the UNH campus. Their first game 
was with Worcester Polytech, where they out-
scored Worcester, 20-5. The second UNH win 
came when they met the Indians of Dartmouth 
and scalped them, 11-7. The first defeat came 
in the third game of the season when M.I.T. 
edged out UNH with a score of 10-9. This de-
feat only inspired the UNH men to go out on 
the field, and defeat Bowdoin, 15-8. 
ofacro66e 
The UNH team lost the next game to Wil -
liams by a score of 17-3. After the Williams 
game the UNH determination won the last four 
games of the season, for the team. The first 
victory was taken from Holy Cross, 14-6. The 
next two games were taken from Tufts and U 
Mass, by scores of 9-7, and 14-7, respectively. 
The final game of the season was played 
against the alumni and the 1960 team showed 
the "old-boys" a thing or two by soundly de-
feating them, 17- 1. 
Outstanding on the 1960 Lacrosse team for 
their scoring and assists were Dan Ruskiewicz, 
Bob Lamothe, Bob Urlwin, and Paul Kotseos. 
Ruskiewicz made 23 goals, 9 assists, a total of 
32 points. Lamothe was high man on the totem 
pole with 41 points. Bob Urlwin and Paul Kot-
seos got 29 points and 13 points, respectively. 
Firs t row: A. Snively, P. Kotseos, D. Ruskiewicz, R. Lamothe , F. Frazer. Second row , D. Eustis, G. McGon -
ogle, A. Maxwell , R. Paradise. Third row, B. Pomerleau , B. Urlwin , J. Mossiddo , C. Conlon . Fourth ro w: 
P. D'Allesondro , A. Klopfer, D. Soller, G. Fink , B. Dickson . 
NOT enough material! This was the story of 
Coach Paul Sweet's Spring Track team. 
The Cats won many first places, but due to the 
lack of manpower, they would be defeated. 
In a dual meet, the New Hampshire squad 
lost to Boston University 1 06 ½ to 28 ½ . The 
Cats then won a triangular meet with MIT and 
Tufts . New Hampshire had 60 ½ points, Tufts 
59 ½ and MIT 45. In the only other dual meets, 
Maine and Rhode Island were the victors. 
At the Yankee Conference me~t, New 
Hampshire placed fifth with eight points. At 
the NEICAAA meet in New York, the team 
scored one point. 
Cliff Lehman was the outstanding member 
of the team. He would sometimes take two or 
three first places in one meet. 
The Cats were strongest in the running 
events, sometimes taking all three places in the 
dashes. They usually would pull an early lead 
First row , C. Fowler , H. Wing , J 
D. MacGregor, D. Emery. Seco 
in the running events, only to see it go when 
the field events started. 
The season was not a successful one, al-
though it could have been a winning one. 
Here 's hoping that the material coming up 
from the Freshman team helps UNH to a vic-
torious season in 1961 . 
THE Varsity Winter Track team got off to a 
bad start in their first game with Maine and 
remained in a slump the rest of the season, 
finishing with a record of 0-5. These defeats 
were not all a fault of the team. The Wildcats 
did their best against such overwhelming odds, 
under the able direction of coach Paul Sweet. 
The lack of manpower was the main trouble 
spot in the team's weakness. The Wildcats lost 
their first meet to Maine, 92-30. The second 
and third meets went to Northeastern and 
Tufts by scores of 82-20, and 63-46 respec-
tively. 
M.I.T. took the next meet by a score of 61-
51. The last meet of the year was donated by 
the Redmen of U Mass by a score of 87-26. 
The outstanding men on the Wildcat track 
team were Cliff Lehman-600-yard run, Dan 
Emery hurdles and broad jump, Ed Pelezar-
mile, Doug Blampied-50-yard dash, Gale 
French-pole vault, and John Ineson-shot-put. 
First row : B. Sull ivcn , H. Pau l, J. Dye, K. Read, P. Swee t. Se cond 
ro w, E. Pe lzer , K. Latour , D. Emo ry, W . Fe nd er, J . Ine son , 
S. Fiacco . 
With the returning veterans and the recruits 
from the freshman team, next year's varsity 
team should begin to grow and move to a bet-
ter spot in the New England college ~tandings. 
VarJity Je//e 
THE Varsity Rifle Team had a very busy sea-
son this year, as they have in the past, 
shooting a total of eight matches. The team 
posted a fifth place record in the New England 
Championships. The sharp-shooters matched 
two teams, Coast Guard and Yale, on a 
mid-semester trip to New York . Other teams 
matched during the season were Maine, Ver-
mont, St. Michaels, Norwich, MIT, and Boston 
University. 
Under the able direction of M/ Sgt. Mcinnes, 
the team finished the season with a 6 -2 match 
record. 
M/ Sgt. Mcinnes took over the team this yea r 
following the departure of M/ Sgt. Joseph 
White. Junior, Al Dodge led the team this year 
by placing in the top five men in every match . 
There are three graduating shooters this sea -
son, Captain, Dave Bliven, Emery Bassett, and 
Mike Perreault. Next year should be a very 
successful one with Al Dodge returning along 
with a new up-and-coming sharp-shooter, 
Hugh Cameron. 
Firs/ row , E. Bossett, D. Bliven, A. Dodge. Second row , Sgt. 
Mcinnes , D. Pi erce , F. Schultz, H. Cameron. 
WILLIAM LOCKHEAD 
ROGER MAGENAU 
TWO other highlights of the sports season a t 
UNH are Tennis and Golf. These two sports 
are very specialized and participated in by a 
few, but very talented students. Matches are 
held with other New England colleges in both 
sports, on campus and off. In Golf and Tennis 
it is not the number of members on the team 
that counts but the quality of those members. 
THE Freshman Football team had some rough 
goings last fall. They won one game, lost 
four , and tied one. 
They lost their opener 19-10 to an always 
dangerous Exeter Academy. In their second 
game, Coach Pepper Martin 's Kittens walloped 
Rhode Island 26-8 . 
The Frosh travelled to Northeastern for their 
next encounter in what proved to be the most 
exciting game of the season. The Kittens held 
the powerful Huskie Pups to a 6-6 tie . 
The Frosh ended the season with three 
losses . They were to Connecticut 37-0, Dart-
mouth 28-7 and Massachusetts 20-13. 
Many of these boys should make the grade 
on Coach Chief Boston 's varsity team next 
year. 
First row: C. Tha yer, J . O 'Sha ug hnessy, R. Dea rborn , D. Sa nd be rg , 
H. D'All esandro , D, Jo rdo n, D. Tul lio , D. Kee ne, L. Psze nny, 
A, Dav is . Second ro w: Holm , D. Se rie ka , H. Reed , C. Ca rpen ter, 
R. Mye rs, R. Day, F. DiQua ttro , S. Smith , R. Pare nteau , P. Nau lt , 
G. Wes to n, Rusiewicz. Third ro w, S. Camuso , L. W e lls , C. Kle jmon t, 
J . Ke pple r, A. Kidd er, D. Fe nn ey , T. Hop ki ns, R. Vog e l, P. 
Chevali e r, A. Rugg iero , J . S. W ilson , B. St iber. 
THE UNH Freshman basketball team had a 
fairly successful season under the skillful 
coaching of Andy Mooradian. The kittens fin -
ished their season with six wins and four losses. 
The Kittens started their season off by rolling 
over the Dartmouth Freshmen . The Frosh then 
lost the next game to Boston University, but 
proceeded to come back with three wins over 
St. Anselem 's, Andover Academy, and Bow-
doin respectively. 
The Frosh then dropped the next three 
games bu t with the scoring of Skip Gale and 
Norm Higgins the Kittens got back in the swing 
of things and tromped M.I.T. and Bates in the 
final two games of the season . 
THE Kittens, under the guidance of 
" Whoops " Snively, seemed to run into the 
same poor luck that plagued the Varsity puck-
sters. The Kittens held their victories to only 
two, Berlin High School and Cranston High 
School. Defeats for the Kittens came at the 
hands of Boston University, Northeastern, Dart-
mouth, Bowdoin, and Colby. 
Many of the games that the Kittens lost were 
by very close scores and Bill Mayher led the 
pack with 14 goals for the season. Bill was fol-
lowed by Dick Haggerty and Jim Haberson, 
each scoring 6 goals. These boys will be a big 
addition to the Varsity team next year . 
First row : Chace, J . Ph ilbrick , R. Hill , W . Dunn ing , R. lilly , P. 
Merrill . Second row: R. Parenteau , C. Littell , W . Mayher, P. Taylor , 
D. Bo ies, A. Gognon, P. Varney, W. Snively . 
Jre6hman 
CroM-Counfry-
COACH Paul Sweet's Freshman Cross-Coun-
try team had a successful season in 1960. 
They won three of their five meets and were 
just nosed out in their other two. 
They nosed out Rhode Island 26-29 in their 
first race and then were edged by Exeter 30-
25. 
In their final home meet, the Frosh Harriers 
swept MIT 18-43 . They then defeated Boston 
University 25-35, and ended up the season 
with a meet against Massachusetts. 
0 () 
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Jre6hman 
Wnler 5rack 
THE 1961 Freshman Winter Track Team had 
many outstanding men but they were over-
come by the running strength of their oppo-
nents. 
In the opening meet with Phillips Exeter 
Academy the UNH frosh lost a 70 % to 28 1/J 
encounter. 
The next meet was with Northeastern and 
the UNH Freshmen took their second beating 
of the season by a score of 96-16. The only 
win of the season came when the New Hamp-
shire boys dualed Tufts College and came out 
on top 58-55 . 
:J-reJhwian cf:acroJJe 
THE Freshman Lacross team, coached by 
Pepper Martin, held their own in the 1960 
season . 
The inexperienced frosh were walloped in 
their first three games. Governor Dummer won 
the first game 9-4, Tufts the second 19-7 and 
Andover the third 16-2. 
The racket swingers then came alive to sur-
prise MIT 9-2 . Exeter crushed the Frosh 14-3, 
but the Kittens came back to murder Massa -
chusetts 22-4 in their final game. 
With several promising athletes coming up, 
the lacrosse outlook for the future is good. 
First row: D. Ogg , J. Ward , J . Magne r, J . Edg e rly , J. Whitticomb, 
H. Yezer ski , T. McSh e rry . Second row, P. Barre tt , T. Powers, G . 
Vag e nas, R. W eeks, R. Towse , J . W e st , P. Tri schitta , M. Ea stwood , 
S. Week s, R. Bake r, N. Katsika s, J. Ka ise r, S. Nible tt. 
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THE Freshman Ski Team, although only enter-
ing in two meets, showed a great amount of 
spirit and worked together as a team. As indi-
divduals they will increase to the man power 
and prestige of next year's Varsity Ski Team. 
Under the direction of Ed Blood the Fresh-
man participated in meets with Dartmouth and 
Proctor Academy. They were nosed out in both 
meets. The boys held their own all year, but 
could never seem to move out in front. 
D. Joslin , S. Found , D. Ta ylor, T. Lave ll , J . Peabody , M. Thomas, 
W . Cal li ns. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE's Freshman baseball team 
had rough going in 196_0 . 
The records show little as far as this team 
is concerned. The two outstanding losses of the 
season were to the Harvard Frosh, 15-5, and 
to Andover, 20-0. 
Their other games were all close. They were 
defeated by the Harvard J.V.'s 5 -4, and 5 -2 , 
Dartmouth 9-8, Exeter Academy 7 -3, and 
Northeastern 7 -3 . 
The Kittens lone win was an 8 -5 victory over 
Tilton Prep . 
First row , W . Pearl, B. Nichol ls, K. La tou r, B. Barre tt , S. Fia cco , 
J. Dye , R. Ga ve rly , A. Le arnard . Seco nd row , P. Swee t, P. 
Girona rd , P. Tu rla , B. Hooker , E. Groom e, P. Se mprexio , A. Sulliva n, 
M. Bla isdel l. 
:J-re6hman 
Spring :Jrack 
THE Freshman Spring Track team won one 
meet out of four in 1960. Like the varsity, 
Coach Paul Sweet had his problems in lack of 
depth . 
The team lost their first meet to Springfield 
77-58. They then defeated the Northeaste rn 
Frosh 97-41 . 
Exeter Academy trounced the Kittens 78-39 . 
In their final meet, the Frosh lost to Rhode ls-
land 86-49 . 
PEP rallies, long rides, and bad 
weather all were a part of the 
Pepcat's schedule. At both home and 
away games this group led the 
crowds in boosting the morale of the 
football team. 
The Freshman Pepkittens with blue 
and white crepe paper, allahs at the 
goal post, and cinder blackened 
knees, offered high spirits at both the 
Freshman and Varsity games. 
We had a team worth cheering 
for who reflected their spirit with 
statements such as: "When the go-
ing gets tough, the tough get going ." 
C. MacIntosh , H. Mclane , M. Du ssault, R. Dech man , 
L. Buckman, C. Bartle tt , L. Wright nour, M. Ashapa, 
S. Maxton , J . Dye , S. Ja y. 
THE Wildcat Marching Band resumed pre-
sentation of half-time shows at the football 
games this season, marching with 64 bands-
men and a drum major and using a new style 
of pure drill. With the assistance of a large 
and capable freshman class of musi~ians the 
Band hopes to be able to make the same pro-
gress next year. Due to the restriction in the 
number of uniforms it was necessary to march 
with 64 students and hold 25 members as sub-
s.titutes. This was the third and last year for 
Dwight Baker, one of the few twirling drum 
majors in this part of the country. 
WfJcal 
marchin<J- Band 
Dwight Boker 
First row , G . French, W. Flint, L. Bresnahan , P. Ouellet, S. 
Niblet, J . Fowler. Second row , D. Glai ser, D. Haddad, fl. Galloway, 
R. Burks , P. French, M. Julien . 
1960 INTRAMURAL CHAMPS-SAE 
First row, D. Jenny, J . Hickin, J. Dailey, L. Lovelace, J. Ross, F. 
McKee. Second row, P. Durette, D. Trombly, J. Piper, R. Chartrain , 
W. Lockheed, M. Phamondon, C. Grezebielski, S. Weeks. 
THIS year, as in years past, the intramural 
sports program has offered the opportunity 
for each and every boy at the University of 
New Hampshire to participate in a number of 
sports. This athletic plan is devised to give 
those boys not able, or not wanting, to partici-
pate in freshman or varsity sports offered by 
the University a chance to play football, bas-
ketball, softball, volleyball, and to bowl. 
Each year the winner of the intramural 
games gets a chance to meet the University of 
Massachusetts champs. This year Phi Mu Delta, 
the campus touch football champs, went to 
Massachusetts and came home to New Hamp-
First row , T. McDonn e ll , E. McNamara , C. Hods-
don , D. Buttr ick , R. Houl e. Second row, M. 
Solav ic a s, E. Wilde, E. Fenni ssey , W. Connor , 
R. Burks, D. O 'Clair. 
shire with a trophy by defeating the Redmen 
of U Mass by a score of 8-6. 
In basketball Lambda Chi Alpha won the 
campus championship and went on to give the 
U Mass champs a 89-41 beating. 
An outdoor track meet was also held this 
year and Engelhardt Hall took the winning 
spot, and Phi Mu Delta taking a second. 
The bowling, volley ball, and softball are 
not completed until late in the spring, and the 
winners receive the opportunity to compete 
with the U Mass intramural champs, also. 
Dan Emery, the President of the Intramural 
Council this year, kept the program running 
smoothly. 
IT is the air of the Department of Physical 
Education for Women to provide as com-
plete and varied a program of activities as 
possible for each woman student on campus; 
a wide range of activities have been offered 
which will meet this requirement. 
Although the requirement for graduation is 
the completion of three years of Physical Edu-
cation, the student has ample opportunity to 
choose the types of activities in which she 
would like to participate; there are twenty-
eight different activities offered, ranging from 
team and individual sports to dance and social 
recreation . 
Every effort is made through evaluation 
sheets, surveys, and questionnaires to deter-
mine the needs of the woman student and to 
evaluate the program in the light of the sur-
vey's results . 
In addition to the Physical Education classes, 
the Women's Physical Education Department 
sponsors a co-curricular program under the 
Women's Recreation Association. This associa-
tion organizes and directs open sports; inter-
house, co-recreational, and interscholastic com-
petition; and sponsors special club activities as 
Rifle Club, Ski Club, Durham Reelers, Dance 
Club, and Skating Club. 
Professor Marion Beckwith is the Director of 
the Department and her staff includes Mrs. 
Caroline Wooster, Evelyn Browne, Barbara 
Newman, Jone Stone, Jacqueline Clifford, 
Joyce Mills, Patricia Farrell, Janeen Sand, and 
Mrs . Harriet Belford. 
The Women's Physical Education Depart-
ment is also responsible for a Teach er Prepa-
ration program in Physical Education and Re-
creation Education in which about forty-five 
women students are enrolled. 
C. Wooster , J. Stone, E. Browne, A. Be lford , B. Newman , M. Beckwi th , P. Farrell, J. Mills , J. Clifford , 
J . Sand . 
A. Jackson , S. Clapp , B. Kalmanovitz , J . Eg9le , ton , L. Hal l, M. Stu . tevant. 
WJ{!__A f.:xecufive Board 
THE Women 's Recreation Association, work-
ing throughout the school year, is designed 
to appeal to every student, regardless of skill, 
who desire to participate in leisure time sports. 
Through its threefold program; open sports, ln-
terhouse and co-recreation, this organization is 
able to present interesting and varied compe-
tition. 
The open sports division sponsors field hock-
ey, basketball, tennis and lacrosse. Players are 
eligible for the All-Star team which represents 
the University in intercollegiate competitions. 
lnterhouse Competition is structured be-
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tween the women's housing units. They com-
pete in bowling, basketball, badminton, volley-
ball, table tennis, and archery for the All-
Point trophy. Besides its work in organized 
sports, W.R.A. also sponsors six clubs; Skiing, 
Skating, Rifle, Durham Reelers, Dance, and 
Camp Counselors Club. 
Teams composed of men and women com-
pete in the Co-Recreational program. A plaque 
is presented to the mixed team who wins in 
each sport. This program offers spirited compe-
tition in volleyball, tennis, bowling and soft-
ball. 
First ro w, J. Julian , S. Maci vor , E. MacDonald , M. Sturtevant, P. Ballou , P. Chim ' liki s. Second row, 
M. Hopkin s, J . Holbrook , J. Be land , 0 . Swa n, A. Mo rse, M. Crofoot , S. Robin son , A. Sm a ll. 
!J.nferhou6e 
THE purpose of this division of the Women's 
Recreation Association is to provide oppor-
tunities for every girl on campus, regardless 
of her ability, to engage in a variety of activi-
ties. The activities for this year were bowling, 
basketball, badminton, volleyball, table tennis, 
soft-ball, and archery. 
By participating in these tournaments, each 
housing unit receives points toward the WRA 
all-point trophy which is given at the end of 
the year to the housing unit with the highest 
number of total points. 
The lnterhouse Board is the governing body 
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of this division of WRA. The Board is com-
posed of the lnterhouse Director, Mary Sturte-
vant, leaders and assistants for each sport, 
and the sports chairman from each of the fif-
teen housing units. They are: Alpha Chi 
Omega: Judy Holbrook; Alpha Xi Delta: Sue 
Russell; Chi Omega: Jill Flint; . Kappa Delta: 
Eileen 
Theta 
Marty 
MacDonald; Phi Mu: Donna Heistad; 
Upsilon; Midge Emerson; Hitchcock: 
Hopkins; Lord: Anne Morse; McLaugh-
lin: Nancy Kennaday; North: Olive Swan; Saw-
yer; Sandy Macivor; Scott: Sue Robinson; 
Smith: Peggy Ballou; South: Debbie Watson; 
Randall: Jerry Julian. 
T. Norton , L. Fl int, J. Fl int , D. Heis ted, L. Ha ll . 
THE Women's Ski Club and Ski Team are 
sponsored by the Women's Recreation Asso-
ciation and are designed for the purpose of 
creating interest in skiing for the beginner and 
the advanced. The Women 's Ski Club is open 
to all women students at the University who are 
interested in learning how to ski, or who al -
ready skiers and wish to go on ski weekends. 
The club meetings consist of movies, guest lec-
tures, displays of ski equipment, pre-season 
exercising, and planning trips to the northern 
ski areas. 
The Club officers were Linda Hall, President; 
Jill Flint, Vice-President; Sandy Peabody, Sec-
retary. 
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This year the Women's Ski Team consisted 
of Jill Flint, Linda Hall, Linda Flint, Terry Nor-
ton, Donna Heistad , Cindy Sargent, and Sue 
Knowles. These girls participated in the Mid-
dlebury Winter Carnival and placed second 
overall against six teams. Jill Flint was our very 
capable slalom expert placing first in the sla-
lom, with her cousin Linda Flint skiing very 
steadily in both Downhill and Slalom . The team 
also participated in Colby Junior College 's ski 
weekend and took first team honors in all 
even ts . Jill Flint took individual honors . 
Under the able assistance of Miss Barbara 
K. Newman, our advisor, we have had a very 
succesful year . 
G . Bu ck lin, L. Hill , S. Thaye r, 0 . Swan, J. Ray, A. Morse , S. Hase n, C. Davis, M. Hopki ns , A. Jackson . 
I N the second semester the open sports bas-
ketba II practices were followed by the open 
sports games . The director was Arlene Jack-
son, with Susan Bragg as leader and Diane 
Dittmar as assistant. 
The faculty advisors were Miss Joyce Mills 
and Miss Jacqueline Clifford, with Miss Mills 
as the All-Star coach. 
At the completion of the open sports games 
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the All-Star team was chosen by the advisors, 
director, leaders, and two representatives from 
each of the two open sports teams . 
The All-Star team played three inter-collegi-
ate games, which were with Colby Junior Col-
lege, Westbrook Junior College, and Plymouth 
Teachers College . The University of New 
Hampshire All-Star team displayed a strong 
and well co-ordinated defense and offense, 
losing only their f~rst game by a slight margin . 
THE hockey season began with open prac-
tices for all interested participants. Players 
were then placed on the two color teams, Blue 
and white. Spirited games were played be-
tween these two teams. 
The hockey leader was Carol Leland and 
the coach Miss Joan Stone. 
Following the color games the All-Star team 
was chosen from all the players. Selection was 
based on skill. UNH won 3, lost 1, and tied 1. 
THE U.N.H . Skaters Club is a recreational 
activity open to anyone on campus who is 
interested in skating. It meets every Thursday 
afternoon for a few hours. Contrary to popular 
belief one does not have to be an outstanding 
skater to belong to the club. The Thursday 
afternoon meetings offer a fine opportunity to 
learn something new or to get in on a little 
practice. When Winter Carnival time comes, a 
group is chosen to skate in the ice show. 
C. Le land, N. Kennady, L. F'in t, A. Jack : on, M. Hcpkin,, S. Ma c-
ivor , J . Flint, A. Smell, D. la sher, P. Ballou , B. Hood , A. Marse. 
_j}/f-Star 
:J-ie/J JJocke'J 
First row, P. Pomer le au , P. Raudl ett, N. Hecker, D. Clark, A. 
Munroe, V. Clouti e r. Second raw, J. Bergstedt , B. Bulson, M. 
Matterson , B. Hall, L. Williams , C. Perry. 
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THIS fall a new system of All-Star selection 
was put to the test. Under this new system 
girls from all classes participate in a tournament 
and the eight semi-finalists are chosen for the 
All -Star Team. 
In 1959, the Open Tennis Tournament 
played was extremely successful; it was held 
under the supervision of Miss Joan Stone, fac-
ulty coach; Dorothy Schultz, Open Sports Di-
rector; and Nancy Coffin, Open Tennis Leader. 
Regular practice for the All-Star Team will 
start in the spring. Any girl who played in the 
fall tournament is eligible to challenge any 
member of the All-Star team for a position on 
the team. 
C. Le la nd, S. Strau : s, C. Pe rry , C. Me d ico. 
THE members of the Durham Reelers, a nor-
mally active and festive group, spent the 
last year trying our best to keep up with the 
regular meetings on alternate Thursday eve-
nings and all the demonstrations, held for the 
most pmt, off-campus. The highlight of our ac-
t ivi ties this year was the Intercollegiate Folk 
Festival, held on campus. Other energies have 
gone for demonstrations at the New England 
foll: Festival, the Seacoast Rcg:011 Fos'lival, the 
N. H. State Hospital Festival in Concord, and 
the N. H. Folk Festival in Hopkinton. 
J. Balch, R. Warren , S. Butterworth , A. Mulligan , M. Greene , 
C. Tainter, P. Farrell , J. Fi sher , P. Veac h, C. Wolfe, B. Be rry , 
R. G eorge , K. Hal ste d , C. Richard son , K. Pi erson , S. Pri nce , J. 
Littl e john , B. Fi she r, D. Owen . 
';J)ance 
DANCE, as an art medium, is an expression 
of man's desire to communicate. The 
dancer uses the human body as his tool. His 
aim is to communicate an idea or to establish 
a mood through movement. Through explora-
tion and experimentation of motion, the dancer 
discovers the movement or combination or va-
ried movements that best conveys his idea to 
the observer. 
The University of New Hampshire Dance 
Club is comprised of men and women wth 
varied backgrounds in dance. These students 
work together in exploring the medium of 
dance and in communicating their separate 
ideas to an audience through performance. 
The academic year 1960-61 being declared 
Arts Festival Year here at the University 
prompted the Dance Club to represent dance 
as an art form on a variety of separate occa-
sions. In October the club performed a series 
of dances at the Hotel Administration Conven-
tion, held here on campus. In December, the 
Dance Club again performed with the Univer-
sity Symphony Orchestra in the Christmas Con-
cert. A photography exhibit on modern dance 
was hung in the gallery of the Paul Creative 
Arts Center in March, and a Dance Demonstra-
tion by the subject of the exhibit was per-
formed on March 1 in conjunction with the 
exhibit. Jose Limon and his dance company 
conducted a master class in modern dance 
March 23, and presented a concert that eve-
ning. In April the club was joined by several 
New England Colleges in presenting a concert. 
First row: S. Bre tt , .; . Stasiok , L. Footman, C. Morrill, B. Anderson , 
R. Raynes. Second row: F. Pratt , D. Owe n, N. Hecker, M. Stoughton , 
G. De Pietro , A. Ritscher, J. Nicole tos, R. Warre n, S. Stiff. 
CLASSES 


ROSS DEACHMAN 
President 
A torrent of rain greeted the Freshmen camp-
ers to the U.N.H. campus, but this did not 
dampen their spirits. Orientation week began 
with the Freshmen running downtown to buy 
their beanies, and with lines of the complain-
ing new students. Confused Frosh walked in a 
daze trying desperately to locate their next 
class before its dismissal. 
The class of "64" was determined to beat 
the greased pole climb record but the pole 
broke under the strain of their enthusiasm. 
Their relentless spirit was still carried on to the 
football rallies, games, and parades! 
Our Freshmen girls have represented the 
class well as candidates for queens of the spe-
cial week-ends. Barbara Wood was chosen as 
our "own" Freshmen Beanie Queen. Kathy 
Parry was runner-up to the Homecoming 
Queen, and Nancy DuRie was runner-up to the 
Freshmen Mil Arts Queen, Pam Holmes. Aides 
to the Winter Carnival Queen were, Ginny 
Johnson and Diane Chamberlain. 
Our freshmen year has served as an adjust-
ment year for most of us, and we can now 
look forward to our next three years at UNH. 
BOB WINN 
Vice-President 
ALANA HENNESSY 
Secretary 
BILL DRISCOLL 
Treasurer 
MIKE EASTWOOD 
President 
DUNCAN OGG 
Vice-Pre sident 
DOUG EBSTYNE 
Tr easurer 
DONNIE CAMERON 
Secretory 
Sophomore Cf aJJ 
"SOPHOMORE SLUMP "??? No sir!!! The 
class of '63 didn 't slump. 
The Sphinx under our versatile, Dick La -
montagne admirably and enthusiastically ini-
tiated the freshmen into that tremendous exis-
tence called " college life. " 
Our football team, has shown its potency 
through a number of active Sophomore varsity 
players - Bob Weeks, Jim Edgerly, Jack 
Magner, Duncan Ogg, Mike Eastwood, and 
Dick Benz . The 1960 Homecoming Queen was 
Ellen Czaja . 
At the same time the varsity track team, 
composed almost completely of sophomores, 
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enjoyed a fine season . Our basketball team 
broke a school record witn ten wins and only 
one early season loss to Dartmouth. Sopho-
mores who this year saw a lot of varsity action 
were Nick Mandravelis, Jim Rich, and Bob Sul-
livan. This year Tom Canavan, Dick La Mon-
tagne, Bob Towse, Lee Kellogg, Pete Thomp-
son, and John Salin represented the Sopho-
more class on the varsity hockey team. 
The 1960 Winter Carnival had as its lovely 
queen Brenda Chandler, and again in 1961 
another Sophomore Queen, Carol Warden , 
was elected . 
BILL DORAN 
President 
THE class of 1962 is now three-quarters of 
the way toward graduation . The years have 
flown by during which we have grown wiser, 
become busier, and progressed toward becom-
ing mature adults ready to face the outside 
world. 
Our Freshman year presented us with many 
new and exciting experiences, but it is just a 
memory now. We arrived with torrents of rain 
to face only lines - lines to register, lines to 
pay bills, lines for meal tickets, lines for bean-
ies, lines for food. Remember the Beanie Hop 
where Carole Knowlton reigned? and Linda 
Rudell as Mil Arts queen? Our first class offi -
cers were Ed Snell, Sandy Shaw, Peg Rich, and 
Peg Robinson. 
A year later we returned to campus as 
sophs. No longer did the Sphinx bother us, we 
were the Sphinx with a new frosh class to ori-
entate. We elected Joe Aieta, Bob Caulfield 
and Peg Rich as our officers. At Homecoming, 
Carole Knowlton reigned as queen and Sandy 
Milburn was her aide. This was the year we 
chose our major and set our goals . 
Then, with our undergraduate days half 
over, we were juniors. We elected our officers, 
planned early for a Junior Prom and held rec-
ord hops during second semester. 
Now, only one more year awaits us at UNH . 
We will return in the fall as Seniors ready for 
that final year and that last goodbye in June . 
Our class advisor has been Dr. John Holden of 
the Government Department. 
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Junior C/aM 
RHODA JENNINGS 
Vice -President 
LOUISE ROUSSELL 
Treasure r 
MARTHA HIGGON 
Secretary 
JOSEPH McGONAGLE 
President 
SEPTEMBER 1957 - we were freshmen! It 
hardly seemed believable until the Sopho-
more Sphinx arrived on the scene. Remember 
how proud we were of our Beanie Queen, Lois 
Stickney? That was certainly our year for 
Q ueens. The first big weekend of the year saw 
one of our "froshettes" as Homecoming 
Queen. That was Linda Littlefield, and as her 
aide was Ginny Brown. We led the race for 
Queens at Winter Carnival, too. Susan Lyman 
reigned with Joan Prisby for an aide. We were 
quite a class! We had good leaders in our 
President, Wayne Curtis with Peter Kramer for 
Vice President, Lynne Wrightnour as Secretary 
and Marcia Hervy as Treasurer. 
September 1958 - we were Sophomores. 
Vice-President 
KATHERINE WEBERS 
Secretary 
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Senior Cfaoo 
This was our year to make our mark. Our Presi-
dent was Robert Jones. Charles Bartlett served 
as V.P. with Corinne Carpentiere a s Secretary, 
and Thomas McKittrick as Treasurer. This was 
our year to head Sophomore Sphinx, and we 
were still supplying the Queens. Les Buckman 
served as an aide to Mil arts Queen, and Carol 
Pandini as aide to Winter Carnival Queen. In 
the spring we saw Helen Heine as aide to 
Mardis Gras Queen at Nite of Sin. No, Si r, no 
Sophomore slump for us. We were too bus~ 
making our mark. 
September 1959 - and we were Juniors. 
That year Charles Bartlett was our President, 
Arthur Griffin our Vice President, Corinne Car-
pentiere our Secretary and Rebecca Kalman -
KAY PERINCHIEF 
Treasurer 
ovitz ou r Treasurer. It was a good year, quiet 
and respectable, as a Junior year should be . 
That year saw Lesley Buckman as Mil Arts 
Q ueen and Carol Pandini served as aide to 
the Winter Carnival Queen. 
September 1960 - Here we were! The dis-
embarking year for the class of 1961. It was 
a good year under the direction of Joseph Mc-
G onagle our President; Alan Maxwell, our 
Vice President; Carol Trombly, Secretary; and 
Kay Perinchief, Treasurer. Remember that Sen-
ior Dinner Dance in January - The first time 
we saw our whole class together! And then we 
met again for Senior Week, all a little appre-
hensive of what was to be found outside of 
U.N.H . but a little sad over having these four 
vainglorious years come to an end . 
HAROLD WILSON ADAMS 
Somersworth 
Psychology 
Sigma Beto 
DAVID E. AIKEN 
Farmington 
Biology 
Commuter 
PAUL GERARD AMAZEEN 
New Castle 
Electrical Engin eering 
Fairch i ld Holl 
JAMES GARY ALAFAT 
Lebanon 
Business Administration 
Hunter Holl 
MARTHA BOYD AllEl'f 
Fitzwilliam 
Social Service 
Scott Holl 
R. WILLIAM ALLISON 
Littleton 
Geology 
Phi Mu Delta 
ALBERT ANDERSON, JR. 
Durham 
Psychology 
Durham 
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BASHER QASSIM AL-JALILI 
Mosul , Iraq 
Mechanical Engineering 
Durham 
ROBERT EVERETT ANDREWS 
Haverhill , Massachusetts 
Psychology 
Ph i Mu Delta 
ABDUL SATAR AL-JOMARD 
Mosul, Iraq 
Mechanical Engineering 
Durham 
MYRON RAY ASHAPA RICHARD B. ASHMAN 
Taun ton , Ma ssachus e tts Durham 
Sociology Bu sin ess Administration 
Ph i Mu Delta Pi Kappa Alpha 
GARY GORDON BAKER 
Keene 
History 
Ph i Mu Delta 
JOHN M. ATWOOD 
Claremont 
Mechanical Engineering 
Englehardt Hall 
DONALD H. BABCOCK 
Middletown , New Jersey 
Engl i sh Literature 
Aca cia 
ROBERT C. BACON 
Durha m 
Civi l Eng i neerin g 
Durham 
JULIA MAE BALCH 
Lym e 
Botany 
South Congreve 
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ALAN HENRY AUGUST WALTER S. AYRE, JR. 
Greenfield, Massachuse tts Lacon ia 
History Psychology 
Kappa Sigma Alpha Tau Omega 
DON ALLAN BALL 
Natick, Massachuse tts 
Business Admini stration 
Phi Delta Upsi lon 
WILLIAM JOHN BANKS, Ill 
Auburn, Moine 
Economics 
Theta Chi 
ELEANORE BARANOWSKI 
Portsmouth 
Governmenl 
Phi Mv 
ALAN LEE BARTON 
Somersworth 
Mechanical Engineering 
Commuter 
RUTH LEA BARNARD 
Windham 
Zoology 
Kappa DeltQ 
RONALD F. BARSANTI 
Hopedale, Massachusetts 
Civil Engi neering 
Fairchild 
CHARLES MERRITT BARTLETT 
West Acton, Massachusetts 
Government 
Phi Mu Delta 
NORMA L. BEAUDOIN 
Rochester 
Physical Education 
Theta Upsilon 
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LUCIEN PAUL BARON 
Dover 
Mechanical Engineering 
Commuter 
JACQUELYN BEAUREGARD 
Kittery Poin t, Maine 
languages 
Sawyer 
WILLIAM JOSEPH BARRY 
Froncestown 
Business Adm i nistration 
Kappa Sigma 
BRADFORD B. BEERS 
Wellesley Hill, Massachusetts 
English literature 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
ANDRE A. BELISLE 
Laconia 
Chemistry 
Hunter 
RICHARD A. BERTRANO 
Nashua 
Business Administration 
Phi Delta Upsilon 
CURTIS ELLIOT BEMIS 
Manchester 
Chemistry 
Alpha Tau Omega 
EDMUND WALTER BENSON 
Nashua 
Chemistry 
Phi Delta Upsilon 
RONALD W. BENSON 
Nashua 
Physics 
Phi Delta Upsilon 
WESLEY BRUCE BICKFORD 
East Rochester 
Chem ical Engineering 
Acacia 
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JANE HUNTER BENNETT 
Braintree, Massachusetts 
Government 
Chi Omega 
LYNNE L. BIGELOW 
Buffalo, New York 
Social Welfare 
Mclaughlin 
AROL YN BEATRICE BENSON 
Lebanon 
English Education 
Alpha Chi Omega 
FAY BARBARA BIRREN 
Stamford, Connecticut 
Occupational Therapy 
Alpha Chi Omega 
RODERICK H. BLACKBURN 
Berlin 
Economics 
Theta Chi 
FREDERICK G. BOSSERT 
Wolfeboro 
History 
Acacia 
DAVID MERRITT BLIVEN 
Manchester 
History 
Alexander 
GLENN LESTER BOHANAN 
Contoocook 
Dairy Science...:...T.S.A. 
Gibbs 
JOSEPH J. BONNER 
Durham 
Electrical Engineering 
Durham 
DONALD R. BOUVIER · 
Manch es ter 
History 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
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CINDY LOU BODGE 
Rye Beach 
English literature 
Alpha Xi Della 
KEITH LEWIS BOWLES 
Berwick, Maine 
Bu siness Admini stration 
Commuter 
KAYE BODWELL 
Jefferson 
Medical Technology 
Alph~ Xi Delta 
ROBERT MYRON BOWLES 
Dover 
Geology 
Com'rnuter 
JOHN SAMUEL BOWYER 
Solem Depot 
Civil Engineering 
Acocio 
MARTHA ANN BRIGGS 
Lexington, Massachusetts 
Sociology 
Theta Upsilon 
JOSEPH RICHARD BOYLE 
Lincoln 
Mechanicol Engineering 
Gibbs 
JASON KEEZER BRIDGE 
,Keene 
Economics 
Alpho Tou Omega 
SUSAN LYMAN BRIDGE 
York, Pennsylvania 
Medical Technology 
Alpha Chi Omego 
RODNEY G. BROCK 
Claremont 
Business Administration 
Acocia 
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CHARLES RICHARD BRAND 
Durham 
Business Administration 
Durham 
GAY BROOKES 
Augusta, Maine 
English literature 
Alpha Xi Delta 
LAWRENCE BRESNAHAN, JR. 
Portsmouth 
Economics 
Phi Mu Delta 
MARY S. BROUWER 
Longmeadow, Massachusetts 
Occupational Therapy 
South Congreve 
BRENDA C. BROWNE 
Newburyport, Massachusetts 
Mathematics 
Kappa Delta 
LESLEY ANNE BUCKMAN 
Baldwin , New York 
Secretarial Studies 
Alpha Chi Omega 
DOUGLAS LEE BROWN 
Alton 
Government 
Sigma Beta 
KENNETH R. BROWNELL 
Portland, Maine 
Hotel Administrat ion 
Sigma Beta 
DOROTHY ANN BRUCE 
Bar Harbor, Maine 
Foods and Nutrition 
Smith 
BRIGGS H. BUNKER 
North Conway 
Business Administration 
Acacia 
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ROBERT ALAN BROWN 
Dover 
Psychology 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
RUCKER WILLIAM BURKS 
Cape Elizabeth, Maine 
Government 
Phi Mu Delta 
RONALD KENNETH BROWN 
Laconia 
History 
Hunter 
MARILYN PATRICIA BURNS 
Hudson 
Physical Education 
Commuter 
BARBARA ANN BURRILL 
Littleton 
Music Education 
Koppa Delta 
ROBERT COLBY CAMPBELL 
Woodsville 
Pre -Veterinary Medicine 
Alpha Tau Omega 
ETHEL BUSHEY 
Loconio 
Medical Technology 
Mory Hitchcock 
JEAN A. CAHOON 
North Andover, Moss. 
English Literature 
Alpha Chi Omega 
GEORGE RUTGER CAIRNS 
Madison , Connecticut 
History 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
JOANNE CARLISLE 
Portsmouth 
History 
Chi Omega 
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GEORGE ALBERT BUSSELL 
New London 
Hotel Administration 
Fairchild Holl 
GEORGIA W . CARLSON 
Durham 
Home Economics 
Commuter 
JOHN BISHOP CABANA, JR. 
New Castle 
Government 
Durham 
CORINNE A. CARPENTIERE 
Milford 
Engli sh Literature 
Theta Upsi lon 
JANET LOUISA CARR 
Ilion, New York 
Food s and Nutriotion 
Koppa Delta 
DAVID MAURICE CILLEY 
Charles town 
Mathematics 
Durham 
MARY MADELINE CASAZZA 
Meredith 
Hi story 
Chi Om ega 
CARL JOSEPH CHAPMAN 
Lebanon 
Chem is try 
Hetzel 
ELINOR EDITH CHARETTE 
East Derry 
Art 
North Congreve 
DONALD ALFRED CLARK 
Manch ester 
History 
Lambda Ch i Alpha 
CHARLES R. CASTELLANO 
Portsmouth 
Mechanical Eng ineering 
Commuter 
CLIFTON W . CLARKE, JR. 
Chelsea, Massachuse tt s 
History 
Acacia 
WILFORD ELMER CASWELL 
New Castle 
Mechanical Engineering 
Commu ter 
LORNA MAY CLARKSON 
Worcester , Massachusetts 
Business Administration 
Alpha Xi Delta 
JOHN C. CLIFTON 
Wellesley Hills, Mass. 
Hotel Administration 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
ARTHUR MAHLON COMEAU 
E. Hampstead 
History Education 
Nothing ham 
PETER MOFFETT COLE 
Littleton 
English Education 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
RICHARD L. COLMAN 
Penacook 
Chemical Engineering 
Acacia 
JANET ANN COLVIN 
Chatham , New Jersey 
Art 
Chi Omega 
CLARKE G. CONLON 
Portsmouth 
Mathematics 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
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WALLACE ALAN COLE 
Biddeford, Maine 
Hotel Administration 
Hetzel 
RICHARD G. CONWAY 
Lowell, Massachusetts 
Hotel Administration 
Du rham 
PHOEBE LEE COLLINS 
Hanover 
English literature 
Theta Upsilon 
PETER WARE COOK 
Sunapee 
Government 
Durham 
WILLIAM T. COPPINS, II 
Dover 
Government 
Commuter 
CAROL ANN COVELL 
Colebrook 
History 
South Congreve 
HENRY HECTOR CORNELL 
Durham 
Electrical Engineering 
Durham 
RAYMOND GERALD COTE 
Durham 
Civil Engineering 
Durham 
GALEN RAY COURTNEY 
Portsmouth 
Electrical Engineering 
Commuter 
SALLY MITCHELL CRANE 
Hillsboro 
Foods and Nutrition 
Phi Mu 
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BETTY ANN CORON 
Brooklyn, New Yark 
Occupational Therapy 
Smith 
JOHN McLEOD CROSS 
Concord 
Business Administration 
Phi Kappa Theta 
BERNARD T. COTE 
Biddeford, Maine 
Psychology 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
FRANCIS A. CROTEAU 
Manchester 
Civil Engineering 
Commuter 
KAY ELLEN CROTEAU 
Keene 
Government 
Ch i Om ega 
JOHN FREEMAN DAMON 
Durham 
General Agriculture 
Com muter 
DAVID ANDREW CUPPLES 
Manchester 
Mechanical Eng ineeri ■ g 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
RICHARD LEWIS DAHLGREN 
Concord 
Accounting 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
EMERY CAMBRIDGE DALY 
South Effingham 
Mechanical Engineer ing 
Hunter 
ALFRED DONAT DAMOUR 
Henniker 
Econom ics 
Phi Delta Upsilon 
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THOMAS BIXBY CURREN 
Francestown 
Bu siness Admini strati on 
Kappa Sigma 
DAVID ALMON DANIELS 
Andover, Massach use tt s 
Electrical Engineeri ng 
Hetze l 
RICHARD ELIOTT CURRIER 
Beverly, Massachusetts 
Bu si ness Administration 
Phi Delta Upsi lon 
GEORGE T. DAVIS , JR. 
Portlond , Maine 
Hotel Admini stration 
Ka ppa Sigma 
RA LPH WILLIAM DAY 
Corni sh 
Poultry Science 
Alpha Gamma Rho 
ALVERA E. DONATELLE 
Portland , Maine 
Psychology 
lord 
GERALD PAUL DESMARAIS 
Fall Ri ·,er, Ma ssachu setts 
Government 
Ph i Mu Delta 
ROBERT EVERETT DILLON 
Exe ter 
Ch em icol Engin ee ring 
Gibbs 
NORMAN PAUL DION 
Dover 
Geology 
Commuter 
EDWARD W . DONOVAN 
Brighton, Massachuse tts 
Governm ent 
Phi Kappa Th eta 
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THOMAS ALBERT DEVINS 
Dover 
Hotel Adm i nistrat ion 
Commuter 
JOYCE EVELYN DORING 
Garden City, New Jersey 
Home Econom ics Educotion 
Th eto Upsilon 
BRUCE HAROLD DEXTER 
N ew market 
Bus iness Adm inis tration 
Acacia 
RICHARD F. DOUCETTE 
Rocklaod, Massachuse tts 
Biology 
Hunter 
PHILLIP DAVID DRAPEAU 
Rochester 
Business Administration 
Commuter 
SUSAN WHEELER EGGERT 
Durham 
Recreation Leadership 
Durham 
SANDRA JEAN DUFOUR 
Manchester 
Art Education 
Chi Omega 
CURTIS LEE DUNHAM 
Manch ester 
Electrical Engineer ing 
Hetzel 
GEORGE M. ECKHARD 
Keene 
Business Administration 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
JUDITH ANN EGGLESTON 
Hingham, Massachusetts 
Occupational Therapy 
Alpha Xi Delta 
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RICHARD C. DUGGIN 
Wilton 
Engli sh 
Durham 
KATHERINE ELLIOTT 
Dover 
Romance Languages 
Scott 
RICHARD JOSEPH DUMONT 
Colebrook 
Agricultural Economics 
Phi Kappa Theta 
PETER ROGER ELLIOTT 
Los Angeles, Colifornio 
Economics 
Phi Mu Delta 
DANIEL ROBINSON EMERY 
Swanzey Center 
Business Adm inistration 
Pi Koppa Alpha 
LOREN DOUGLAS EVANS 
Gorham 
Civil Engineering 
Gibbs 
CARL D. ERICKSON 
Laconia 
Bacteriology 
Hetzel 
JOAN MACKENZIE EUSTIS 
Suncook 
History 
Chi Omega 
RICHARD HOOPER EUSTIS 
Exeter 
Sociology 
Theta Chi 
RICHARD STEPHEN EXEL 
Keene 
Business Administration 
East Holl 
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TORMOD ESKELAND 
Oslo, Norway 
Civil Engineering 
Durham 
RONALD LEON FENERTY 
Dover 
English literature 
Commuter 
ROBERT M. ESPOSITO 
Haverh i ll, Massachusetts 
Mathematics 
Phi Mu Delta 
MARY GAIL FENN 
Concord , Ma ssac hu sett s 
Engli sh Literature 
North Congreve Hall 
BRENDA JANE FERGUSON 
Cochituate, Massachusett s 
Occupational Therapy 
Alpha Ch i Omega 
JOHN EMIL FORET 
Hanover 
Zoology 
Kappa Sigma 
JOHN ARTHUR FILPULA 
Rochester 
English Education 
Commuter 
SUSAN ANN FITTS 
Chester 
History 
South Congreve Hall 
CHARLES G. FLETCHER 
Concord 
Bus in ess Adm ini stration 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
LOIS CAROLE FORET 
Hanover 
Physical Education 
Durham 
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STANTON TRUITT FITTS 
Fram ingham Centre, Moss. 
Business Admini stration 
Kappa Sigma 
HELEN N. FOURNIER 
Laconia 
Medical Technology 
A lpha Xi Delta 
STEPHEN AMSDEN FITTS 
Framingham Centre , Ma ss. 
Business Adimin stration 
Kappa Sigma 
CALVIN MERLE FOWLER 
Durham 
Biology Education 
Acacia 
JEWETT W. FOWLER, JR. 
Hingham, Massachu setts 
Mechanical Eng ineeri ng 
Ph i Mu Delta 
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PAUL EUGENE FUCHS 
Wayland , Mass achu setts 
Psychology 
Ph i Kappa Theta 
MELISSA ANN FOY 
Concord 
His tory 
Alpha Ch i Om ega 
PAUL JOHN FROST 
Durham 
Chemical Engineeri ng 
Durham 
ROBERT H. FRYER 
Newton Junction 
Governm ent 
Kappa Sigma 
LOIS FULLER 
Newburyport , Ma ssachu setts 
Occupa ti onal Th erapy 
Sawyer Hall 
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ROLAND ALBERT FRECHETTE 
Som ersworth 
Mechanical Eng ineeri ng 
Com muter 
RICHARD G. GAGE 
Manchester 
History 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
GALE HARTWELL FRENCH 
Manch ester 
Bu si ness Admini strat ion 
Ph i Mu Delta 
PATRICIA ANN GAGNE 
Som ersworth 
Secretaria l Stud ies 
Commuter 
HARVEY D. GALLOWAY 
Wilton 
Mechanical Eng ineeri ng 
Phi Mu Delta 
BRUCE S. GOODHUE 
Canterbury 
Busi ness Admin is trat ion 
Kappa Sigma 
RONALD GEORGE GARANT 
Nashua 
Govern ment 
Commuter 
RICHARD GILBERT GLADU 
Manchester 
Electrical Engin eeri ng 
Durham 
HAROLD R. GLADWIN 
Salem 
Geology 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
RICHARD WAYNE GORGES 
Durham 
Mecha nical Engineering 
Durham 
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GORDON E. GASKELL 
Rye 
Horticulture-T.S.A. 
Durham 
MARGARET MARY GOULD 
Hanover 
Sociology 
Phi Mu 
BENJAMIN F. GEORGE 
Bartlett 
Biology 
Sigma Beta 
G. EDWARD GOWEN 
Greenland 
Horticulture-T.S.A. 
Commuter 
WILLARD R. GRANT 
Portsmouth 
Civil Engineering 
Commuter 
ARTHUR MORSE GRIFFIN 
Concord 
Chemi stry 
Sigma Beta 
JOSEPH PHILLIP GRAVES 
Brentwood 
Hotel Administration 
Theta Chi 
RICHARD PATRICK GREEN 
Rochester 
Social Service 
Commuter 
DONALD ERNEST GRENIER 
Berlin 
English Education 
Alexander Hall 
JOHN P. GRIFFITH 
Nashua 
Bu si ness Administrat ion 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
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JANE MELDRID GRAY 
Charlestown 
English Education 
Durham 
ARTHUR ROLAND GUERETTE 
Nashua 
Mechanical Engineeri ng 
Durham 
CAROL LYNN GREEN 
Plaistow 
G eneral Home Economics 
Theta Upsilon 
ROY NATHANIEL GUPTILL 
Portsmouth 
Geology 
Commuter 
THEODORE EINO HAAPALA DOUGLAS JOSEPH HADDAD 
Durham Methuen, Massachusetts 
Business Administration Physics 
Commuter Phi Mu Delta 
JOHN GIBSON HAMILTON 
Rochester 
Physical Education 
Commuter 
PENELOPE ANN HALL WARD 
Tucson, Arizona 
English literature 
Alpha Chi Omega 
JOHN EDWARD HAMEL 
Newmarket 
Civil Engineering 
Commuter 
MARIAN R. HARRINGTON 
Durham 
English Education 
Commuter 
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ROBERT M. HALL 
Orford 
General Agriculture 
East Hall 
NANCY ANN HARRISON 
Groveland, Massachusetts 
General Home Economics 
Kappa Delta 
SUSAN CARTER HALL 
Orford 
Arts 
lord Hall 
FORREST R. HASELTON 
Sa nford , Moine 
Polit i cal Science 
Lam bda Chi Alp ha 
MARCIA HINKLEY HASLAM 
Parts mouth 
Secreta r ial Stud ies 
Alpha Xi Delta 
JOHN WIDEN HENSON 
Portsmouth 
Chemis try 
Comm uter 
MARY FRANCIS HATCH 
North Conway 
Governm ent 
Ch i Om ega 
JOAN BETH HENDRICK 
Nashua 
Bu sin ess Admi nistrat io n 
Th eta Upsilo n 
JAMES McLEOD HENDRY 
Man cheste r 
Bu si ness Adm ini strat ion 
Commuter 
BARBARA FRANCES HERRICK 
Beverly, Massachu sett s 
Secretarial Stud ies 
Al pha Chi Omega 
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DANIEL PHILIP HAZEN 
Durham 
History 
Theta Chi 
Busi ness Adm inistration 
Ph i Mu Delta 
ELLEN ALICE HEIN 
New London 
Sociology 
Chi O mega 
NANCY JO HOBBS 
North Mars hfield , Mass. 
Romance Languages 
Al pha Xi Delta 
JAMES BYRON HOEY 
La coni a 
His to ry 
Sigma Beta 
MARCIA ELIZABETH HOUCK 
Amh erst 
Hotel Adm inis tration 
Mclaug hl in Hall 
JOAN L. HOFER 
Peterborough 
Secretarial Stud ies 
Sawyer Hall 
JAMES PATRICK HORN 
Laconia 
Account ing 
Dover 
LINDA LEE HORNING 
New London 
Physi cal Educat ion 
North Cong reve Hall 
JOHN DAVID HOURIGAN 
Dover 
Mechan ical Engineeri ng 
Commuter 
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JUDITH LEE HOLBROOK 
Concord 
Social Servi ce 
Sawyer Hall 
SHEILA ANN HOWE 
Claremont 
Fren ch 
Lord Hall 
JAMIESON E. HOLWAY 
Rye 
Pre -veierinory 
Com muter 
JOAN C. HOWLAND 
Glens Falls, New York 
History 
Chi Omega 
LINCOLN BEALS HUBBARD 
Howkesbury, Ontario, Can . 
Physics 
Engelhordt Hall 
ARLENE R. JACKSON 
Somersworth 
Physical Education 
Commuter 
CLAIRE M. HUBERSAK 
Salem Depot 
Bacteriology 
Sawyer Holl 
JAMES EDWARD HUNTER 
Durham 
Bacteriology 
Commuter 
JOHN HENRY INESON, JR. 
Rochester 
Biology 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
MYLES A. JACKSON 
Exeter 
Electrical Engineering 
Engelhardt Hall 
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NANCY LOU HUGHES 
Colebrook 
Art 
South Congreve Hall 
NANCY-JANE JACKSON 
Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts 
Botany 
Scott Hall 
CAROLE JEAN HUNT 
Laconia 
General Physical Science 
Smith Hall 
HAZIM ABDULKAR IM JIBRY 
Durham 
Mechanical Eng ineerin3 
Hetzel Holl 
RICHARD EDWIN JOHNSON 
Lakeport 
Electr ical t ng i nec i i c.J 
New market 
REBECCA KALMANOVITZ 
Barranquilla , Colombia, S.A. 
Art Educat ion 
Theta Upsilon 
ALBERTA ELAINE JONES 
Chelmsford, Massachusetts 
Sociology 
Sawyer Holl 
CHARLES JOSLIN 
Lynnfield, Massachusetts 
Mechanical Eng i neering 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
GREGORY KAGELEIRY 
Dover 
Physical Education 
Durham 
GHAZI · MOHAMMED KAMIL 
Mosul , Iraq 
Mechan ical Eng i neeri ng 
Hetzel Hall 
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ROBERT VAUGHN JONES 
Derry 
Economics 
Alpha Tau Om ega 
S. BRITT A KARLBERG 
Dover 
History 
Commuter 
PETER PAUL JOOS 
Durham 
Mechanical Engin eering 
Commuter 
KAROL L. KARR 
Newport 
Physicol Education 
Mclaughlin Hall 
GILLIAN KELLOGG 
New Ipswich 
History 
Theta Upsi lon 
EVERETT HERBERT KILLAM 
Goffstown 
Civil Eng ineeri ng 
Hetzel Holl 
LOIS KELLEY 
Derry 
Poultry Science 
South Congreve Hall 
WAYNE ELGIN KIBBY 
Concord 
Civil Engineering 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
ROGER ALAN KIEFFER 
Somersworth 
Mechanical Engineering 
West Hall 
HERBERT E. KILLAM 
Kingston 
Animal Science 
Gibbs Holl 
PAUL EDWARD KELLY 
Mon chester 
Mechanical Engineer ing 
Hunter Holl 
LYDIA JOYCE KILLAM 
Portsmouth 
Secre tar ia l Studies 
Scott Hall 
JACQUELINE KEZAR 
West Springfield 
Psychology 
Phi Mu 
GERRY MAE KING 
Bethel, Ma ine 
Music Education 
Scott Holl 
NEAL PRESTON KINGSLEY 
Lee 
Forestry 
Commuter 
DOUGLAS EARL KREBS 
South Berwick, Maine 
Mechanical Engineering 
Commuter 
DAVID WAYNE KINMOND 
Kittery, Maine 
Geology 
Gibbs Hall 
FORREST E. KNOWLES , JR. 
North Hampton 
Chemistry 
Hunter Holl 
PAUL A. KOTSEOS 
Concord 
History 
Durham 
ROBERT KUDZMA 
Nashua 
Mathematics 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
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RICHARD HAROLD KIRK 
Contoocook 
Economics 
Alpha Tau Omega 
JOHN P. KWARCIANY 
Manchester 
History 
Commuter 
JOHN VICTOR KJE LLMAN 
Henniker 
Mechanical Engin eering 
Acacia 
BERNARD R. J. LABONTE 
Hampton Beach 
Hotel Administration 
Phi Kappa Theta 
NORMAN LUDGER LACASSE 
Berlin 
Forestry 
Durham 
ALFRED BURGESS LANE 
Brewer, Maine 
History 
Dur:1 0111 
DENIS EMILE LACROIX 
Methuen , Massachusetts 
Biochemistry 
Durham 
BRADLEY E. LAMSON 
Newfields 
Economics 
Commuter 
JOSEPH E. R. LANDRY 
Berlin 
Civil Engineering 
Engelhardt Hall 
JANICE MAE LANIK 
Milford 
History 
Kappa Delta 
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CORNELIA W . LAFAYETTE 
Durham 
Occupational Therapy 
Chi Om ega 
THOMAS C. LaVALLEY 
Durham 
Geology 
Commuter 
DAVID P. LAFAYETTE 
Durham 
Economic s 
Sigma Alpha Ep silon 
RICHARD J. LAVIGNE 
Hampton 
Art-Education 
Durham 
ROBERT PAUL LAVOIE 
Nashua 
Civil Engineering 
Phi Delta Upsilon 
JERRY LEWIS 
Contoacook 
Economics 
Alpha Tau Omega 
LINDA LAWRENCE 
Farmington 
Medical Technology 
Mary Hitchcock 
ANN A. LENARDSON 
Stamford, Connecticut 
Recreation Education 
Alpha Chi Omega 
WILLIAM FOSS LENFEST 
Rochester 
History 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
PAUL AUGUST LINDQUIST 
North Abington, Mass . 
Government 
Acacia 
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LOUIS HENRY LeBLANC 
Nashua 
Mechanical Engineering 
Phi Delta Upsilon 
LINDA JOAN LITTLEFIELD 
Ogunquit , Maine 
English Education 
Scott Hall 
ROBERT T. LEMIRE 
Beverly, Massachusetts 
Economics 
Phi Mu Delta 
LARS KRISTIAN LJOGODT 
Civil Engin eering 
O slo, Norw ay 
Du rham 
ROBERTA l. LOBBIN 
Bedford Hill s, N ew Yo ck 
Th e Art s 
Alpha Xi Delta 
EILEEN MARIE MacDONALD 
Portsmouth 
Engl ish literature 
Kappa Delta 
WILLIAM R. LOCHHEAD 
Noshua 
Bu si ness Admin istration 
Si g ma Alpha Epsi lon 
ROBERT KENNETH LOW 
Epping 
Bu sin ess Admini stration 
Comm uter 
C. F. MacDONALD, JR . 
W ell s, Mai ne 
Poultry Sc ience 
Du rham 
WALTER MICHAEL MACEK 
Manch es ter 
Gove rnm e nt 
Hetzel Hall 
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AGNES LOCKE 
Pittsburg 
Engl i sh literature 
Phi M u 
DOUGLAS H. MacGREGOR 
Tilton 
Hi story 
W est Hall 
DAVID LOURIE 
Washington , D. C. 
The Arts 
Fai rchild Hall 
ROGER W . MAGENAU 
Concord 
Hi story 
Theta Ch i 
JUDITH ELAINE MAHONEY 
Rochester 
Bacteriology 
Alpha Xi Della 
BEYERL Y ANN MARSTERS 
Conway 
Geology 
Alpha Chi Omega 
NORMAN LIONEL MAJOR 
Keene 
Electrical Engineering 
Alexander Hall 
CAROL ANNE MARSH 
Amherst 
Engli sh Literature 
Scott Hall 
RICHARD G. MARSHALL 
Manch ester 
Civil Engineeri ng 
Alpha Gamma Rho 
WILLIAM P. MARTIN 
Plymouth 
Animal Science 
Alpha Gamma Rho 
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JOSEPH FRED MANGINI 
Winthrop, Massachusetts 
Genera l Agricullure-T.S.A. 
Ea st Hall 
VINCENT C. MARTLING 
N. Babylon, New York 
Bu siness Administration 
Kappa Sigma 
ELEANOR J. MANSEAU 
Manchester 
Zoology 
Alpha Xi Delta 
JOSEPH FELQUI MASSIDDA 
Swampscott , Massachusetts 
Biology 
Theta Chi 
ALLEN RUSS MAXWELL 
Reading , Massachu se tt s 
Hotel Administration 
Alpha Tau Om ega 
FRANCES E. McKENNA 
East Barr ington 
English Education 
Kappa Delta 
WILLIAM JAMES McAULIFFE 
Durham 
Civil Engineering 
Phi Mu Delta 
JOSEPH T. McGONAGLE 
Laconia 
Biology 
Sig mo Alpha Epsilon 
WILLIAM J. McHUGH, Ill 
Durham 
Forestry 
Commuter 
JEAN FROSTEAD McKENZIE 
Derry 
Biology 
Chi Omega 
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THOMAS J. McDONNELL 
Nashua 
Bu siness Adm inistration 
Koppa Sigma 
THOMAS McKITTRICK 
Andover, Massachusetts 
Government 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
FRANK JOSEPH McGILL 
Walpole 
Agriculture Business-T.S.A. 
Alpha Gamma Rho 
HALFORD PALFREY MclANE 
Port smouth 
Sociology 
Commuter 
DONALD McPHERSO N , JR. 
Durhom 
Bu siness Administration 
Commute r 
ROBERT J. MOCHRIE, JR. 
Concord 
Psych ology 
Kappa Sigma 
HOWARD J. M EAD, JR. 
Bedford Hill s, New York 
Psychology 
Sigma Beta 
ANNE GERTRUDE MERRITT 
Wellesley Hills , Mass . 
English literoture 
Sawyer Hall 
ANN LOUISE MILLIGAN 
Rye 
Socia l Service 
Smith Hall 
PRABHAKAR K. MOGERA 
Anand Gujarat State, India 
Civil Engineering 
East Hall 
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ANNE HORNER MEL YIN 
Durham 
English litera ture 
Commuter 
DANIEL HAYNES MONAHAN 
Hanover 
Forestry 
Phi Mu Delta 
ERNEST ALFRED MERC IER 
Na shua 
Business Admini stration 
Engelhardt Hall 
GEORGE HENRY MONAST 
Nashua 
Mechan ica l Eng ineer ing 
Hunter Holl 
DAVID ROMANO MONROE 
Ch es terfi eld 
Civil Eng ioeering 
Acacia 
ELIZABETH N. MURRELL 
North east Harbor, Maine 
Psychology 
Theta Upsi lon 
ARTHUR D. MONTY 
Pembroke 
Governmen t 
Phi Kappa Th eta 
ROBERT WALTER MORIN 
Newmarket 
Mechanical Engineering 
Commuter 
NORMAN F. MURPHY 
Berlin 
Accoun ti ng 
Durham 
EDWARD S. NADZEIKA 
Nashua 
Bu si ness Adm ini stration 
Kappa Sigma 
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PATRICIA MORIARTY 
Durham 
His tory 
Commuter 
GAIL NICKERSON 
Kenn ebun k, Moin e 
Bacteriology 
Kappa Delta 
DAVIDA BESS MORIN 
W est Boxford , Massochu se tt s 
languag es 
South Cong reve Hall 
RONALD EDWARD NOFTLE 
W es t Acton , Ma ssachusett s 
Chemi stry 
Ta u Kappa Epsi lon 
NANCY 0 . NORWOOD 
Milford 
Th e Arts 
Alpha Xi Delta 
GERALD JOHN OUELLETTE 
Jaffrey 
Fores try 
Alpha Gamma Rho 
NANCY IDA NUDD 
Syosse t, New York 
Chemistry 
North Cong reve Hall 
WILLIAM STANLEY ORCUTT 
Hanover 
Engli sh Literatu re 
Alpha Tau Om ega 
NANCY BALES OSGOOD 
Durham 
Physical Education 
Th eta Upsilon 
JOYCE FARRINGTON PAINE 
Durham 
Sociology 
Commuter 
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RUSSELL ALAN NYLANDER 
W es t Acton, Massachu se tt s 
Civil Engin eering 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
RUTH MARGARET PARKER 
Derry 
Math ematics 
Smith Hall 
CLARA L. OLESNIEWICZ 
Manches ter 
Aris 
Scott Hall 
DANIEL J. PARR 
Portsmouth 
Phys ica l Educat ion 
Engelhardt Hall 
NANCY RA E PARRY 
Ba sking Ridge, New Jersey 
Engl ish Literature 
Alpha Chi Om ega 
KAY PERINCHIEF 
Stockbridg e, Massachusetts 
History 
Alpha Xi Delta 
RICHARD WINSLOW PAYNE 
Lacon ia 
Bu siness Administration 
Eng elh ardt Hall 
EDWARD PAUL PELCZAR 
Meredith 
El ectrical Eng ineering 
Sigma Beta 
JANE JOSEPHINE PERICH 
Manchester 
Socia l Service 
North Cong reve Hall 
MICHAEL N. PERREAULT 
Laconia 
Animal Science 
Ph i Mu Delta 
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BARBARA ALICE PEARSON 
Lynnfield, Massachu setts 
Art Educat ion 
Smith Hall 
JOSEPH FRANCI S PHEL AN 
Nashua 
Engli sh Education 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
CAROLYN MAY PEASE 
Cornish, Maine 
Horticulture-T.S.A. 
Smith Hall 
ISADORE J. PIASECZNY, JR. 
Manchester 
Electri col Engineering 
Durham 
RICHARD G. PITTROFF 
Dover 
Economics 
Hetzel Holl 
PHYLLIS ANN QUINT 
Dover 
Bacteriology 
Koppa Delta 
CYNTHIA M. POFTAK 
Monchester 
Social Service 
Phi Mu 
THOMAS CLARK PRESCOTT 
Wolfeboro 
History 
Engelhardt Holl 
JOAN PRISBY 
Manchester 
Home Economics Education 
Theta Upsilon 
PRISCILLA RADCLIFF 
East Kingston 
Occupational Therapy 
Smith Hall 
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GLEN VICTOR POMERLEAU 
Portsmouth 
Business Administration 
lambda Chi Alpha 
RICHARD E. RAINVILLE 
Rochester 
Electrical Engineering 
Engelhardt Hall 
FRANCES E. POMORSKI 
Glen Rock, New Jersey 
The Arts 
Alpha Xi Delta 
FRANK PAUL RATHGEBER 
Dover 
Bu sin ess Administration 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
JOH N C. RAU 
Spring Valley, New York 
Governm en t 
Kappa Sigma 
BEVERLY ANN RENEY 
Grantham 
Art 
Alpha Xi Delta 
ROBERT LAWRENCE RAY 
West Rye 
Electrical Engineering 
Fa irchild Hall 
RICHARD ALLEN REEVES 
Franklin 
Electrical Engin eeri ng 
Durham 
MARY M . REGAN 
Portsmouth 
Biology 
Commuter 
ELIZABETH A. RHINEHARDT 
Dover 
Hi story 
Commuter 
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LINDA ANN REED 
Greenwich, Conn ecticut 
Sociology 
Phi Mu 
JOHN F. RICH ARDS 
Durham 
History 
Ph i Mu Delta 
JOYCE ELLEN REEVES 
Franklin 
English Literature 
Scott Hall 
STANLEY JOSEPH RIEL 
Manchester 
Geology 
Gibbs Hall 
RUTH ELLEN RING 
East Rindge 
Social Service 
Alpha Xi Delta 
STEPHEN E. ROOT 
Durham 
Governm en t 
Commuter 
ROBERT B. ROBERTSON 
Bennington 
Dairy Science-T.S.A. 
W es t Hall 
BRUCE WILBUR ROGERS 
Newburyport, Massachuse tts 
Agronomy 
Alpha Gamma Rho 
RUS'.iELL LEONARD ROGLER 
Manchester 
Civil Engineering 
Commuter 
RICHARD ORLEE ROSS 
Manches ter 
Bu siness Administration 
Acacia 
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DIANE MARIE ROBINSON 
Som ersworth 
O ccupotionol Therapy 
Theta Upsilon 
HELGA E. ROTHMANN 
Pearl River, New York 
Bacteriology 
Theta Upsilon 
DIANNE ROE 
Newport 
Psychology 
Smith Hall 
BERTRAND FRANK RUGGLES 
Whitefield 
Chem is try 
Fairchild Hall 
JON ROBIN RUSS 
Berlin 
Engli sh literatu re 
Durham 
CARL LESLIE SARGENT 
Concord 
Botan y 
Engelhardt Holl 
EDMUND J. ST. PETER 
Durham 
History 
Commuter 
ROBERT 0 . SANTOS 
Ke ene 
Bu sin ess Admin is tration 
Engelhardt 
WILLIAM ROBERT SAPLIN 
Danvers , Massachusetts 
Busin ess Admini stration 
Alpha Tau Omega 
JOHN C. SAVAGE 
Durham 
Civi l Engin eering 
Commuter 
24 6 
HENRY T. ST. PIERRE 
Berlin 
Chemica l Eng i neeri ng 
Phi Koppa Th eta 
RICHARD WALTER SCHOEPF 
Manchester 
Biochemistry 
Hetzel Holl 
RONALD PAUL SANBORN 
Exeter 
History 
Commuter 
FR ANK WILLIAM SCHULTZ 
Exeter 
Chemistry 
Tau Ka ppa Epsilon 
HOWARD SCOTT 
Wood s vill e 
History 
Lambda Ch i Alph a 
DENNIS SHINN 
Du rh am 
Chemistry 
Phi Mu Delta 
JOHN DAVID SEGALINI 
West Lebonon 
Hotel Admini stration 
Alpha Tau Om ega 
NANCY JANE SHAW 
Whitman , Ma ss a chu sett s 
Psychology 
Sou th Cong re ve Holl 
ROBERT E. SHEA, JR. 
Manch es ter 
Mechani cal Engineerin g 
Alp ha Tau Om ega 
THOMAS RALPH SHUTE 
Concord 
Ch emi cal Engin eer ing 
A lexander Hal l 
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W AYNE ALVIN SETTLE 
Topsham , Mai ne 
Eagl ish Literature 
Tau Kappa Epsi lon 
LEON RICH A RD SILB ': RG ER 
Durham 
Civil Eng i neering 
Commuter 
SHERWOOD S. SEXTON 
Dover 
Hotel Adm i ni stratio n 
Commuter 
BEVERLY ANN SIMS 
Ki ngston 
French 
Alpha Chi Om ega 
KENNETH CHARLES SMITH 
Claremont 
Horii cu lture-T.S.A. 
Durham 
J. RUSSELL SOUTHWORTH 
Ea st Roch es ter 
Economi cs 
lambda Ch i Alp ha 
THEODOR E M. SOBO ZENSK I 
Exe ter 
Mechanical Engineeri ng 
Th eta ~hi 
EDMUND GEORGE SOULE 
South Port land , Main e 
Ch emical Eng i neer ing 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
JAMES L. SOULE 
Nashua 
Bio logy 
Th eta Chi 
JOANNE CARO L SPAU LDING 
Exeter 
English Literatu re 
Scott Hal l 
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CARO LE D. SO FRONAS 
College Point , New York 
Art 
Alpha Xi Delta 
BE RTRAN D C. SPRAGUE 
Hancock 
Biology 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
WI LLI AM A. SO LOMON 
Holl is ton , Massachu sett s 
Physics 
Du rha m 
KENNETH W . STANLEY 
Durham 
Bacteriology 
Commute r 
JOHN PINKNEY STANTON 
Manchester 
Economic s 
Sigma Alpha Epsi lon 
MICHAEL ELWIN SULLIVAN 
Berlin 
Accounting 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
ARNOLD N. STEBBINS 
Webster 
Agriculture 
A lpha Gamma Rho 
JAMES ROGER STEW ART 
Concord 
Psyc hology 
Theta Ch i 
LOIS JANE STICKNEY 
Concord 
French 
A lpha Ch i Omega 
LLOYD G. SWANBURG 
Goffstown 
Civil Engineering 
Sigma Beta 
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KENNETH ALLEN STEVENS 
Stratham 
Governm ent 
Commuter 
LINDA M. SWEET 
Littl eton 
Art 
Ph i Mu 
GA IL STEWART 
North Hampton 
O ccupational Th era py 
Phi Mu 
HELEN TAMBOURIS 
Manchester 
Hi story 
Chi Om ega 
SUSAN THAYER 
Exeter 
foglish Literature 
Mclaughlin Hall 
SUZANNE TOUGAS 
B.-unswick , Moine 
French 
Alpha Xi Del ta 
JOHN ALAN THEALL 
Mancheste r 
Electrical Engineering 
Hetzel Hall 
WILLIAM DONALD TIGHE 
Fland ers, New York 
Mechanical Eng ineering 
Fi Kappa Alpha 
DAVID GEORGE TORR 
East Roch ester 
Bu sines s Adm inistration 
Commuter 
CAROL ANN TROMBLY 
Freedom 
English Education 
Theta Upsi lon 
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ROMAINE E. THOMPSON 
Durham 
Civil Engineering 
Commuter 
ROBERT GEORGE TROMBLEY 
Ke e ne 
Economics 
Sigma Beta 
WAYNE L. THOMPSON 
-~ Manch es ter 
Government 
Kappa Sigma 
DEBORAH ANNE TRULL 
Westboro, Ma ssachusetts 
Occupationa l Th erapy 
Smith Hall 
EUGENE A. TUCKER 
Bristol 
Chemical Engineeria g 
Hunter Hall 
FRED:CRICK DAVID WALKER 
Dover 
Physica l Education 
Teacher Preparation 
Theta Chi 
NORMAN R. TURGEON 
Somersworth 
Mechanical Engineering 
Lam bda Chi Alpha 
ANDREA VIANO 
Le xington , Masachusett s 
Bacteriology 
Alpha Xi Del ta 
RUTH A. WALDVOGEL 
Durham , N ew Hampshire 
Engli sh Literature 
Alpha Chi Om ega 
VALERIE JEAN WARASKA 
Nash ua 
Engli sh Educati on 
Alpha Xi Delta 
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ANNE USTICK 
Lansdowne, Penn sylvan ia 
Engli sh Literatu re 
Sawyer Hall 
ELIZABETH A. D. W ATMAN 
Farmington 
English Literature 
Theta Upsi lon 
WILLIAM VANNOTE 
Brentwood 
Bu s iness Admini stration 
Th eta Chi 
KATHERINE HELEN WEBERS 
Lynbrook, New York 
Mathematics 
Alpha Xi Delta 
GRETCHEN L. WEDEKIND 
Schenectady, New York 
Mathemat ics 
Alpha Chi Omega 
ROBERT ALLEN WHITCOMB 
Keene 
Business Administration 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
CYNTHIA FRANCES WEEKS 
Greenland 
G eneral Home Economics 
Smith Hall 
ANNE CHARLENE WHEELER 
Milton, Massachu setts 
Physical Education 
South Congreve Hall 
PAULINE MARIE WHITCOMB 
Springfield , Vermont 
Art 
North Congreve Hall 
ROBERT E. WHITCOMB 
Keene 
Mechanical Eng ineering 
Kappa Sigma 
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FRANK EMERSON WEIBEL 
Nashua 
Electrical Engineeri ng 
Fairchild Hall 
WILLIAM HERBERT WILLARD 
Dover 
Civil Engineeri ng 
Commuter 
ALICE MORTON WHEELER 
Plymouth 
English literature 
South Congreve Hall 
KATHLEEN A. WILLIAMS 
Danve rs, Massachusetts 
Hi story 
Chi Om ega 
KAYE MARGARET WILSON 
Dover 
Government 
Commu ter 
MERLE GILBERT WRIGHT 
St. John sbury, Ver mont 
Governm ent 
Durham 
WALTER F. WILSON, JR. 
Dover 
Economi cs 
Cam muter 
MARTIN H. WOOLFSON 
Manch ester 
Sociology 
Phi Mu Delta 
RODNEY CHARLES WOTTON 
Rochester 
History 
Eng elhardt Hall 
VICTOR ROY WRIGHT 
Bristol 
Entomology 
Durha m 
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HAROLD CHESTER WING 
Concord 
El ectri cal Engin eeri ng 
Acacia 
LYNNE F. WRIGHTNOUR 
Montclair, New Jersey 
Occupational Therapy 
Alpha Chi Om ega 
JOAN HELENE WLODKOSKI 
Manchester 
Premedical 
Scott Holl 
ROGER B. YACOPUCCI , 
Franklin 
Accounting 
Hunte r Holl 
JOSEPH A. YOUNG 
Ogunquit, Moin e 
Bu sines s Admini stration 
Alpha Tau Omega 
STEVEN D. ZOTTOS 
Manchester 
History 
He tzel Holl 
JR. MATTHEW YAKOVAKIS STANLEY J. Y AROSEWICK BRENDA RAE YORK JACK HENRY YOUNG 
Mamaron eck, New York Bennington Exeter Northumberland 
G e ology Physics Secretarial Studies Civil Eng ineering 
Al e xande r Holl Alpha Tau Omega Commuter Theta Up silon 
SENIORS N OT PICTURED 
Richard Henry Aliotti, Mancheste r 
Gerold Raymond Allard , Manchester 
Jere Kon e Allen, Hampton ..... 
Dwight Conrod Boker, Bethany, Connecticut ... , ... 
Poul Allen Boles, Nashua 
Robert Albert Beaudette, Manchester 
Brent Joy Belonger, Franklin ..... 
Poul Bellavance , Nashua 
Douglas Hopkins Blompied, North Quincy, Massachusetts 
Roland DeWitt Bollacker, Jr. , Albany, New York 
Joseph John Bonner, Durham 
Clarence Emile Bourassa, Pittsburg 
George Raymond Brooks, Berlin 
Archer Grover Buck , Durham .... 
Thomas Mitchell Cosey, Durham 
Robert Christensen , Dover ..... 
Jomes Sefton Colbath , Manchester 
Marvin W, Colburn, North Weare 
S. lee Cooke , Williamsville , New York 
Jacklyn loser Celie, lurhom 
Neil Alon Cowan, Plymouth ..... 
Louis Clifford D'Allesondro , Jr., Medford , Massachu sett s 
George Christopher Doughan , Kittery, Mcine 
Poul Kevin Dorgan , Manchester 
Dione Marshall Davenport, Farmington 
Charles Emerson Deoa , Portsmouth 
Luigi Umberto DeBernordo , Genie .... 
William Campbell Dedham , Fort Dix, New Jersey 
Frederic Shackleford Dennen , Nashua 
Mono J . Desbiens, Nashua 
Joanne Gregory Dibbins, Durham 
Peter Doak , Belfast, Moine .... 
Charles William Eastman, Jr. , Exeter 
Alexander Jomes Eliades, Portsmouth 
Stephen Louis Fine , Durham 
Roy Childs Flaker, Rochester 
Peter Winslow Floyd , Marlboro 
Charles Bartl e tt French , New Boston 
Dionne Gifford , Stratham 
William F. Gimpel, Raynham , Massachusetts 
Cressy Goodwin , Concord 
Vergil Eugene Grant, Portsmouth 
William Ernest George , Durham 
Burton Jared Goodrich , Durham 
Philip Joseph Gut, Franklin 
Barbaro Conway Hammond , Manchester 
Margaret Crouch Hammond, Durham 
Ronald Dennis Hannon, Dover 
Robert Edward Hori, Concord 
Edward I. Heath , Durham 
Philip George Hendrick, Newmarket 
Gale Francis Hennessy, Hancock 
Ronald Edward Herrick , Ballston Spa, New York 
Anne Madelon Hescock, Rochester 
Robe rt Jomes Hodgson, Durham ..... 
Frede rick Randoll Holbrook , Warwick, Massachuse tt s 
Edwin A. Holm , Jr. , De rry 
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Lawrence Johnson , Newport 
Richard Edwin Johnson, Lakeport, Mossachusells 
Priscilla Palmer Kelley, Lebanon 
Alexander Clark Kahn , Ill, Durham . 
Donald S. Kuchinski, Nashua .... 
Raymond Labranche, East Barrington 
Howard Ladd, Swampscott, Massachusetts 
Laurence Ladd , Portsmouth 
Edward Lafrance , Dover 
Janice Lafrance, Dover 
Roger E. Lebel , Durham 
James 8. Lindgren, Concord 
Carleton Lord , Rochester 
Robert E. Lowther, Exeter 
Garry Lozaun , Manchester 
Gerard F. Lyons , Portsmouth 
John C. MacDonald, Nashua 
Douglas E. Macey, Concord ....... 
David R. MacKenzie, Hamilton, Massachusetts 
Judith M. Maisey, Durham 
Elizabeth Marble, Bath, Maine 
Vincent Craig Marks, Durham 
Terry Maisey, Durham .... 
Steven E. Marshall , Winchester, Massachusetts 
William E. Marvin , New Castle 
Russell K. Mason , Melrose, Massachusetts 
Donald H. Mayo, South Berwick , Maine 
Richard G. McCann, Portsmouth 
John Albert McGinty, Redstone 
Kathleen McGrath , Nahant, Massachusetts 
David Peter McKay, Reeds Ferry 
John White Moore, Bradford .... . 
Loren E. Morrill , Hudson ........ .. 
William Ewart Murthey, Durham 
Richard S. Navin, Nashua .... 
Russell E. O'Connell, Durham 
Donald O'Kane, Dover . 
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.......... Psychology 
................ Geology 
......... Mechanical Engineering 
.... General Agriculture 
............. General Agriculture 
.......................................... Botany 
.................. General Agriculture 
...... Economics 
...... History 
.... Sociology 
..... ...... Business Administration 
........ English Literature 
.. .... Chemical Engineering 
............................... Mechanical Engineering 
.................. Business Administration 
...... General Agriculture 
.................... Electrical Engineering 
... . ............ Bus iness Accounting 
.............................. English Education 
...... Forestry 
.. .................. Geology 
.. .................................................... Occupational Therapy 
........ ....... .......................... Business Administration 
. ..................................... English liteurature 
........................ Psychology 
.. ............................ Psychology 
John Warren Olson , Hillsboro 
Robert Normand Ouellette , Nashua 
Philip G. Oraby, New York, N. Y. 
Janet Patch, Morrisville, Vermont 
...... Geology 
....................... ...................... ...... .......................... ....... .......... ......... ......... Electrical Engineering 
Ethan Roland Pearson, Newmarket 
Salvatore J. Perra , Revere, Massachusetts 
Donald Alfred Phillips, Laconia ..... 
Alan E. Pinsince, Durham 
Ronald L. Pomerleau, Portsmouth 
.. ................................... Psychology 
.... ......... ...... ............................................ Occupational Therapy 
................................. General Agriculture 
.. .. ........... Government 
.. ............................ English Literature 
Jeanelle Cordelia Pulver, Exeter .................. Agriculture Science 
Alan R. Putnam, West Swanzey .. .. . .. ........................... Horticulture 
Hugo Emilio Riciputi, Portsmouth .............. Mechanical Engineer ing 
Joseph Rodgers, Hudson .... . .. ........................................ History 
Allen Roffman, Exeter ........... .. .... Business Administration 
Donald George Ray, Dover ............................. Psychology 
Roland F. San lack , Dover ..................................................................................................................................................................... Government 
H. Bruce Salsbury, Monchesler ...... Mathematics 
George F. Sowyer, Jr., Durham ............ History 
Mory 8. Schneer, Newmarket ................... History 
Dorothy L. Schultz, Exeter ................................... Physicol Education 
Williom Reed Scruton, Durham .... History 
Richord John Sheo, Manchester ...................................... English Literoture 
Robert C. Slonetz, Durham ................................... Electricol Engineering 
Dovid Lockwood Sloyton, Dover ............................................. .. .................................................. History 
Michoel Smoll, Auburn, Maine .............. Biology 
Carol P. Sweetser, Portland, Maine .......................................... Social Service 
Cynthia Tainter, Temple ........................ Sociology 
Seniz Turkomer, Boston , Mossachusetts ........................................................................ Government 
Robert Urlwin, Durham ....... .. ............................ Business Administration 
William E. Urlwin, Durham ................................................... Business Administration 
Joseph H. Vaillancourt, Manchester ........................ Wildlife Management 
Gail Walker, Durham .......... . ...History 
Roger L. Warren, Littleton .... .. ....... History 
Lawrence Weeman, Portsmouth ......... Psychology 
Edna Hopkins Welch, Durham .......................................... Government 
Frank T. Wells , Durham ............ English Literature 
Donald Alan Whittaker, Durham ........................ Poultry Science 
Philip H. Wightman, Vergennes, Vermont .... .. .............................. Biology 
Patricia A. Willard, Durham ............ Occupational Therapy 
Theodore Williams, Portsmouth .... .. .... Zoology 
John E. Williamson , Pawling , New York .......................................... English Literature 
Robert Scott Wood , Newlon Center, Massachusetts .................. Business Admin . 
David Nelson Woods, Nashua ................................................................................................................. Business Administration 
Jay Howard Worrell, Roymond ............... Chemistry 
Beatrice Ruth Wright, Peabody, Massachusetts ................................................................. Music Education 
Kenneth Yetman, Newport . . ..... Sociology 
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THE Thompson School of Agriculture is a two 
year curriculum affiliated with the University 
of New Hampshire which offers scientific and 
practical agricultural training to both men and 
women. 
Since practical experience 1s important, fa -
cilities available to the .student on campus in-
clude: the University farm, livestock depart-
ment, dairy herd, milk plant, horticulture farm, 
and greenho~ses. As well as their practical 
experience, TSA students have two semesters 
of classroom and laboratory work on campus, 
followed by a summer of supervised Agricul-
tural Placement each year which is adapted to 
the personal needs and interests of the indi-
vidual. To supplement their credits in agricul-
ture, students also have liberal arts courses. 
There are five major fields of instruction from 
which a student must select one, but can sup-
plement it with elective courses in the other 
fields to provide well-balanced training: Agri-
cultural Business, Dairying, General Farming, 
Horticulture, and Poultry. 
TSA students live in campus dorms, fraterni-
ties and sororities, or commute. They are near 
RUSSELL D. CARSON 
President 
enough the main campus to join many of the 
university's extra-curricular activities including 
Animal Husbandry, Poultry Science, Horticul-
ture, and Future Farmers of America Clubs. 
They have their own basketball team. Each 
year they participate in the New England Agri-
cultural School Judging Contest. 
After the two-year training received in 
classes and practical experience, the TSA 
graduate has a knowledge of modern, scien-
tific farming methods to take to his prospective 
community. 
The following is a list of the graduating 
class in TSA. Pictures of the seniors have been 
included in the senior section. 
FRANK J. McGILL 
Vice -President 
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HAROLD H. HOULE 
Treasurer 
CAROLYN M. PEASE 
Secretary 
Bohanan, Glenn L. 
Buttny, Robert 
Carson, Russell D. 
Clay, Ronald T. 
Courser, Fred W . 
Crosby, Roger W . 
Gaskell, Gordon E. 
Gimpel, William F. 
Gowen, G. Edward 
Houle, Harold H. 
Howard , David H. 
Lackie, Frederick H. 
Lowther, Robert E. 
Mangini, Joseph F. 
Mayo, Donald H. 
McGill, Frank J. 
O 'Brien , Emund J. 
Pease, Carolyn M. 
Phillips, Wilbur D. 
Robertson, Robert B. 
Smith , Brian C. 
Sm ith, Kenneth C. 
Spinney, Susan J. 
Young, Thomas C. 
Compliments 
of 
MALDEN, MASSACHUSETTS 
Portrait Photographers 
Official Photographer 
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BEST WISHES 
from the 
NASHUA TRUST COMPANY 
SECOND NATIONAL BANK 
INDIAN HEAD NATIONAL BANK 
SPAULDIN,G FIBRE ,COMPAN,Y, Inc. 
Manufacturers and Fabricators of 
Laminated Phenolics - Vulcanized Fibre 
Electrical Insulation Paper, Board, and 
Other Fibre-Resin Specialties 
Plants at 
TONAWANDA, N . Y. - NORTH ROCHESTER, N. H. - DOVER, N. H. 
MILTON, N. H. - LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA 
A Nationwide Organization Which Offers Growing Opportunities for Young Men 
For Further Information, Write or Call 
SPAULDING FIBRE CO., Inc. 
North Rochester, N. H. Tel. ROch . 1700 
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PALMER PLUMBING SUPP1L Y ,COMPANY 
ROCHESTER, N. H. 
Wholesale Distributors of 
Plumbing - Heating - Mill Supplies 
Weil-Mclain Heating Equipment 
Kohler Plumbing Fixtures 
Petro Oil Burners Lunkenheimer Valves 
Branch Branch 
30-32 UNION AVENUE 
LACONIA, N. H. 
8 DANA STREET 
PORTLAND, ME. 
YOKEN'S 
" I" THAR SHE BLOWS • 
PORTSMOUTH, N. H. 
One of America's foremost Highway Restaurants 
HARRY MaclEOD, JR . '60 
Assistant Manager 
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RAYBUR_N 
"Everything for the Musician" 
SELMER (PARIS) 
BUNDY 
BENGE TRUMPETS 
GOYA GUITARS 
SLINGERLAND DRUMS 
LUDWIG DRUMS 
PREMIER DRUMS 
PIRASTRO STRINGS 
KING INSTRUMENTS 
THOMASTIK STRINGS 
RECONDITIONED INSTRUMENTS 
EXPERT REPAIRING 
267 HUNTINGTON AVENUE 
BOSTON, MASS. • COmmonwealth 6-4727 
MANCHESTER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Tel. 2-7011 - 4-1293 
Manufacturers of 
Duracre1·e - Duralite and Duraglaze 
Masonry Units 
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Painting - Upholstering 
Body and Fender Repairing 
BEE LINE Frame Straightening and Wheel 
Aligning 
GLASS - SERVICE 
DOVER AUTO BODY CO. 
Paul Hebert and Tony Bisson, Props. 
4 GRANITE STREET 
Phone SH 2-4569 DOVER, N. H. 
Compliments of 
COMMUNITY MARKET 
J. GRIMES, Proprietor 
DURHAM, N. H. 
Compliments of 
SOMERSWORTH 
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Compliments of 
GRANT'S 
DURHAM, N. H. 
Compliments of 
THE HOTEL KIMBALL 
and LOUNGE 
DOVER, N. H. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Compliments of 
IDEAL FOOD STORE, Inc. 
Highest Quality Groceries and Meats 
7 MADBURY ROAD 
DURHAM, N . H. 
Tele phone 3 
JOHN NEWSKY, Prop . 
A. E. ALIE & SONS, Inc. 
Registered Jeweler 
American Gem Society 
460 CENTRAL AVENUE 
DOVER, N . H. 
Establ ished 1914 Telephone SH 2-1749 
Congratulations from the 
AMOSKEAG SAVINGS BANK 
MANCHESTER, N . H. 
Member Federal Deposi t In surance Corporotion 
DOVER 
S. D. SUNDEEN 
Frigidaire Sales and Service 
Stores in 
ROCHESTER 
PORTSMOUTH 
You will find 
EVERY BANKING SERVICE 
at 
DURHAM TRUST CO. 
3 MADBURY ROAD 
DURHAM, N . H. 
Tel. Durham 10 
Member Federal Deposit ln suronce Corporation 
Compliments of 
~~ .. _. ._.,, ~ 
~ ---.;.. 
THE JENNISON COMPANY 
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ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD 
Plane - Steamship - Hotel Reservations 
Special Student Tours to Europe 
For Complete Travel Information 
THE RICHARDSON AGENCY 
Insurance - Real Estate - Travel 
600 CENTRAL AVENUE 
DOVER, N. H. Te l. SH 2-4200 
Te l. SH erwood 2-1911 U. S. lie. No . 154500 
A. LIPSON, Inc. 
Wholesale Dealers 
FRUITS AND PRODUCE 
45 LOCUST STREET 
DOVER, N. H. 
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Compliments of 
M. H. LACY 
DEPARTMENT STORE 
DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Compliments of 
ALICE MAHONEY 
DUNFEY'S RESTAURANT 
MAIN STREET 
Durham, New Hampshire 
R. P. JOHNSON CO. 
5c - $5 STORE 
Fine Luncheonette 
Complete Commercial Banking 
MERCHANTS 
NATIONAL BANK 
488 Central Ave ., Upper Square 
DOVER, N. H. 
Me mber Fe de ral De posit In surance Corporation 
Compliments of 
THE COLLEGE SHOP 
BRAD. MclNTIRE 
" Best Buys at Brad's" 
DURHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
HARDWARE HOUSE 
DURHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Compliments of 
Sawyer Mills Factory Outlet 
" The Brand Nome Store that Saves You More " 
" All on One ,floor" 
Largest Discount Department Store in the 
Seacoast Area 
78 Major Departments - Complete Selections 
for the Family - Home and Car 
DOVER, N . H. 
Compliments of 
TOWN AND CAMPUS 
MAIN STREET 
Durham, N . H. 
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Compliments 
THE COOP 
and 
COOP BOOK EXCHANGE 
Cabins - Apartments - Motel Units 
Reasonable Rates 
THE RIVIIERA MOTEL 
On Route 1 25 - Three Miles South of 
Rochester 
GONIC , NEW HAMPSHIRE 
f 
Compliments of 
THE WILDCAT 
DURHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
SERVING THE INSURANCE AND 
REAL ESTATE NEEDS OF N. H. 
FOR ALMOST A CENTURY 
MORRILL & EVERETT, Inc. 
Your Local Independent Insurance Agent 
77 NORTH MAIN STREET 
CONCORD , N. H. 
Your New York Life Agent on 
UNH Campus is LENNY DOBENS 
NEW YORK LIFE 
INSURANCE COMPANY 
Life Insurance - Group Insurance 
Accident and Sickness Insurance 
Employee Pension Plans 
Telephone TUxedo 2-3963 
NASHUA, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
PRICE'S 
For the Best in 
Records - Phonos - Hobbies - Toys 
36 MAIN STREET UN 8-2689 
DURHAM, N. H. 
What Does A Yearbook Mean? 
For you, a yearbook means memories. Throughout your life it will help 
you recall old friends and relive the good times of your student days. 
And for your publishers, too, a yearbook means something special. As 
former members of yearbook staffs, we bring to our professional duties a deep 
personal interest in the goals of a yearbook editor, as well as a real under-
standing of his many problems. 
To this we add more than a quarter-century of experience publishing 
many scores of school and college yearbooks. But what we offer you is more 
than balanced by what you give to us- the happiness of sharing in student 
projects, the delight of finding each year new and younger friends. 
YEARBOOKS • FRESHMAN GUIDES • SPORTS PUBLICATIONS 
LIMITED EDITIONS • ALUMNI , LITERARY AND PROFESSIONAL MAGAZINES 
THE 1961 GRANITE staff would like to express their appreciation to all 
those people who have contributed to this year's book, we would 
especially like to acknowledge: 
Mr. Robert W . Kelly and the staff of the Robert W. Kelly Publishing 
Corporation for their patience and encouragement in the planning and 
the publishing of the 1961 GRANITE. 
Hampshire Engraving Corporation for their fine engravings and excel-
lent service. 
Lincoln Studio for their time, energy and fine photographs. 
The A . S. 0. Board for the help in all financial matters. 
The University Photo Service for their cooperation in providing prints . 
Mr. Nichols, our faculty advisor, for his many hours of consultation. 
The Universisty Administration, staff, and students for their cooperation 
and encouragement. 
1961 GRANITE STAFF 
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